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ABSTRACT

MAKING HISTORY: SPANISH LABOR MIGRANTS IN MIDDLE CLASS LIMA
Diego Arispe-Bazán
Asif Agha
Considering migration to be an act of reimagining the self, this dissertation intervenes
into the discursive means by which post-colonials negotiate and circulate socio-historical
imaginaries in everyday social encounters. It grounds literature on post-colonialism by
emphasizing interactions between individuals as sites for the reproduction of historical
consciousness. I conducted ethnographic research over 16 months in Madrid, Barcelona,
and Lima, partially funded by the Wenner-Gren Foundation and the Latin American
Studies Program at the University of Pennsylvania. The dissertation follows the settling
of Spanish migrants in Lima after the Spanish economic crisis of 2008, and demonstrates
that their incursion into upwardly mobile, middle class spaces has come to animate
Peruvian anxieties about the colonial past and its relevance to contemporaries issues of
race, class, and gender.

Each dissertation chapter highlights a distinct discursive site in which Spanish and
Peruvian citizens draw upon their past as a means to history. Chapter 1 is an analysis of
the rhetoric in Peruvian high school history textbooks’ descriptions (ranging from the
1920s to the 2010s) of the colonial period. Chapter 2 takes instances in which middle
class Peruvians link contemporary Spanish migrants to the colonizing project by virtue of
their nationality, and their arrival in the Americas in contemporary interactions within
vi

informal social settings, as well as on online platforms. Chapter 3 explains how Peruvians
distance themselves from Spanish migrants in this case by aligning away from the speech
forms the Spaniards employ, with attention to phonological, lexical, and paralinguistic
distinctions in dialect, construed as diacritics of “Spanishness” and “Peruvianness.”
Chapter 4 considers the notion of reflexivity as an anthropological conceit from
a semiotic perspective, by focusing on my own ethnographic engagements both in Spain
and Peru and posit that “race” in Latin America can be a relatively malleable concept,
rather than stable in the manner which the denotation of the term often suggests.

The analysis draws from semiotic and linguistic anthropology in order to analyze colonial
encounters as negotiations of identity formation. Furthermore, it brings together
approaches to contemporary transnational studies with persepectives on the transmission
of history (as a discourse). Readings of “developed world” migrant bodies in the
“developing world” through semiotics provides a means to understand the production of
historically informed identities. More significantly, this semiotic approach shows that
these roles take shape precisely at the site where they seem to disappear: the everyday.
Thus I identify links between interactional data and macro-social and political
phenomena.
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction

Having completed pilot research, after shifting the focus of my dissertation project away
from the impact of the ongoing 2008 Spanish economic crisis on Basque nationalism and
toward an analysis of the relational forms of nationalism emerging in encounters between
Spanish nationals (displaced by the same crisis) and Peruvians in Lima, I began my
project by searching for Basques living in the city, having already spent some time
getting to know the Basque region and its people. One of my first conversations was with
a Basque woman, Jimena, whom I had met by chance, at a bar in Barranco, Lima’s
gentrifying bohemian enclave, on a night out with friends. We agreed to meet at a
recently opened Basque restaurant in the neighborhood a few days later. The following
story, which she shared with me over a traditional shot of Basque patxaran, has steered
my research for years to come. Sitting in a cab, being transported from Barranco to San
Borja, a middle class/upper middle class neighborhood, her driver had missed a turn, one
she knew would delay the ride—and cost her some extra soles. She began to argue with
the driver, but the most efficient exit from the expressway had gone, and the arguing
escalated as he made the next one. As she stepped out of the cab, the man yelled “You
damn Spaniards! Give us back our gold!” Jimena walked away in a stupor and wondered:
did Peruvians really care so much about colonization, almost 200 years out? And,
moreover, did they not know that Basques themselves had been seeking to separate from
Spain for decades, if not centuries?
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Although colonial history, as in many other post-colonial contexts, occupies a central
place in official constructions of the Peruvian polity, historians in the past 25 years have
asserted that governments and intellectuals in Republican era Peru (Méndez, 1995;
Mallon, 1995; Drinot, 2006) were in fact responsible for writing the national history,
positioning the breaking of colonial ties as central to the mythos of Peru as a nation, all
the while excluding black and indigenous peoples from the promise of the nation. But
even within such scripts, the reception of history is variant. I start, therefore, with a
simple proposition: that the work of historians exists quite separate from its uptake.
Although we can trace discursive chains originating with their work, itself a product of
multiple intersecting discourses about the past, we must recognize that it is the aggregate
of many such communicative events that causes the organization of the past into what we
might call history. Not only is this the case synchronically, as we do not, in fact, all hold
the same truths to be self-evident, but also diachronically, as stories of long ago are
subject to change, either purposefully or caused by discursive drift. Moreover, much of
the historical record is mediated by official, institutional narratives, that offer convenient
ideological fictions such as the notion that discrete time periods are linked one to the next
as if in a straight line. Even if we choose to ignore that most of social life goes
undocumented, we must remember that the process of producing history is patently one
of choices, accidents, and interpretations, rather than one of pure fact.

This dissertation focuses on history itself as the product of multiple tellings of events, as
well as footings with said events. I take the case of Peru, specifically the negotiation of
the valence of the colonial period in Peru, spurred by encounters between locals and
2

Spanish migrants in the past decade. I argue that footing and facticity are not separate in
the production of national history. I explain how the past is brought to bear on the
present, shaping contemporary interactions and categories of national, racial, and classbased personhood in Peru. What makes this particular case study so fascinating is the fact
that Spaniards were so few in number for over a century that their sudden mass arrival
spurred on by the severe Spanish economic crisis of 2008, activated historical anxieties
that lay dormant, allowing for an investigation of the means for establishing social
difference in light of large geopolitical and economic restructuring processes.

Like many former colonies of the Americas, colonial history is crucial to create national
identity and cohesion, as a preamble to the glory of independence. It is taught extensively
in schools, both in elementary and high school and it is always contextualized as a time
of foreign oppression. In Peru, this period begins in the early 1500s, with the arrival of
Francisco Pizarro and his band of soldiers to the north of Peru, and ends in 1821, when
independence is officially declared by José de San Martín, a general who had fought
against the Spanish crown in contemporary Argentina and moved his armies northward1
Peru’s national anthem is an ode to independence, exalting the glory of breaking the
shackles of colonization. In Spain, however, colonial history is given much less time in
educational settings, something evident not only from my many conversations with
Spanish migrants, but also from my review of Spanish history textbooks. October 12,

1

Armed conflict had been ongoing for almost a decade, and continued until 1824, until the
famous Battle of Ayacucho, however. Spanish troops continued to pose a threat until the 1840s,
but the date written into official history and celebrated as a national holiday in Peru is July 28,
1821.
3

Columbus Day, is the Día de la Hispanidad, celebrated by the Spanish government. It is
in the context of these two variant relationships to the colonial past that my project
intervenes for, while migration from the Andean region to Spain had become common by
the end of the 20th century, until very recently there were very few Spanish nationals
moving in the opposite direction.

It is very important to state that the Spanish people themselves have very little notion of
what colonialism meant not only for Peru but also for Latin America in general. Much of
the discomfort Peruvians felt toward them, founded in historical narratives of conquest,
was novel to them, and they often qualified it as illogical. Very few of them felt attached
to the legacy of colonization in the Americas, given the depth of time passed since
independence. None of them denied the fact of colonization, but most disagreed with the
notion that they, being co-nationals of those who had carried out the invasion, takeover,
and forced rule of the colonies, had any connection to this history. While the process of
colonization and subsequent independence continues to be foundational to the production
of the official history of Peru and other Latin American nations and recognized as such
by almost all of my Peruvian interlocutors, it did not appear to be of special significance
for the Spanish migrants I encountered in Lima. My dissertation therefore engages with
the concept of post-colonialism by tracking the ways Spanish migrants and Peruvians
alike interphase with these socio-historical discourses, how they are interpelated by
others, and how they themselves come to reject, replicate, and/or trope upon them.

4

History, I argue, takes places within speech events that establish origos of temporal
reckoning: as minimal pairs go, there is the present and the past as every moment other
than and prior to the present. The manner in which such a formless past becomes history
is therefore through the grammatical encoding of the past as a preamble to the present,
even when such entextualizations of the past always contain an interpretation, evident in
the denotational content of the very utterances through which a formless past acquires
some segmentation, and even as formulations of the past are re-animated in any given
present within participation frameworks of discursive interaction, where people in some
here-and-now formulate footings or alignments with each other through activities of
uptake and response, and, through them, negotiate historically inflected emblems of their
own belonging to specific social kinds. Moreover, my ethnographic engagement with
both Peruvians and Spaniards confirms how seemingly banal encounters reinforce larger
processes of subject formation, and serve as avenues through which ideologies of
exclusion and inclusion in post-colonial settings are both asserted and transformed. Such
a discursive study of the circulation of categories of personhood as both precipitates and
building blocks of discourse surrounding history will allow for an investigation of larger
issues of social reproduction of norms in former colonial societies elsewhere in Latin
America and perhaps the world.

In the October issue of a 2013 special series entitled “Expatriados por la Crisis” (“Crisis
Expats”), the Spanish Newspaper El País remarked on the 85% increase in Spanish
nationals residing in Peru since 2008, the year the Spanish economic crisis began,
numbers which remain almost the same today. In the year 2000, the Peruvian National
5

Institute for Statistics and Technology had registered about 3,500 Spanish citizens living
in Peru; by 2013, the number had risen to 23,000, the vast majority arriving after 2011.
Peruvian news media had already been reporting on the rapidly accelerating migration
stream: in 2012, one Peruvian paper had a headline reading “Se voltea la torta,” (“the
script flipped”), a tongue-in-cheek comment on the role reversal between national
economies, former colonial power and colony. As a contrast, the article referenced the
migration of Peruvians to Spain in the 1980s and 90s, during the years of severe
economic depression and internal armed conflict in Peru. However, unlike the lowincome populations who had left Peru for Spain, often living precariously in the margins,
these new Spanish arrivals in Peru came to occupy a very different position than their
Peruvian counterparts.

Furthermore, Lima is currently in the process of being rebranded as an urban cosmopolis
by city and state politicians who seek to attract foreign capital and labor to catalyze the
growth of Peru’s “developing economy” through neoliberal policies (Barron, 2008;
Figueroa, 2008). Private developers, primarily in construction, have begun to invest
heavily and have been welcomed by the Peruvian government, encouraged by the free
trade agreement between Peru and the EU, negotiated in 2010 and brought into effect in
2013, strongly backed by the Spanish government. Spanish cafes, restaurants, and
bookstores have quickly become a staple in Lima, after decades of timid Spanish
involvement in Lima’s society. In the months of the pilot research that I conducted in late
2013 and mid-2014, it became clear that tensions had ensued as colonial history begun to
weigh heavy in the minds of locals. More than one of my Peruvian interlocutors stated
6

they viewed this as the “re-conquest” of Peru. The presence of the Spanish migrants
indexes historically informed local anxieties rooted in a historical narrative that has

Figure 1.1 Neighborhoods of Lima, capital city

informed Hispano-Peruvian relations over time, both at the individual and the macropolitical level. Many of the middle class limeños I spoke with felt that these migrants
were challenging their position in the white-collar job market; many others disliked the
7

idea of becoming a satellite market for Spanish services and products. Often times, they
linked these concerns to the historical overtaking of Peruvian land during colonization.

The entry of Spanish migrants into the social fabric of the city of Lima has resulted in an
increase in conversations surrounding the shared past between the two countries.
Migrants moved primarily into the neighborhoods of Miraflores, Barranco, and San
Isidro, the most expensive ones in the country. Over the course of 16 months of
ethnographic engagement, the conversations I observed and participated in took place in
one of those three areas, even in the few cases in which one of my informants did not live
nearby, although I also met individuals—Peruvian and Spanish alike—living in nearby
neighborhoods, such as Surquillo, San Borja, Chorrillos, and Magdalena, visible in
Figure 1. I traced the movements of many of these Spanish migrants in and across the
city and discovered that most of their time was spent in these central districts, with
limeños (Lima locals) who also lived in the area.

I grew up and lived in Lima until the early 2000s, in an area adjacent to the
neighborhoods I frequented during my research. Initially staying with family members
and employing different social networks at my disposal, I was able to connect with
Spanish migrants with relative ease: 4 out of 5 Peruvians I knew had a Spanish coworker,
boss, friend, or acquaintance to whom they felt comfortable introducing me. I had also
previously conducted 4 months of fieldwork in 3 different cities in Spain. In 2013, I spent
10 weeks in June, July, and August between Madrid, Vitoria (in Basque Country), and
Barcelona, interviewing and observing store owners at marketplaces, cafés, restaurants,
8

and other small businesses, to accrue data on how ordinary Spaniards experienced the
crisis. This first fieldwork experience, and the many stories of planned migration I
collected, pointed me in the direction of Spanish migratory patterns, and the kinds of
imagined expectations (and ongoing sense of loss and uncertainty) that impelled them to
seek life elsewhere. During these visits, I met some of the folks getting ready to move to
Lima, whom I would reconnect with a year later. Most of the migrants I spoke with had
the equivalent of an associate’s and/or a bachelor’s degree, most had spent at least some
of their life in Madrid, Spain’s capital, and most had left in search of job opportunities
severely lacking in Spain, while a few had been transferred to Peru as their home offices
expanded. None had experienced poverty yet; rather, all recognized the Spanish crisis as
an impediment to upward mobility at best, and the possibility of extended
unemployment—a high degree of uncertainty—at worst.

My data thus relies on capturing moments taken from everyday urban contexts, taking as
an example Ana Ramos Zayas’ (2012) ethnographic model of focusing on vignettes from
interactions at cafés and restaurants, at informal friendly gatherings and parties, where
members of varying national and racialized communities encountered each other.
Sometimes these encounters were dramatic: a loud screaming match over the damage
done to indigenous peoples between a Catalunyan and two Peruvians; sometimes
deceptively understated: a seemingly amicable exchange at the office riddled with
subtext.

9

My ethnographic study examines the negotiation of historically inflected identities that
both Spanish migrants and their Peruvian interlocutors projected because of this new
migratory phenomenon, specifically those living in middle class Lima neighborhoods.

Most sociological and anthropological research in Peru has focused on the forms of
exclusion rural migrants experience in the cities, populated by a middle class eager to
assert its status as such by rejecting the encroachment of economically successful
members of marginalized populations into their spaces and social circles (Uccelli &
García Llorens, 2016). There is also some historical research about on the highest
echelons of the upper class, the great families of Peru (Portocarrero, 1995), many of
which continue to wield large amounts of wealth and influence in the country.

The limeños I engaged with were not the children of great families, however. They were
not inheritors of vast fortunes, many of them had moved into the central districts from
childhoods in Surco and San Miguel, a district or two over. They certainly enjoyed a high
degree of social capital, having attended private schools of various ranges in cost since
the majority of middle class children in Lima attend private schools because the public
education infrastructure is broadly inefficient and poorly managed. Yet they did not wield
disposable incomes that afforded them lux lifestyles.

The more time I spent with my middle class Peruvian interlocutors, the more evident it
became that there was a projection of the nation, rather a photonegative of the image of
the nation that Peruvians projected onto the Spanish migrants in order to make claims
10

about Peruvians and Peruvianness itself. This dissertation investigates these anxieties in
relation to the ideological and historical discursive formations that have informed
Hispano-Peruvian relations over time, both at the individual and the macro-political level.
More specifically, it speaks to these discursive phenomena as they are circulated in
middle class spaces, an under-researched population both in US and Peruvian
anthropological circles. My research explores how historical consciousness informs
everyday encounters, and how the social capital colonial migrants wield, when accepted
or contested by locals, restructures their interactions, speaking to the larger issues of postcolonialism, and what it means.

The concept of post-colonialism in Latin America-based research (Mignolo, 2008;
Quijano, 2000) posits that the production of colonial subjects that began with the
conquest of Latin America did not in fact end with independence from Spain in the early
1800s. It refers to an ongoing process that extends hierarchical social structures, a history
that contemporary Spanish migrants are entering into. In the US academy, is a relatively
recent framework that has developed by rethinking earlier approaches to post-colonialism
from other contexts, including South Asia (Chatterjee, 1993; Spivak, 1988) and the
Franco- and Anglophone Caribbean (Cesaire, 2000[1955]; Fanon, 1965), which have
then been reevaluated in terms of their applicability to the Latin American context; in
Latin American academic circles, there is less of an understanding of a “post-” moment
(Galeano, 1971; Rama, 1984), drawing out more explicitly processual forms of
continuity. Much of this research focuses on macro level political and economic
developments, or draws comparisons between events and ideologies in the colonial
11

period, events, and ideologies in the present. My contribution is to provide insight into
everyday encounters, and how individuals animate and reparticularize discourses about
the colonial past.

Transnational migration studies have mostly focused on migrants from Peru to Spain in
1980s and 90s, and the current second generation (Berg, 2005; Leinaweaver, 2013).
Generally, scholars focusing on migration have consistently observed the movement of
populations from the “global south” to the “north,” focusing upon their struggle for
recognition and social advancement, my project shifts the focus of migration studies onto
a population migrating in search of similar labor goals, but upending the north/south
hierarchy. Yet Spanish migrants’ socio-historical positioning and geographical movement
is radically different. Conflicting local ideologies about the rights and worthiness of
migrants remain important in this setting but Spanish migrants’ position as Western,
successfully “modern” subjects, problematizes extant explorations of labor migration.

In order to better address the issues of transnational migration and historical
consciousness as it pertains to a division by race and class, I follow Faye V. Harrison’s
exhortation to employ “more richly nuanced analyses and intervention strategies
informed by insights emerging from the cross-fertilization of ideas from the various
subfields,” (2008) by using semiotic anthropology. Recent work has brought these
insights into migration studies (Mendoza-Denton, 2008; Dick, 2018), explicating how
cultural and historical realities are performed through linguistic signs, grounding migrant
subject formation in ways my project will follow. Furthermore, considering migration to
12

be an act of reimagining the self (Dick, 2010; Dick and Wirtz, 2011), this dissertation
intervenes on how “former colonizers” and “colonials” alike negotiate and circulate
socio-historical imaginaries, reevaluating extant ideas about colonial history by
reevaluating them as effects of interactional forms of interpellation into the social space
of coloniality. Thus my work grounds literature on transnational migration by
emphasizing relationships between individuals as sites of reproduction of historical
consciousness, and the symbolic dimension of history that both transforms and is
transformed by these encounters, interstitial spaces where colonial identities become
problematized. In this way I develop a framework to analyze the encounters as
entextualizations of history and, by extension, of national identities. Spanish migrants and
Peruvians alike expose history as a “discourse extractable…a unit—a text” (Bauman &
Briggs, 1990: 73) which can be deployed, taken up, and reevaluated in multiple ways.
This therefore expands approaches to contemporary transnational studies, bringing them
together with a granular analysis of historically-situated subjectivities.

When I shared the topic of my research with certain Spanish migrants, they would inform
me that a good number of Spanish citizens moving to Lima were in fact Peruvians who
had lived in Spain for a number of years and were now returning home, sentiments shared
by voices in comments online, on videos and news articles. The parameters for belonging
were somewhere between country of birth and country of nationality, both for the
Spaniards as much as for the Peruvians. I spoke with a man with a Peruvian mother and a
Spanish father, who had grown up studying in between the two countries for the entirety
of his life, and identified as both. Thus when I use the terms “Spanish” (or “Spaniard”)
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and “Peruvian” I consider the life histories provided by my interlocutors, which partially
emerge from the stances they take vis-à-vis one of the two categories. Part of my
argument, after all, is that these are role categories whose emblems become widely
enregistered in society over the course of an individual’s lifetime, inhabited (whether
purposefully or otherwise) by particular individuals in social interactions, ratified (or not)
by the responses of their interlocutors through various forms of uptake, as I will show in
the chapters to come.

A dialogic approach to identity construction will provide solid explanations for the
circulation of ideologies (Urban, 2001) in which perceived social hierarchies, established
by colonial ways of thinking, take shape and acquire forms for dissemination and
reanalysis. Conscripted into Lima’s stratified social topography, Spaniards generally feel
they benefit from their newfound position, given the social capital their markers of white,
European subjectivity—successful, modern, despite their current plight—afford them.
Yet blogs, news articles, online comments in these media, as well as a number of
Peruvians individuals I interviewed exhibited resistance to the new immigrants’ arrival,
claiming their presence to be part of a second colonization effort. What has become clear
is that this migration has brought to the light multiple, sometimes mutually contradictory
ideologies about class-based roles, primarily informed by local understandings of Peru’s
colonial past.

I have developed this study of European migrants in South America through a semiotic
and linguistic anthropological analysis, with a focus on the production of identities via
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the construction and recognition of similarities and differences through discourse in
interaction. Exposing the paradoxical interplay of acceptance and resistance to colonial
hierarchies within instances of discourse that also reflect on the construction of
communities—how they can be brought together or atomized through both formal and
rhetorical components of speech, not merely “imagined,” as Anderson (1991) posited, but
experienced viscerally by people, and disseminated or altered through their own
activities. I account for the deployment and uptake of signs of belonging and foreignness
in Lima—with attention to their potential enregisterment—performed via language
(phonology, syntax, and pragmatics) as well as gesture. A micro-interactional
methodology for ethnographically capturing the social, allows me to identify how
Peruvian and Spaniards alike deploy and trope upon of categories of Peruvianness and
Spanishness sourced from history.

By focusing on stance-taking (Goffman, 1981), I analyze when and how locals and
migrants deploy forms of aggression or acceptance (Agha, 2010) evident not only in the
content of their speech, but also in gesture and prosody, and in invocations—whether for
specific effects, or otherwise—of emblematic identities such as “European/South
American” or “migrant/local,” whether through such role designators (which describe
them) or through performed diacritics (which display them), often anchored in discourses
about history. Having witnessing their interactions, I typify a series of stances Spanish
migrants perform and/or are assumed to be performing by their Peruvian interlocutors,
acts of identification that interpelate interlocutors into Lima’s social landscape. I pair
these perspectives on role inhabitance, stance-taking, and identity formation as
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interactional outcomes with Bakhtin’s (1981) notion of the chronotope, a “spatiotemporal matrix,” imagined by individuals as defining social identities (i.e. as involving
speakers employing speech varieties belonging to particular times and places).

With the fluctuations of global capital, as countries in the old first world, Spain included,
experience crisis while its former colonial domains experience an economic upswing.
Thinking through global capital’s latest trajectories by focusing on how these inform
interpersonal interactions, rather than their material economic forms, can provide an entry
into theorizing how day to day experiences constitute and are constituted by the social
personae (Agha, 2005; 2007) animated by the current inhabitants of Latin America, locals
and migrants alike. More specifically, through ethnographic and micro-interactional
research with Spanish migrants and their local interlocutors, as well as historiographical
approaches to school textbooks, I chart the general trajectory of colonial constructions of
historical memory. These methods thus provide a means toward the theorization of the
contradictions inherent to coloniality as they become manifest in daily life, and of how
and why daily life constitutes a phase-segment of the process of constructing,
reinterpreting, and recirculating historical ideologies.

Overview

Each dissertation chapter highlights a distinct discursive site in which Spanish and
Peruvian citizens draw upon their past as a means to history: history textbooks,
testimonies of Spanish migrants, conversations about the Spanish among Peruvian middle
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class residents, and finally interactions between migrants and locals. Chapter 1 is an
analysis of the rhetoric in Peruvian high school history textbooks’ descriptions of the
colonial period. All texts take a nearly identical chronological cross-section, and all are
intended for the second year of secondary schooling, following the year-by-year
segmentation of the official Peruvian history curriculum. I take four texts as
representative examples, ranging from the 1920s to the 2010s, performing an analysis of
the evaluation of Spanish colonization in three sections that appear in every text: the
telling of the capture and execution of the last of the Incas in 1532, the description of the
racial categories and hierarchies of the ensuing colonial society, and the appraisal of the
consequences of colonization on the Andean region. The similarities among the texts
demonstrate how the official historical narrative of Spanish colonization depends on the
widely enregistered ideological building blocks that give this narrative some degree of
cumulative cohesion. The differences among the texts expose the highly interpretative
nature of historical discourse, since the evaluations each author makes do vary to a
degree, and are often subject to change according to the political will of governments in
power, thus giving official narratives selective forms of indexical anchoring to given
instances of telling. The chapter also provides a partial account of the sources of Peruvian
characterizations of Spanish citizens as colonizers.

Chapter 2 takes instances in which middle class Peruvians explicitly position Spanish
migrants in direct connection with the colonizing project by virtue of their nationality and
their arrival in the Americas in contemporary interactions within informal social settings,
as well as on online platforms. I identify a “legacy” chronotope produced by Peruvians,
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which specifies an unbroken historical thread from the colonial past into the present, and
which clashes with Spanish understandings of history. Spanish migrants then respond by
distancing themselves from the colonial project, while aligning their middle class
Peruvian interlocutors as more proximal to colonization through arguments about
assumed kinship, and disavowing Peruvian efforts to hypothesize a world without
colonization. The entextualized nature of the interactional poetics across multiple
exchanges of this nature thus exposes a form in and by which history travels, encoded in
highly regular forms of alignment to characterological figures inhabiting competing
historical chronotopes.

Chapter 3 explains how Peruvians distance themselves from Spanish migrants in this case
by aligning away from the speech forms the Spaniards employ. Interactional data from
conversations among middle class Peruvians, as well as between said Peruvians and
Spaniards, demonstrates that the former pay keen attention to phonological, lexical, and
paralinguistic distinctions in dialect, to which they take objection. Identifying the spoken
diacritics of “Spanishness,” they posit “Peruvianness” as emergent in contrastive speech
forms, thus metapragmatically seeking to build both a national register and a national
identity. In their attempts, middle class Peruvians expose behavioral regimes they
associate with politeness, sometimes refinement, that draw from ideologies about public
versus private space, pointing to a “middle classness” performable and recognizable
through linguistic and paralinguistic diacritics which itself can be linked to historical,
colonial forms, which Spanish migrants lack.
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Chapter 4 considers the notion of “reflexivity” as an anthropological conceit from
a semiotic perspective, by focusing on my own ethnographic engagements both in Spain
and Peru. I show how focusing on our role as active social actors does not obfuscate the
processes we study through our interactions, but rather enriches the detail with which we
can describe the social field we enter into. In my recent experience, particular
interactional outcomes were produced depending on whether others understood me as
American, Peruvian, white, or non-white, in locations such as Lima, Madrid, and the
Spanish Basque Country. I explore how my portrayals of self, as well as others’ uptake of
these portrayals unfold through interpersonal encounters, looking closely into the process
of enacting categories of national and racial belonging in interaction. Furthermore, I
interrogate blancura, the category of “whiteness,” through an analysis of how the
category is denotationally defined as discrete by my Peruvian interlocutors, but yet is also
used to refer to the same individuals (myself included) sometimes as as “white” and
sometimes as “non-white,” thereby problematizing notions of “race” in Latin America as
relatively malleable, rather than stable in the manner which the denotation of the term
suggests.

In this study, I examine the interactions between Peruvians, as well as between Peruvians
and Spanish migrants living in Lima to trace the formulation and circulation of national
histories and the alignments that emerge therein. In the process, I interrogate the nature of
history itself as a discourse genre, and the forging of identities via forms of contrast
between locals and migrants, specifically through the entextualization of diacritics.
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CHAPTER 2: History Textbooks as Mediatized Objects, or “History” as
Entextualization
There are multiple means through which my Peruvian interlocutors have received their
ideas about the past. The historical narrative they hold as true is, as any institutionalized
discourse, the result of a high degree of regularity of partial uptake among members of a
social domain large enough to maintain relative stability. Such discourses are also upheld
via the contribution of official actors from institutions, including but not limited to the
government. One of the main mediatized objects (Agha, 2011) that partially mediate this
transmission is the history textbook. Textbooks are mass-produced text-artifacts, whose
production, associated personnel, curricular content, and dissemination often involve
State funding and sponsorship, and the pursuit of goals such as inculcating “patriotism”
among readers, the production of a national middle class, as well as many others I discuss
below.

I argue in this chapter that one important source of the national history held by my
middle-class Peruvian interlocutors can be found in this particular genre: the mediatized
high school history textbook, which commemorates historical events long past, far
beyond the experience of living elders, and does so by entextualizing multiple discursive
representations, whose denotata are understood as “events” in national history. Moreover,
the authors involved in the production of such histories employ interpretive moves of
their own that evaluate those very same events, and do so differently at different stages in
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Peruvian history. I trace important changes and continuities in the rhetoric of Peruvian
history textbooks across the 20th century, pointing out how political projects directly
impacted the construction and transmission of history in entextualizations of Peruvian
national history.

I have chosen books which seek to provide a cohesive narrative of the colonial period in
Peru, from the conquest to the early portion of the half-century leading up to
independence. Following official curricular standards, the books begin with a description
of the social context for the Spanish voyages of exploration and end with the cultural
changes after the mass indigenous uprisings led by Tupac Amaru II in the 1780s. They
are from three turning points in Peruvian education reform, as indicated by Chavez
García’s (2006) definitive history of pedagogy of Peruvian history: the 1920s, the 1950s,
and the 1970s. I also include one from 2014, to give perspective on the most recent
iteration of historical discourse. Within the textbooks, I found a high degree of regularity
in topics of study; however, I chose three sections that would speak to key topics
discussed throughout the rest of the chapters in this dissertation, and which my middle
class Peruvian interlocutors discussed during my time in the field.

This analysis will also help to contextualize the discourse of my Peruvian interlocutors,
within a speech chain of history talk. Beyond the narration of shifts in such talk in
correlation with shifts in Peruvian governmental politics, I identify some aspects that
remain constant, whose reverberation we shall see in later chapters. Certain stances
surrounding the establishment of the Peruvian colonies by the Spanish soldiers vary but,
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in general terms, even within those shifts, the voices within the multiple texts continue to
offer a negative picture of the treatment of the locals during the colonial era, something
that will become more apparent in Chapter 2. Some structural similarities are evident
throughout. Most importantly, the use of the past indicative, both the perfect and the
imperfective, serve to produce a narrative of accomplished events, as fact. In this sense,
the text becomes a mediatized object that both encases a set of historiographic ideologies
about the past, but also a voice that speaks (Perrino, 2002) from a place of expertise.

The first textbook I have selected for discussion comes from the 1920s, written by Carlos
Wiesse (1929), an eminent historian who taught at elite secondary schools and
universities in Peru. His texts were regarded among the most rigorously produced at the
time. A member of the educated elites, Wiesse was influenced by the discourses around
mestizaje, or racial mixing, in Latin America, as a path toward geopolitical success.
While an independent scholar, he was part of a transitional context in the early 1900s, at
the end of the reconstruction of Peru after the devastation of the war with neighboring
Chile in the early 1880s. Earlier editions of the book do not vary much from the 1929
edition. The early 20th century saw the proliferation of grand national discourses, having
celebrating a century of independence in 1921, under President Augusto Leguía, who had
been backed by intellectuals at San Marcos University (the most prestigious Peruvian
university at the time, still among the most respected today), where Wiesse taught. As
part of the celebrations, Leguía was known to give speeches in Quechua, at a time when
throughout Latin America, the intellectual indigenismo movement was advocating for
greater respect and appreciation for indigenous people’s past and contributions to the
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nation states they belonged to. Most significantly, primary schooling became mandatory
for all children under his administration, leading to the proliferation of production of
textbooks.

The following text chosen is by Gustavo Pons Muzzo (1950)—Wiesse’s successor as
Peruvian historian of note in the 40s, 50s, and early 60s—who went on to become the
editor for all national history textbooks after General Manuel Odría’s coup in 1948. After
holding and winning general elections in 1950, Odría ensured his (and Pons Muzzo’s)
lasting influence on Peruvian education of history. Odría allocated more funds toward the
national education budget than any other Peruvian president before him; his motto was
“Healthcare, Education, and Work.” Chávez García explains that the 50s saw a surge in
nationalist sentiments, with Odría’s education reforms intending to instill in students a
profound patriotic duty with an urbanizing project, which his administration believed
would yield a stronger group of laborers. Primary and secondary sources were selected
for textbooks, positioning contemporary historiographic readings as social fact. Much of
Odria’s hope was to further assimilate, or acculturate the middle class indigenous
population, something that García (2005) has shown in her work.

A significant change comes about during the tenure of President Juan Velasco Alvarado,
who staged a military coup in 1968, with the explicit agenda of nationalizing oil and
mining companies, as well as expropriating the lands of the wealthy. In the discussions of
the role of colonization in Peruvian history in the textbooks written and designed in the
early 1970s, well into Velasco Alvadaro’s tenure, there is a clear transition from the more
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neutral interpretation of the preceding era, to a more critical and nuanced understanding,
which truly begins with Velasco Alvarado’s own education reform. His Marxist
transformation of Peruvian society began with the re-appropriation of modes of
production to those he viewed as “the people”: the Peruvian government, now under the
control of Marxist intellectuals, military leaders, and working class organizers, replacing
the mostly aristocratic elites which had ruled since independence. His role in the redesign
of Peruvian education is significant. Velasco’s administration sought to teach students
against the accumulation of capital, against imperialism, and in favor of developing
multicultural and multilingual curricula for schools in the provinces, away from Lima,
where the primary language might be Quechua, Aymara, or any of the dozens of
indigenous languages spoken in Peru. The third book I have chosen is by Valcárcel
(1976), who worked with the Velasco administration. Part of the large group of Marxist
intellectuals who followed Velasco, the book often explicitly sites the administration as
one that was moving the country away from colonial forms of exploitation.

Velasco's successors in turn scrapped the entirety of Velasco’s education reform, even
though, as Chávez García points out, some of the textbooks continued to be used in
certain schools until the end of the 1970s. Pons Muzzo’s books came to be slightly
reedited and reimplemented in the classroom in the early 80s, with very few edits to the
text (a fact I have confirmed in my research on the 1967 and 1980 editions). Thus what
we read from Pons Muzzo’s book from 1950 was effectively maintained for at least two
if not three more generations of students. The Peruvian government, its resources
exhausted from a decade and a half of instability, did not invest in new education reform
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of its own; in many ways this also reflects the return of President Belaunde Terry, a white
aristocrat who was elected in 1980, and who had been deposed by Velasco in 1968, after
a scandal surrounding the further granting of low taxed extraction grants to the
International Petroleum Company, a formerly British and then American corporation.

The final moment of significant education reform is President Fujimori’s in the 1990s.
After his election in 1990 and consolidation into power by a self-led coup in which he
deposed congress by military force, demanding a rewriting of the constitution. I must
explain here that under Latin America’s Roman-derived legal system, the constitution is
understood as a living document, hundreds of pages in length, which can be updated as
needed. Revision was not out of the norm; Fujimori’s authoritarian demand for it, was.
The new education reform led to the closing and restructuring of public schools, and the
deregulation of school standards, allowing for business-oriented private schools marketed
to all sectors of the socioeconomic spectrum to open from one day to the next. Similarly,
the market was overtaken by textbooks from private presses, such as Santillana Editorial2,
whose books are edited from multiple sources, rather than created by a single author. This
press is seen as the gold standard by many, and is employed in many middle class and
upper middle class schools in the country. This also marks the end of public Peruvian
historians putting their personal brand on textbooks, as well as the control of educational
texts by medium-sized Peruvian presses.

2

Coincidentally, an education press of Spanish origin, although each country office operates
entirely separately of all others and publishes materials written by groups of local authors. As a
child, my own textbooks were all edited by Santillana.
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The Death of the Inca Atahualpa

The name of Atahualpa, considered the last of official the Inca rulers, is easily
recognizable to most school children, and the infamy of his capture is known to most, if
not all, middle class adults in Lima. This tale has become iconic of the conquest of Peru.
As one of the most spectacular events in official Peruvian history, it is always given a
number of pages in each textbook. It is always narrated within the first 80 pages (except
in the Santillana book, whose distribution of units is different), and always as a means to
set the stage for descriptions of the establishment of the Viceroyalty in the forty years
that followed. Some textbooks spend many pages with the Inca resistance, others dedicate
only a few; the same is true of Pizarro’s death at the hands of his men. But the story of
Atahualpa is always told in detail.

The importance of this event is demonstrable through its treatment in “The Funerals of
Atahualpa,” a piece the size of a small mural (3.5x4.3 meters) by painter Luis Moreno,
finished in 1867. It is the prized possession of the Lima Museum of Art, boasting the only
interactive information display in the museum, providing a history of each of the
characters represented, a synopsis of the story, and the significance of the events for the
future of colonization. The painting is also reproduced in Pons Muzzo’s 1950 volume. It
features a large cast of mourning women held back by the Spanish troops, with a small
band of priests by the deceased Inca’s bed and, in the words of Peruvian art historian
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Nanda Leonardini, (2012) “signifies the fall of the Tahuantinsuyo [Quechua name for the
Inca empire] … the fate of Peru itself.” (239) Thus the tale, and the painting, are
recognized as deeply allegorical of the conquest of the Andean region.

The structure of the narrative hits some important key points in every single one of its
tellings across the century. Francisco Pizarro and his group of Spaniards arrive in what is
today the northern Peruvian coast in the year 1532, having made some connections with
northern indigenous groups. They send a missive to Inca Atahualpa to meet them in the
Inca city of Cajamarca. There, the conquistadors plan an ambush to secure the supreme
ruler of the empire. Valverde, the Dominican priest offers Atahualpa the possibility of
surrendering to the Spanish crown, an offer which is rejected. In a surprise attack,
Atahualpa is taken into custody. He negotiates payment, a large sum of gold and silver,
for his freedom. Once payment is brought from multiple corners of his empire, however,
Pizarro decides to hold a quick trial and executes him, sending the empire into chaos.

One of the most evident distinctions among these history texts is the use of descriptors
for key moments of this events, including attributive descriptions for the Spanish soldiers
who entrapped and executed Atahualpa. Wiesse titles the section in his book “Ransom
and Great Suffering of Atahualpa” (“Rescate y suplicio de Atahualpa”), an evaluation
that is lost in later texts, which refer to the events merely as “imprisonment” and “death”
of the Inca. Wiesse does not shy away from such judgment throughout. In Table 1 I
present a comparison of the different ways in which the authors describe key events in
the story of Atahualpa’s encounter with the conquistadors, leading to his final days.
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Table 2.1. Descriptions of Atahualpa’s capture & execution
Wiesse (1929)
pp. 42-51
on Pizarro’s
attack

Pons Muzzo (1950) Valcárcel (1976)
pp. 70-76
pp. 51-57

“la cruelísima
matanza”

“la matanza fue
grande”

“una carnicería
aniquiladora”

“Miles de [indígenas]
murieron”

(killing most cruel)

(the killing was
extensive)

(an annihilating
butchery)

(thousands of
[indigenous people]
died”

“sorpresa y
temor”

“el pánico entre los
indígenas fue total”

(surprise and
fear)

(the panic among the
indigenous people
was complete)

“una masa de
on the reaction “los indios, en su
confusión e intenso indios”
of the locals
temor”
(a mass of Indians)
(the Indians, in
their confusion and
intense fear)
on the Spanish
colonizers’
collection of
ransom

Santillana (2014)
pp. 126-127

“la indecible
codicia”
(the unspeakable
covetousness)

“haber cometido
algunos excesos”
(having committed
some excesses)

“abominables por
su exceso y
pésimas
costumbres”
(abominable in
their excess and
terrible customs)
on Atahualpa’s “la muerte que se
le dio, a más de
death
ilegal, fue injusta
del punto de vista
moral”
(the death he was
given, beyond
illegal, was unfair
from a moral
standpoint)

“la extraña
codicia de los
españoles por el
oro”
(the Spaniards’
strange
covetousness for
gold)

“Después de la
acusación el Inca
fue condenado”
(after the
accusation, the Inca
was condemned)
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Pizarro “rompió
el pacto…un
tribunal lo juzgó
y condenó a
muerte.”
(Pizarro broke
the pact…a
tribunal judged
him and
condemned him
to death)

-

“los
españoles…encontrar
on la excusa perfecta
para condenarlo”
(the
Spaniards…found the
perfect excuse to
condemn him)

Evidently, it is Wiesse and Valcárcel’s texts that most negatively describe both the
actions and the character of the Spanish colonizers. They identify the assault upon the
Inca and his followers in Cajamarca as “most cruel” and “an annihilating butchery”
respectively, highlighting the degree of brutality, the first explicitly denoting malicious
intent, the second condemning the actions via the metaphor of the butcher, a recognizable
trope for excessively bloody violence. Pons Muzzo and Santillana, on the other hand,
focus on the quantity of dead, without making arguments regarding the quality of the
attack. In describing the state of the Inca’s subjects, all concur on the state of fear based
on the confusion arising from the surprise attack, but Pons Muzzo is alone in describing
the indigenous population as “a mass of Indians,” armed with slings and clubs; we will
see this very phrase employed again in another section later on. He frames the conflict as
one between “the culture of steel and gunpowder…against the culture of stone,” invoking
the Spenserian model of cultural evolution, in which the indigenous population occupy a
less developed “culture” than the Spaniards, with their “superior in the use of weaponry”.
This is partially recovered in Santillana, which ends its discussion of the conflict with the
three reasons for the fall of the Inca empire after Atahualpa’s execution, which amount to
“guns, germs, and steel,” as well as the rivalry between different ethnic groups within the
vast Inca empire. Thus while none of the author excuse the actions of the conquerors,
they do all concede to them an inherent superiority. Ostensible technological progress
thus becomes foregrounded as an important source of success attached to the European
invaders.
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The ransom is perhaps the most singularly iconic element of the story. It not only
demonstrates the vast wealth of the Inca empire, it comes to stand in for the large amount
of wealth controlled by the Spanish colonizers, a fifth of which was sent back to Europe,
which, as all the tellings of the story explain, was the royal tax. But perhaps more
significant was the means through which the ransom itself was collected: Pizarro’s
brother led an expedition from Cajamarca, in the north, traveling south to the Inca capital
of Cusco collecting gold and silver objects from palaces and temples. This component of
the imprisonment of Atahualpa has become iconic because of the quick and violent
amassing of capital, especially those taken from places of worship. Here is where the
Spaniards committed “excesses” (as they were referred in the three books of the 20th
century) against the indigenous population, given carte blanche by their power over
Atahualpa. These, in turn, were fueled by the conquistador’s “avarice” or “covetousness”
for gold and silver. While much of this came from mining as well, a fact that is covered
in the textbooks, this initial instance of dramatic extraction of riches, and the greed the
Spaniards ostensibly displayed, remains a metonymy for the looting of the colonies.3 It is
noteworthy that the 1920s and 1970s saw populist dictators in power, who had taken
control of government by force: Leguía and Velasco. While holding entirely opposite
economic models, the former inviting much foreign investment, the latter nationalizing
and casting out foreign companies, their populist governments exalted nationalism and

3

One of the most interesting readings is done by socio-historian Rivera Cusicanqui (XXXX), who explains
why this episode in particular is especially significant in colonial history: gold and silver were not
commodities for exchange or pecuniary media (Agha 2017) in Incan society. They were devoted to the
production of ceremonial artifacts. The Spaniards’ interest in the large quantities of gold and silver thus
greatly surprised the indigenous population. This has also become focal in her theorizations of
contemporary extractive regimes, bringing the past explicitly as a metaphor for the present.
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the Inca past and placed national identity as crucial for socio-economic advancement.
Similarly, the 1950s and the late 90s (when the first Santillana volumes were edited) held
industry and investment in technology as the most important issues for the nation.

A concrete example of the “excesses” the authors denounce is the unnecessary nature of
Atahualpa’s execution: three of the authors agree that there was some degree of
unexpected and subversive aspect to Pizarro’ decision to execute Atahualpa. Once again,
Pons Muzzo withholds the condemnation that Wiesse places upon the invaders, whom he
states carried out a death that “beyond illegal, was unjust from a moral standpoint.”
Valcárcel and Santilla offer a simpler, but equally negative evaluation of the Inca’s
execution, although in less certain terms. However, it is one of a few key moments
throughout the Santillana text where such an appraisal is evident, as this text summarizes
the legal proceedings organized as an act of finding “the perfect excuse to condemn”
Atahualpa. Thus the legitimacy of the trial is put into question.

An important shift in the textbooks is the ethnonym used to refer to the population living
under Inca rule when the Spanish arrived. In the earlier texts, Wiesse and Pons Muzzo,
they are almost exclusively referred to as “indios,” the term derived from the erroneous
idea that Columbus had hit South Asia. It is notable that when describing how they faced
off against the small Spanish force, Pons Muzzo calls the royal escort a “mass of
Indians,” a phrase that had become widely enregistered by the end of the 19th century
even in official accounts of encounters with rural populations, as Larson (2004) and
Mallon (1995) have shown, as iconic of the vision of the urban elites, who saw rural
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people as a mob, and did so long past the date of Peruvian independence from the
Spanish crown. The term continues to be used today, but it has come to be seen as
pejorative, with the term “indígena” (“indigenous person”) favored as a replacement.
Valcárcel’s book uses both “indio” and “indígena”, while the Santillana text uses the
latter term exclusively, reflecting the transition in the valence of the term. Other issues
pertaining to this shift in terminology will be discussed in the next section of this chapter.

There are also two texts that explicitly critique the work of other historians within their
telling of history. Wiesse states that “Spanish historians that tell of these events,
indubitably to justify the attack committed by Pizarro, claim that Atahualpa held hostile
intentions.” (p.42) Indeed, one of the accusations the conquistadors leveled against the
Inca as a means to condemn him to death was the suspicion of conspiring to attack them.
This charge is listed in all of the textbooks, but the authors themselves (save for Wiesse)
do not make any judgments on their merit. This fits in well with the rest of Wiesse’s text,
as his is the most explicitly damning of the Spaniards’ actions. The second author who
refers back to other historians’ work is Valcárcel, who instead tries to find a middle
ground. He writes: “Exaggerations have been written. Neither were the Tawantinsuyenses
cowards and savage, nor were the Spaniards brave and civilized. These are biased
opinions.” (p. 52) While he refrains from describing the historians as Spanish, he makes
clear that there had been an unfair representation of the indigenous population as inferior,
easily overtaken, and uncivilized, by previous historians. Specifically, he rejects the idea
that the Spaniards instilled divine terror into the hearts of the Inca subjects due to their
alien features—their white skin and prominent facial hair—and that their use of horses
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and armor gave them permanent authority, thereby partially countering Wiesse’s earlier
telling, according to which the indigenous population “imagined that the Spaniards were
new children of the Sun.” Valcárcel offers that their alien nature caused curiosity and
indeed some superstitious fear, but that this should be expected of encountering such
foreign individuals and that the people soon came to view them as merely human. Both of
these refutations are significant in that they speak to what the historians perceive as
debates in the field of Peruvian history that devalue indigenous subjects as malicious or
highly ignorant and thereby inferior to the conquerors. It is relevant, therefore, that in the
Santillana textbook, the writing avoids the controversy; such avoidance is also part, as
mentioned above, of a particular ideology behind the narration of history as a neutral
topic. While the earlier authors performed expertise via interpretation, the Santillana text
opts for a depersonalized voice (partially a product of collaboration, borrowing, and
heavy editing), one which would perhaps appear less “biased.”

The Santillana book differs particularly from the previous ones in its tendency to refrain
from evaluating the actions of the conquistadors in this section, except for slightly
questioning the validity of the decision to execute Atahualpa. The text uses the ethnonym
“español” sparingly and the term “indígena” not at all in this section (although they do
include it elsewhere in the text). Rather than “killing” or “murdering” as all the other
authors indicate, the Santillana text removes these action verbs and replaces them with
“using firearms,” and instead of excesses in the pursuit of the Inca’s ransom, they did not
“commit excesses” but merely “explored the territory.” Specifically, the Spaniards do not
act to cause the death of the indigenous population in the text; rather the text states
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“Thousands of them died.” Making them the subject of the verb phrase undoes the
agentive nature of the Spaniards in the conflict, which remained present in all the
previous books, including Pons Muzzo’s, who tells of their “attack,” and how the
conquistadors “fell upon” the Inca. The move toward decreasing the use of epithets and
other qualifiers, as well as reducing the oppositional forces in this story signals a desire
not to indict actors in the historical process. Being part of a press headquartered in Spain,
the extraction of some of these accusations makes sense.

The shift here could be conceived indeed as towards a more “neutral” position, as one
high school history teacher told me in an informal conversation. But, in fact, not only
does “neutrality” organize facts into a narrative of its own, it is merely the apparent result
of decontextualizing events from one another, of actions from actors, and causes from
consequences. I do not intend to produce a historical narrative of my own, nor offer
perspective on either actors or consequences. My goal rather is to demonstrate that the
transmission of events through narrative, as through the story of Atahualpa’s capture and
subsequent death, has been told with varying degrees of selectivity for features of
co(n)text, as becomes evident once we compare these text-artifacts to each other. Each of
these choices has consequences for the illocutionary import of the text. The prior author’s
proposals highlights an aspect of the encounter which is then used to explain how the
conquest was possible: where Wiesse denounces the Spaniards’ cruelty, Pons Muzzo
focuses on the determinism of technology and the invaders’ organization, while Valcárcel
makes a great point of the indigenous people’s surprise, which turned into fear, and does
so in what appears to be an attempt to give a fairer picture of their reaction to the assault.
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The Santillana volume does provide some evaluation, however, by stating that the
Spaniards found in Atahualpa’s secret of the murder of his brother and adversary “an
excuse” to condemn him to death. This certainly points to a dishonesty on the part of the
colonizers.

These forms of decontextualization appear to animate a non-partisan or impersonal logic
to historical events, where cause-effect relations between events are sometimes subdued
under formulations of co-occurrence or co-incidence. Thus, in the form of a textbook
telling, history appears almost as a list of events, where, for example, the Spaniards did
not “kill the indigenous population” but rather where the Spanish came and “the
indigenous population died.” Certainly, the appearance of disease as a cause for the fall
of the Inca empire is an important fact worth mentioning, which does begin to appear
overtly in history textbooks of the 21st century. But even then, these diseases “arrived
with the conquistadors,” and is formulated again, as co-incidence of events. Thus we see
how the same “event” is presented as more or less devastating and its participants as
more or less cruel in different periods of textbook production, indicating that official
history as a narrative genre is indexically tied to the political circumstances of its
production.

Colonial Society as a Racialized Politico-Economic Order
In Wiesse’s text, the first section to briefly expound on the racial ideologies of the
colonial period is under the heading “Formation of Colonial Society.” (p. 103) This
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section introduces a highly influential initial formulation of the social categories that
populated colonial society, a taxonomy of social kinds that recurs (with some
modification) throughout all the following textbooks, including its lexemic constituents,
both word-forms and attached definitions. The categories, subsequently repeated, were
peninsulares or Iberian Spaniards, criollos or “pure blooded descendants of Spaniards”,
mestizos, or children of indigenous and Spanish parents, indios (later indígenas), and
negros or black people. Wiesse also mentions mulatos (children of black and Spanish
parents) and zambos (children of indigenous and Spanish parents). Wiesse explicitly pairs
these lexemic contrasts with a class system, stating that the first two groups made up the
noble class, that the “great mass of indios” belonged to the pueblo or common people,
that the mestizos were the “middle class,” and that blacks were slaves.

When the indigenous population and the Spanish population are described later on in the
text, additional attributes are assigned to these social kinds through forms of modalized
predication, which link them (from relevant pasts and presents) to each other in a nested
series of historical relationships. On page 29, for example, Wiesse qualifies the subjects
of the Incan empire as “docile, intelligent and industrious, who were ruled by a
mechanical order of those social states proximal to barbarism, based upon an elementary
morality confused with the rule of law.” As we have seen, the Spencerian evolutionary
model holds here, with “barbarism” explicitly identified as a societal type into which the
locals are grouped. Elsewhere in the book, the Spaniards are qualified as “courageous”
(“valerosos”), but this predicate is assigned only to the conquering group, not to Iberian
nationals as a whole. It should be noted that while there are many mentions and similar
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qualifications of Spaniards and indigenous people throughout every text, mentions of
mestizos are scant beyond the sections on “colonial society.” Black individuals living
under colonial rule are only mentioned in this section.

Wiesse’s section on the “Social situation” at the end of the colonial period (p. 212) is retitled “Composition of Society” in later texts, perhaps following up on the fact that
Wiesse’s begins this very section with the phrase “The population was composed of:”
before listing a breakdown of the inhabitants of the city of Lima by percentages. The
structure of the phrase belies its lack of evidentiary claims: the past perfect emerges as
self-evident within the co(n)text of the textbook as mentioned at the outset of this
chapter. Wiesse writes: “The population was composed of blancos, subdivididos en
peninsulares y americanos criollos (11%), indios (64%), mestizos y castas libres (20%) y
esclavos.” If the first description of the racial categories contained little description of the
features of belonging (beyond “purity” versus “mixing” of ancestry), in this section the
text makes explicit that a color designator (“blanco”) was synonymous with Spanishness.
It is significant, therefore, that while blanco and negro are racial categories designated by
ostensible coloring of skin, indio or indígena contains no lexemes referring to color or
phenotype in any way.4

4

This is not to say that either “black” or “white” do or do not correctly identify perceivable color
phenomena in the world, but rather that the system of racial categorization, both as described in
these texts and as deployed historically (and in the contemporary moment), lacked consistency, a
fact that will be come important later on in this chapter, as well as in Chapter 4.
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While birthplace distinguished criollos from peninsulares, Wiesse offers another
important distinction: the former, primarily wealthy landowners and merchants, “formed
the illustrated class of the colonies, with an intellectual culture superior to that of the
majority of Spaniards who came in search of fortune,” characterized by their “aristocratic
ideas” (213). Thus despite both groups being organized under the hypernym blanco, the
text offers a cleavage beyond geographical origin. The descriptions of their labor explain
their different positions in the hierarchy: the Iberian born held “high office” and were
proximal to the upper echelons of Viceroyal authority, while the American criollos held
fortunes based upon their economic pursuits, sometimes even gaining the ability to
purchase nobility titles. Table 2.2 contains a comparison of the different ways in which
peninsulares are described across the textbooks.
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Table 2.2. Identifying peninsulares across time
Wiesse (1929)
p. 81-82
Features

“blancos”
(white)

Pons Muzzo (1950)
p. 193-195

Valcárcel (1976)
p. 118-121

Santillana (2014)
p. 160-161

“raza blanca”
(white race)

“blanco”
(white)

“piel más clara”
(fairer skin)

“nobleza”
(nobility)
“clase media”
(middle class)
“bajo pueblo”
(low populace)

“nobleza”
(nobility)

“los más privilegiados
eran los encomenderos,
hacendados,
comerciantes, mineros
y funcionarios, así
como los
nobles…oficios poco
trabajosos y muy
lucrativos”
(the most privileged
where the
encomenderos,
plantation owners,
merchants, miners, and
officials, as well as the
nobles…professions
demanding little labor
and highly lucrative)

“pura la raza de origen
europeo”
(the pure race of
European origin)
Occupation

“altos funcionarios”
(high officials)

Character

“su influencia estaba
basada en las fortunas
que poseían”
(their influence was
based on the fortunes
they possessed)

-

-

-

However, the categories used to describe Peruvian colonial society are not exposed as
inventions of the colonizers—indeed, their etymology is left to the imagination. The
voicing structure of a system of social categorization is thereby erased. The text does not
explain the sources or points of origin of the terminology, leaving them (once again) to
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appear self-evident. This leaves readers of the texts to project properties of categories of
race backwards in time, as their vision of what a white, mestizo, and indigenous person
would be is impacted by extant discourses in their time. In this sense, the categories
themselves are not questioned; they remain iconic, despite the multiple transitions in
domains of identification over the centuries.

There are some specifications as to the difference between “race” and “caste.” Pons
Muzzo specifies that it was not demonyms (“peninsular”) that happened to match
racionyms5 (“blanco”): the racial structuring of colonial society, relied entirely on
definitions of white (“de raza blanca”) and non-white, which he presents in the opening
lines of the section titled “Inequality and Injustice” in the chapter on Colonial Society.
Placing the racionym front and center provides a different viewpoint from Wiesse, in that
whiteness as a property is introduced as central, beyond place of birth. Thus the cleavages
made imply a specific “racial” distinction which, however, remains unspecified beyond
the presumed iconicity of the racionyms.

The inclusion of occupation in the description of the racial categories is significant
because it indicates a preoccupation with the role each played within the colonial
economy as a means to locate them as actors. As is evident in Table 2.2, the labor
performed by the peninsulares is not discussed much in this section, since most the

5

The distinctions between demonyms (term identifying residents or natives of a place),
ethnonyms (term identifying members of an ethnically cohesive group), and racionyms (term
identifying phenotypic/genotypic categorization) are important only in order to show how they
become interchangeable in use.
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textbooks establish elsewhere that they were the public administrators and primary
landowners in the colonial period. Providing a definition, Wiesse sticks to an explanation
of each of the categories’ labors. There is little ethnological content within these sections,
although he does make claims about the conquistadors and the Incas respectively in other
sections. However, he refrains from offering a physical description or provide a prototype
of the attributes that each racial category would display. In a different tome, one written
later for students at the college level (1949), providing lengthier and more focused
content, Wiesse does have intricate ethnological descriptions.

Thus the distinction between criollos and peninsulares—beyond the location of their
birth—lies primarily in the labor they could perform, as show in Table 3. Across the
texts, their criollo forms of labor are highly entextualized: they could own land and be
merchants (Wiesse), they were “generally deprived of public office,” (Pons Muzzo) or
“marginalized from higher office” (Valcárcel). The distinction in demonyms, however, is
especially important to Pons Muzzo, as he praises the criollos as the group where “the
love for the land in which they were born,” as part of their character, claiming they were
the ones who ostensibly led the charge for independence in the 1800s. Thus, unlike
Wiesse, Pons Muzzo makes certain to refer to the foreign-born as “españoles” and the
local-born as criollos, a subtle distinction, but an important one to the larger point of
exceptional criollo nationalism.
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Table 2.3. Identifying criollos across time
Wiesse (1929)

Pons Muzzo (1950)

Valcárcel (1976)

Santillana (2014)

Features

“blancos”
(white)
“descendientes de
pura sangre
española”
(descendants of pure
Spanish blood)

“raza blanca”
(white race)

“blanco”
“piel más clara”
(white)
(fairer skin)
“sin mezcla de indio
o negro”
(with no mixture of
Indian or black)

Occupation

“propietarios
territoriales, mineros
y comerciantes”

“tenían los mismos
privilegios”
(they had the same
privileges)

“marginado de los
puestos más
elevados”
(marginalized from
the highest
positions)

-

“fueron sintiendo
cada vez más a su
país y brotó un
nacionalismo”
(started feeling their
country more and
more and a
nationalism
sprouted)

-

(landowners, miners,
and merchants)

Character

“la clase
ilustrada…de ideas
aristocráticas”
(the illustrated
class…of aristocratic
ideas)

“despojados
generalmente de los
cargos públicos”
(generally deprived
of public office)
“empezó a surgir el
amor a la tierra en
que habían nacido”
(started to surge the
love for the land
where they had been
born)

Valcárcel maintains the physiognomic adjective “blanco” to group together the
peninsulares and criollos. Much of the same terminology is also employed to describe the
categories, the latter able to work in lucrative professions and own land, but “barred from
the highest positions” in public administration. Wiesse, Valcárcel, and Pons Muzzo all
place the criollos at the center of the Peruvian independence movement, citing their love
of country as a deciding factor in the push against the Spaniards: their “aristocratic ideas”
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(Wiesse) becoming “love of the land,” (Pons Muzzo), reformulated as “feeling their
country…and a nationalism sprouted” (Valcárcel).

Santillana restates much of what the prior books do. However, there is an explicit
discussion of the “fairness of skin” of the peninsulares and the criollos in a paragraph
stating that “skin color” impacted social standing during the colonial period, with those
whose features were considered “closer to the European colonizers” being considered
superior. Santillana is also the first text to mention that “whitening” was possible, and
placing the term “blanco,” in quotation marks, instead of making genealogical claims
about features, as do the previous authors, who identify criollos as “descendants of pure
blood” (Wiesse) or “without admixture of Indian or black” (Valcárcel) and being more
specific in the description of what a “white race” (Pons Muzzo) might look like.
Specifically, Santillana explains that couples of mixed ancestry would hope to produce
“children with ‘whiter’ features.” Such features, of course, are left to the reader’s
imagination (beyond the “fairness of skin”). Santillana, however, eschews the
exceptionalist claims about criollos, not making links between the independence
movement and this group, as do the earlier texts. Mendez (1995) has explained how this
focus on the role of criollos as harbingers of independence stems from the criollo
takeover of leadership roles during independence, leading to an unquestioned narrative of
patriotic pride as a reason for independence, rather than a resentment for being kept out
of high government office. In effect, it promoted the idea that those with highest
connections to the former ruling power (the Spanish crown) were the most important
creators of the nation, something which excluded members of the many indigenous
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groups in the country, as well as the black population. Indeed these exclusions, Mendez
argues, were visible from the beginning, when sections of these populations chose not to
side with the independence efforts, distrusting their motives.

Furthermore, definition of the races as one “dominant” and one “suppressed”
(“sometida”), in Pons Muzzo’s terms, reinforces the notion that the categories were
impermeable, despite the subsequent identification of multiple racial mixing categories,
such as the mestizos, but including the aforementioned zambos and mulatos. This is most
starkly evident in the descriptions of the mestizo, which Pons Muzzo calls “el verdadero
tipo americano” (“the true American type”).6 As an “intermediate social group,” the
mestizo is able to move up in ranks, sharing the space of the “bajo pueblo” or general
populace with some “españoles” and criollos. Once again, labor is important to defining
mestizos.

6

My intent is not to make claims about the correct representation of the permeability of the
categories in the colonial period, but rather to focus on how such categories are made to seem
determinant and highly contained in the discourse of the textbooks.
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Table 2.4. Identifying mestizos across time
Wiesse (1929)

Pons Muzzo (1950)

Features

“por su color y otros
accidentes físicos”
(by their color and
other physical
accidents)
“parecían nacidos de
españoles y de
indios”
(they appeared to be
born of Spaniards
and Indians)

“nuevo tipo racial”
(a new racial type)

Occupation

“artesanos en las
ciudades, capataces y
operarios en las
haciendas…carecían
de propiedad”
(artisans in the cities,
foremen and laborers
in the
plantations…they
lacked property)

“no se les permitió
ocupar muchos
puestos…no podían
ingresar a cualquier
centro de cultura”
(they were not allowed
to fill many
positions..they could
not enter any center of
culture)

Valcárcel (1976)

Santillana (2014)

“cruce del blanco
con el indio”
(the cross of white
and Indian)

-

-

-

“mayores
oportunidades
sociales y la
menor resistencia
de las
castas…dominant
es.”
(had greater social
opportunities and
less resistance
from the
dominant…castes)

“el grupo social
que se aculturó
más rápidamente,
aquel que asimiló
con mayor
facilidad la cultura
hispana.”
(the social group
that acculturated
most quickly to
Hispanic culture)

“sacerdotes o monjas”
(priests or nuns)
“actividades
comerciales o de
artesanía”
(commercial activities
or artisanship)
Character

“llevaban existencia
incierta y precaria”
(they led an uncertain
and precarious
existence)

bajo pueblo
(lower populace)
“grupo social
intermedio”
(an intermediate social
group)
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The mestizos worked in lower ranked professions, such as priests or nuns (not allowed to
ascend in the ranks), or working for merchants or as artisans (Pons Muzzo). The
description of the mestizo also incorporates features not present in the description of other
categories. It is similar to the description of the white category of personhood in that it
locates it based on occupation and access to wealth. A step beneath the bourgeois
criollos, Wiesse’s prototypical mestizos worked as artisans, foremen, and general
laborers, but were not able to own homes or land of their own, leading an “uncertain and
precarious existence due to the lack of industry in the country.” However, Wiesse also
states that the mestizos were “those individuals who by their color and other physical
accidents appeared to be born of Spaniards and Indians.” There are no further
descriptions of the appearance of any of the racial categorizations in the text, nor are any
of the others defined in similar fashion. The description is based on two aspects that
would define the prototype of the category of mestizo: first, color (presumably of skin)
and “physical accidents” (the shape of their faces and bodies). The markedness of the
mestizo here is significant as it makes the mestizo as a category of personhood stand out
as the one needing description. No other textbook includes this qualification, however.
White, Indian, and black require no further qualification than their ethnonym, although it
is certainly deducible that they too would have specific physical indexical properties,
which would—via contrast—allow individuals to recognize them as such.
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The mestizo is also described by Valcárcel as being in the best position vis-a-vis criollos
and peninsulares, as they faced the “least resistance” from the upper classes. Valcárcel
does not qualify the kinds of jobs available to the mestizo, breaking with the previous
more systematic description of the racial categories via their modes of employment, and
focusing on this mobility, their ability to move upward in the social ladder because of
their relative adjacency to the upper classes. Moreover, Valcárcel, like Pons Muzzo,
attributes the “mix of Indian and white as the most outstanding type of our mestizaje.” (p.
198)

Santillana offers a unique explanation here for the relative mobility with which the
mestizos navigated the colonial world described by Pons Muzzo and Valcárcel, compared
to the indigenous and black population. Santillana’s text explains that the mestizo was
“the social group that acculturated most quickly, the one that assimilated with greatest
ease to Hispanic culture.” As we saw in the previous section, Santillana incorporates
these culturalist arguments (in the wholistic sense), such as the fall of the Inca empire due
to a lack of technological know-how. The push for education as acculturation is evident
here as circulating discourse in today’s Peru. While no longer government mandated, the
notion that success in the city, in the form of upward mobility, depends on receiving an
urban education.

This notion of assimilation is most significant in their description of the indigenous
population, which, much like the Spaniards, receive less explicit description in this
section of each textbook, as their experience is characterized throughout, including in the
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telling of Atahualpa’s death, as we have seen already. If we consider that, as per the
description of the imprisonment and murder of Atahualpa, Spanish “culture” came to be
tied to technological progress, then these explanations of mestizo “acculturation” as
beneficial restate an embrace of the European indicates advancement more generally, not
exclusively in the colonial context. The indigenous population, as we will see next, hence
occupied an almost unquestionable spot at the bottom.
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Table 2.5. Identifying indios/indígenas across time
Wiesse (1929)
Features
Occupation

“eran obligados al
servicio personal de
los españoles”
(they were forced into
personal service of the
Spaniards)

Character

“en calidad de
esclavos” (p. 81)
(in the position of
slaves)

Pons Muzzo (1950)
“raza indígena”
(indigenous race)
“se repartían indios
para el cultivo de las
tierras, para la guarda
de los ganados…toda
clase de trabajos”
(Indians were
distributed for the
cultivation of lands, to
keep livestock…all
kinds of labor)

“raza sometida”
(dominated race)
“vivía en reducciones”
(lived in reducciones
[akin to reservations])

Valcárcel (1976)

Santillana (2014)

-

-

“divididos entre
nobles y ‘ordinarios’
o comunes”
(divided into nobles
and ‘ordinary’ or
common)
“[nobles]
constituyeron la casta
burocrática de los
Caciques”
([nobles] constituted
the bureaucratic caste
of Caciques)
“la
nobleza…ocupaban
una posición de
privilegio secundario”
(the nobility…held a
position of secondary
privilege)
“el indio común…era
un mayor de edad
bajo estado civil de
menor y sometido a la
categoría de siervo”
(the common
Indian…was a person
of age under the civil
status of a minor,
submitted under the
category of serf)
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-

“se encontraban—con
excepción de la
nobleza incaica y los
curacas—al final de la
pirámide social”
(they were—with the
exception of the Inca
nobility and the
curacas—at the bottom
of the social pyramid)
“la mayoría desarrolló
una actitud de
resistencia a la
aculturación…este
grupo, formado por la
gran masa indígena,
fue el más marginado.”
(the majority
developed an attitude
of resistance to
acculturation…this
group, made up of the
great indigenous mass,
was the most
marginalized)

The inclusion of the term “esclavo” (slave) is significant as Wiesse is the only author
who would refer to the indigenous population as such under Spanish colonization,
following his claim that they were “forced to be of personal service to the Spaniards.”
Pons Muzzo will bring up the fact that they received payment for their labor and that they
were not legally owned by the Spaniards after the reforms of Viceroy Toledo, although,
as Pons Muzzo’s text itself explains, they were confined to their repartimiento,
“cultivating the land or tending to the livestock.” which they could not leave lest they
lose their official ties to the community and not be allowed back. It must be pointed out
that Wiesse was also famous for his debates with other scholars surrounding the situation
of the indigenous peoples of Peru. Finding himself between the apex of popularity of
eugenics discourses of the late 1800s in Latin America and the rise of indigenismo—the
intellectual current seeking to recover indigenous knowledge and elevate it to permeate
mainstream society—Wiesse argued both that mestizaje was the best means for progress
and that indigenous peoples had, despite their lowly status, a chance of improving their
station in society.

Pons Muzzo, on the other hand, was writing during a time when paternalism had
reemerged as the best means for educating the indigenous population—indeed,
acculturating them. With the takeover of Velasco in the late 60s, the educational model
changed toward positing a multi-cultural education model (Oliart, 2013), even planning a
bilingual curriculum to teach Quechua and Aymara in schools. This is partially linked to
the reason for Valcárcel to include an innovation in the discussion of the indigenous
plight, which is the recognition of a bureaucratic caste of indigenous representatives, born
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from members of Inca nobility. Thus despite their status of “secondary privilege,”
Valcárcel states that they were provided leadership positions within their communities.
This departure from the previous descriptions of indigenous life in this section of the
book introduces a more favorable—if still inferior—position for certain members of the
indigenous population, distinguishing them into two groups, divided by kinship ties
linked some of them to the old regime. Santillana’s text maintains this distinction
between the two castes of indigenous folks, but adds an important and new element to
that reinforces earlier notions of culture as a source for distinguishing between
indigenous and Spaniards. The text here repurposes the “mass” of indigenous, described
as those who “developed and attitude of resistance to acculturation…and was the most
marginalized.” (p. 161) Its is important to remark on the reappearance of this nounphrase, lost in Valcárcel’s writing due to his desire to give the indigenous population a
less dire, and stronger, presence in history and, by extension, in the present. Wiesse
places the majority of blame on the colonizers as individuals, rather than the colonial
institutions themselves. It was their “lack of scruples” of conquistadors on the ground,
which led them to exploit the indigenous population, having them perform “inconsiderate
labor.”

The black population is consistently given the briefest discussion in all of the textbooks.
All the texts list them as slaves, although the later ones do mention the activities free
black individuals were able to undertake.
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Table 2.6. Identifying negros across time
Wiesse (1929)

Pons Muzzo (1950)

Valcárcel (1976)

Santillana (2014)

-

"de origen
Africano”
(of African origin)

Features

“gente ‘de color’”
(people ‘of color’)

“raza negra”
(black race)

Occupation

“esclavos”
(slaves)

"calidad de esclavos
para dedicarlos a las
labores agrícolas y
mineras”
(in the position of
slaves dedicated to
agricultural and
mining labor)

“esclavos…trabaj
aron sobre todo
en las haciendas
de la costa”
(slaves…working
mostly in the
plantations on the
coast)

“a trabajar en las
haciendas
algodoneras o
azucareras de la
costa o se
dedicaban al
servicio doméstico”
(to work in the
cotton or sugar
plantations or
dedicated to
domestic labor)

“raza esclava”
(slave race)

“vivía en
condiciones
físicas y sociales
inhumanas”

“se les consideraba
bienes”
(they were
considered
property)

“de personas
libres…sastres,
carpinteros, plateros”
(as free
people…tailors,
carpenters,
silversmiths)

Character

-

“eran seres no
considerados por las
leyes”
(they were beings not
considered by the
laws)

(lived in
inhumane
physical and
social conditions)

“muchos
establecieron
relaciones estrechas
con sus amos”
(many established
close relationships
with their masters)

When describing the “negros, mulatos and other varieties of people ‘of color,’ also called
‘pardos’ who enjoyed the privileges of free peoples,” Wiesse again provides a
breakdown of occupations: “tailors, carpenters, silverworkers, etc.” Finally, the negros
esclavos are explained as a category of their own, brought in to work in plantations. The
descriptions are brief and to the point and yet again, they are described through their
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labor: “replacing the Indians in the hardest jobs, which were fishing for pearls, mining,
and milling sugar cane….as lackeys for the whites.” Accounts of the role of black slaves
in the colonies are both brief and rare in Wiesse’s text. This is not entirely surprising, as
Afro-Peruvians have long been left out of the history books (Aguirre, 2013; Carrillo,
2002). Not having been a part of the glorified Inca and pre-Inca civilizations, nor been
seen as leaders in the Hispanicization process, it is only in the last few decades that AfroPeruvian contributions have been recovered.

Pons Muzzo remarks on the fact that black slaves “were not considered under the laws.”
In other words, they were not legal persons, a fact that none of the other authors
mentions. Valcárcel describes in greatest detail the enslavement of the black population.
As his predecessors, he mentions that they were deployed primarily to work in the coast,
in plantations. However, he specifies that they lived “in inhuman physical and social
conditions,” indicting the colonial system more harshly than Wiesse and Pons Muzzo.
Valcárcel also mentions that the mixing of other races with the black population was
illegal. Pons Muzzo also mentions this fact, but Valcárcel adds a reasoning behind the
law: that the children of white or indigenous people with blacks, “constituyó una raza
insumisa y alborotadora, de carácter altivo y orgulloso, incómodo para el gobierno
colonial” (“constituted an insubordinate and riotous race, of haughty and proud character,
uncomfortable for the colonial government”). At no point does the text explain that it is
voicing a colonial ideology, nor that this was so codified into law. It is included with no
quotation or other device separating the speech from the general expert voice of the text.
The verb form of constituy-ó (constituted) is the past perfect, and carries no modal and
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matches all other instances of use, in which the intent is to present fact. It is also the first
and only time that Valcárcel evaluates any of the racial groups in such negative terms.
Although the text points out that this behavior was specifically “uncomfortable for the
colonial government,” the facticity of this appraisal remains problematically ambiguous.
This is consistent with contemporary stereotypes that Sue & Golash-Boza (2013) identify
in the Lima area, which they expose and both endemic and deleterious to the lives of
Afro-Peruvians.

Santillana’s subsection on the black population, also lacks description of the category, but
it is important to note that this textbook adds new information not present in the earlier
forms. It does state that the primary occupation of the slaves was in cotton and sugar
plantations, as well as domestic servitude, but also mentions how “many slaves
established close relationships with their masters, which manifested in manumission or
freedom.” This addition is salient because freedom was not in fact a common occurrence
in the life of a slave. Pointing this out as a possibility was perhaps a means toward
allowing for some complexity, just as Valcárcel had introduced the fact that the former
Inca nobility had been allowed some privileges, but the downplaying of slavery seems
anachronistic and gratuitous. The official discourse of liberation in Valcárcels’ time
(under Velasco) was, after all, the indigenous population who had been wrongfully
relegated to a secondary role in their own lands; other forms of exclusion were not
engaged publicly to the same degree.
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Santillana also includes a new section in their book, touching on contemporary forms of
racial exclusion in Peru (p. 163). This section asks “Is it fair for there to be a ‘right to
deny admission’?” in the country, and explains how often this right is abused by owners
of venues, from restaurants to night clubs, to discriminate against individuals who do are
not deemed to have buena presencia, widely used adjectival phrase that the book
indicates is a euphemism for “people of white race.” There is not much of a discussion as
to who would fit into such a category and who would not, as we have seen is the norm in
these texts. On the following page, they discuss indigenous rights in the country by
presenting the famous case of the murder of a police officer in 2009, at the hands of
native protestors who had been violently pushed back after their takeover of an oil
refinery project that threatened their livelihood, as it was built on community lands set
aside for fishing and other activities. The township of Bagua has since become iconic in
Peru of the tensions between indigenous communities and governmental development
projects. The book asks students to reflect on the impact of race-based discrimination on
the individuals subjected to it. The lamination of past onto the present via the textual copresence of an explanation of indigenous marginalization during the colonial period and
the conflicts between the state and Amazon peoples fighting against the expropriation of
their land is evident; however, the links are not made explicit. There is a trajectory
implied: we might see the parallels between how unassimilated indigenous peoples were
marginalized then, and how they are relegated to second-class citizenship today.

Van Dijk (2005) has shown that textbooks in both Latin America and Spain tend to have
a high degree of bias against black and indigenous categories of personhood. In the case
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of the textbooks I analyze here, one obvious example is the generalized lack of
distinction among the indigenous population (presented as a “mass” indeed) sets up
another problem of classification, that posits the different groups as contrastive, based
upon their position in society, when in fact, the possibility of mobility—only recognized
briefly in the Santillana text—could and did occur. Thus not only are the efforts and
projects of different indigenous groups in different regions (coast, highlands, and the
rainforest) erased, but also the relationships between them. Throughout, the notion that
the categories are self-evident remains since, as I discuss earlier, there is little separation
from these as categories in the past from the demo-, ethno-, and racionyms employed
today. Criollo, for example, has indeed come to be synonymous with “patriotic” in
middle class Lima, and much folk music is categorized as criolla, while indigenous
cultural expressions remain curiosities. Moreover, these are often attached, as in the
textbooks, to ideas about physical features; however, as we shall see in Chapter 4, this
does not provide a means toward categorization, rather, merely a discourse to draw from
to posit ontologies and often, support discriminatory practices.

Evaluations of the effects of colonization

In this section, I move away from drawing direct comparisons and instead trace a
narrative by spending some time on the ways in which each individual text creates
narratives of continuity and rupture with the colonial past. Wiesse is the only one among
the four authors who does not provide much by way of a segue into the repercussions of
the colonial period. He does not make links between the activities carried out by
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conquistadors and locals in the past to states of affairs in the present, nor does he have a
section dedicated to the consequences of colonization on Peruvian society. In his very
brief concluding remarks, he writes: “in the peacefulness of the government and social
life the physiognomy of the new Peruvian people was formed: in the evolution of the
coming together and the fusion of the technical elements that live together in the territory
of the coast and the mountain highlands.” (216) Mestizaje is front and center as the
process of creating a new polity, with an infrastructure built upon the combination of
different territories. The absence of the Amazon rainforest, which makes up nearly a third
of the Peruvian landscape, is telling for, as I have discussed, the focus on the descendants
of the Inca forces a dichotomy between Quechuas and non-Quechuas, rather than allow
for an exploration of the many different indigenous groups living in the country.

Pons Muzzo includes a section in his chapter “Causes and Effects of Colonization,” titled
“Justifying the conquest.” His text is the only one of the four with this section, although
this section is present in the other texts of his time. The section opens with an explanation
of two sides of a debate: whether the indigenous peoples “lived happily under their
governments” or whether “conquest was fair because the Americans were barbarians and
idolaters.” The basic argument of the first side the text voices calls for a rejection of the
incursion due to its foreignness, while the second voiced argument makes a point of
justifying the takeover of Inca empire based, once again, on Spencerian cultureevolutionist assumptions about the indigenous population, as well as on a religious
component: since the locals had not been introduced to the Christian faith (capitalized in
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the text as “Religión Cristiana,” an uncommon orthography in Spanish), they are labelled
“idolaters.”

Pons Muzzo’s goes on to present a path-dependent historical theory of conquest that none
of the other texts include. I include below, in Table 2.7 precisely because of its unique
nature, even among other textbooks of its time who judged colonization more generously
than both their predecessors and those who would follow.

Table 2.7. Pons Muzzo (1950) on the European conquest (p. 108)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Si España no hubiera conquistado estos pueblos,
alguna otra nación europea lo hubiera hecho en
breve plazo…en el siglo XV el mundo tendía a
europeizarse; de manera que tarde o temprano
algún otro pueblo europea hubiera caído sobre
América. Y como eran más fuertes, más cultos y
más preparados, pueblos que conocían el hierro y
las armas de fuego, inevitablemente el resto del
mundo tenía que caer en su poder, planteándose
entonces problemas que hasta ahora se ventilan.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

If Spain had not conquered these peoples, some
other European nation would have done so
shortly… in the 15th century the world tended to
become European; therefore sooner or later some
other European people would have fallen upon
America. And as they were stronger, more cultured,
and better prepared, peoples who knew steel and
firearms, inevitably the rest of the world had to fall
under its power, thus laying out the problems that
continue to be put forth to this day.

The verbal forms of this paragraph are significant in that it departs from an exclusive use
of the past perfect and imperfective to make arguments based on hypotheticals, using the
conditional mood to describe an alternative past. None of the other history textbooks
engage in such speculation, making this passage unique. As we see in lines 1, 2, and 8,
Pons Muzzo ascertains the inevitability of European domination of the Americas. Using
the past as a factual bolster for this argument, the text explains that the “world tended” to
become European (line 3), as they “were stronger, more cultured, and better prepared,
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and knew steel and firearms,” (lines 7-8) and so the world “had to fall under their
power.” (line 9) The evidence for this deterministic vision is scant—comparatively, only
the technological distinction of materials and weapons is presented—and instead the
copula form “[Ellos] eran” serves to posit an ontology of the colonizers as stronger and
“cultured,” a term laden with assumptions that, however, remain unexplained in the text.
The technological determinism itself is not novel, as we have seen in the section on
Atahualpa, even in 2014 there was an assumption that certain tools and implements of
war meant inherent success. Moreover, the extension of this argument to justify the
Spanish invasion as a pre-determined event due to the ontological cultural superiority of
Europeans in a pedagogical tool distributed to children around the country (and reprinted
with few changes into the 1980s), fits in in well with Pons Muzzo’s perspective on the
colonial project.

In this section, Muzzo’s text further claims that the “heroic” Spaniards developed a form
of colonization that not only cared about “obtaining riches and rewards from the
conquered people, but transplanting their culture to these lands.” (p. 109) Pons Muzzo’s
break with Wiesse’s focus on the violence of the colonial project is significant in that it
recenters European expansion as both inevitable and ultimately beneficial. The following
section in the text presents a list of innovations. The list of European imports in Pons
Muzzo’s chapter includes: “Implanting those institutions called the Cabildos [city
councils] for better governance, the custom of living in cities and the social organization
of the family, as we have it today,” the Catholic religion, “new techniques for the
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construction of buildings, knowledge of bricks to build stronger and more solid
constructions,” and “a number of legumes that we use today.”

The evaluation of these as positive are based on two criteria: first, that they brought about
an improvement and secondly, that such improvement continued to be in use in Peruvian
society today. While Wiesse makes little to no explicit links between the events of the
colonial era and the contemporary social formations, Pons Muzzo takes this on in stride.
By establishing that both the organization of kin relations and, indeed, urban life in
contemporary Peru as effects of Spanish colonization, the text sets up a significant
temporal narrative, a trajectory built upon a particular notion of history as being
identifiable in the present. Moreover, the comparisons between the Inca way of life and
the Spanish is highly debatable, but the author does not present this as a debate, even
though, for example, by this time many Inca temples and living compounds had been
rediscovered and hailed as architectural feats, surviving centuries of inclement weather,
not to mention earthquakes. This certainly fits in well with this text’s earlier appraisal of
European culture as superior and therefore fit for world dominance. Finally, Pons Muzzo
includes a subsection absent in the other texts: a comparison between the Spanish and the
British colonial projects in the Americas. This section argues in favor of Spanish
colonization, as the British administration of the colonies is presented as more violent,
less organized, and, most importantly, based around exclusion rather than integration;
specifically, the lack of an effort to mix with the population, the lack of a discourse of
mestizaje, is evaluated as deleterious to both the past and present situations of the
indigenous population.
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Valcárcel’s departure from this perspective is quite pointed: the section in his volume is
titled “Socio-Economic Effects of Spanish Domination,” setting up a relationship of
sustained aggression on the part of the Spaniards. His focus, as the title says, is primarily
economic: rather than discuss the import of religion or technology, Valcárcel’s book
explores the “transference of agricultural activity to mining as a basis for the economy,”
and the rise of other industries over the course of the 300 years of viceroyal rule in Peru.
Unique to Valcárcels’ (although, once gain, similar to books by contemporaries such as
Burga Huaman7) is a radically different perspective from Pons Muzzo’s. Where the latter
included a “justification of conquest” in his text, the former dedicates an entire chapter to
“Spanish Domination and the Antecedents to Latin American Underdevelopment—the
Peruvian Fight to Break with the Vestiges of Colonialism.” Where Pons Muzzo may have
celebrated a few of the cultural elements of colonization, Valcárcel expounds on what he
identifies as ongoing economic processes of divestment of countries in the region. Unlike
in the other texts, this one explicitly cites contemporary government policy as a response
to the colonial encounter. The book explains that “in today’s Peru policy is being
developed geared toward eliminating the vestiges of colonialism that have presented
obstacles to progress.” Citing Spain’s inability to industrialize early in the 19th century,
Valcárcel posits economic stagnation in the Americas as a result but the most egregious
damages done are listed as: “1) the exploitation of the mining and agriculture laborers, 2)
the marginalization of the indigenous population, 3) the social stratification of Peruvian

7

It is significant, however, that Burga Huamán reproduces Pons Muzzo’s list of European
contributions to Peruvian society, albeit in a less explicitly positive fashion.
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society, 4) the relegation of women to the background, and 5) the exploitation of the
intellectual worker,” all of which, he writes, have persisted thanks to an oligarchical
republican government. Each of these topics are expounded upon in brief subsections.

While these topics are relatively self-explanatory, I bring attention to one aspect shared
by the paragraphs under each subsection. They all contain a sentence containing the
construction “[form of marginalization] continued during the republican era and
[government policy] is working to remedy said social ill.” Thus, for example, the recent
official recognition of Quechua as a national language would allow the indigenous
population to become incorporated into society as bilingual communication became the
norm, new social policy sought integration to challenge the class divides, and the
increased number of women in higher education institutions, as well as the declaration of
the Year of Women in 1975, demonstrated that women were “now being hailed for their
accomplishments.” All of these are, of course, nods to General Juan Velasco Alvarado,
whose socio-economic redistribution agenda was purposefully featured in social studies
textbooks all around the country. Furthermore, the tracing of a direct line from the
colonial period into the 1970s was certainly part of the intellectual culture of the time,
and this chapter in Valcárcel’s book speaks to the Marxist influence in their thought,
more specifically, their espousal of Development School and World Systems theory.

Santillana’s book brings a novel approach to the appraisal of the impact of colonization
on Peruvian territory. The section in the book merely poses the question: “What
consequences resulted from the conquest? The very first sentence, inside a text book
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labeled “Key Concepts” which sets the tone of the section, states “the destructuring of the
Andean world: the process under which Andean institutions were maintained but without
the principles that undergirded them.” (p. 142) The word “destructured” (desestructuró)
reappears in the text and explains that the main consequence was therefore the undoing of
the relationship between government and people that existed prior to the arrival of the
Spaniards.

The text focuses on how reciprocal relationship between the authorities and the plebeians
that existed in the Inca empire, where the authorities directly provided the laborers with
the tools necessary for their labor in
exchange for a tax was eliminated,
replaced by low wages and taxes, with
little to no benefit to the Andean
workers. Wiesse too makes mention of
Figure 2.1

this effect in his book, although here he
restricts himself to the immediate effects
of colonial rule upon the Inca’s former

Andean population during the first hundred years of
the colonial period

subjects. This undoing of the political
regime, moreover, sets up the trope of

-Population of the coast
-Population of the highlands

breakdown as a means to introduce the
Estimates of the population of Peru at time of the conquest

long-term effects. This opens the
discussion on the spread of the Catholic religion, “an imposition—in some cases
violent—over Andean religious traditions.” This origin story of the Catholic faith in Peru,
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still by far the most widely practice religion in the country describes the syncretic nature
of the religious practices of “the Andean people,” which stemmed from the replacement
of Inca places and dates of worship to Christian ones.
More significantly, the “demographic downfall” of the region is explained as a
central consequence of colonization. Here Santillana takes a very clear stance vis-a-vis
the colonial project. Mentioning the “ill treatment the Spaniards inflicted upon the
indigenous people,” the text presents a graph (Figure 2.1), showing the quick and steady
decline of the local population over the course of 100 years, from over 1.5 million people
to just under 527,000 in the highlands and from approximately 610,000 to 75,000 on the
coast. The presentation of this dramatic plunge is a spectacular visualization of the high
death rate after the arrival of the Spaniards.

Throughout the decades, the changes in the positive and negative focus on the possible
consequences of colonization demonstrates a pendulum swing. The positive emphasis,
exemplified by Pons Muzzo’s text, has not entirely disappeared. When Pizarro’s statue,
which used to sit at the center of Lima’s main square, was moved to a small side plaza
and then taken to a riverside park (and shut down soon after), some pundits made their
outcry heard: the statue stood for evangelization and civilization.8 However, as we shall
see in the following Chapter, most middle class Peruvian residents of the capital city
share more of the distaste for the invasion. Today, the pendulum swerves toward the
negative.

8

This religious blog post is one such example: https://www.religionenlibertad.com/pero-que-demonios-hapasado-con-la-estatua-de-pizarro-en-19132.htm
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Conclusion

In the negotiation of the valence of historical events, stance and facticity are not separate
as a result of their presentation as one and the same. Textbooks are guides, tools to think
with rather than to critique. Rethinking the teaching of history as a teleological narrative
of progress requires a higher order metatheoretical discussion at the state level. The
notion of the linear progression of history displaces other possible, perhaps rhizomatic
approaches, which of course, disrupts the narrative of the nation as a given, an
inevitability. Reaching out to the wider public and helping them conceptualize historical
discourse as the product of nodes of interconnected chains of events exposes the
reification of linear time, opening new avenues for conceptualizing historical change.
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CHAPTER 3: Chronotopic Ideologies, Voicing, and Alignment

History provided context for differences between Peru and Spain concerning
macroeconomics, race, and infrastructure, to name a few regimes of social life during
many of the conversations I witnessed while in the field. Throughout my ethnographic
encounters, the period of colonial occupation of Peru by the Spanish crown was often
brought up to contextualize the current influx of Spanish migrants into the capital city of
Lima. While my ethnographic research centers on sociopolitical reckonings taking place
in the present, these encounters engage with competing historiographies surrounding the
colonial period, and their implications for contemporary states of affairs. Discourses
about the past thus serve to build contemporary national identities, reproduced in
interactions such as the ones I discuss in this chapter.

Dick (2018) has described migration discourse to identify “talk and writing that summons
up or presupposes the figures of personhood, rhetorical themes, and forms of spatial reference, or
logical propositions that people associate with the causes and consequences of migration.” (11)

Migration discourse, she explains, does not only pertain to discussions about migrants,
but also by migrants themselves, by locals in the receiving country, and non-migrants in
the sending country. In my research context, migration discourse cannot be readily
separated from history talk, since the shared past between the two territories is constantly
invoked as a means to scrutinize the presence of Spanish migrants in Peru. Consistently,
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the discursive construction of a migrant present always included the past. One of the most
significant aspects of these debates over historical contextualizations of Spanish
migration, both online and offline was the lack of a qualification of the sources of
information that interactants were drawing from. So whence all of this certainty about the
roles played by Spaniards and Peruvians, respectively?

The solidity of this “history talk” became clear during my ethnographic engagement with
Peruvian locals and Spanish migrants alike, evinced by multiple instances of the
deployment of a specific set of verbal constructions in speech events engaging with
history, linked to specific forms of alignment, both online and offline, in discussions of
colonial history and of how it pertained (or didn’t) to relationships between Peruvian and
Spanish individuals today. Migration discourse and historical discourse emerge as
overlapping channels in and by which individuals locate themselves as social actors.
Moreover, I identify a discursive poetics through which competing chronotopic
ideologies (one in which history and migration merge; another in which they do not)
composed of verb structure, denotational content, and pronominal deixis in and by which
national identities become inhabited in acts of alignment. I describe an interactional genre
performed between migrants and locals, surrounding discourses about Spanish colonial
history.

In making claims about history, my interlocutors coalesce “Peruvian” and “Spanish” as
types that emerge from a history, whose narration (by them) is inflected by specific
chronotopic ideologies of the nation. Thus, conversations about history become sites for
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the production of national personae through alignments toward referents of discourse, in
a poetic structure laid out in discursive moves that metricalize the referential and
modalized predicational elements of such narratives. Facts of coming to belong (or not
belong) to such national personae are, I argue, determined by more than the biographical
information available through a cursory glance at an individual’s birth certificate, and,
indeed, depend, in part, on what interactants do to each other within these encounters.
This chapter is an analysis of how in and by this particular form of verbal poetic
structure, interactants take stances with regards to certain social personae; more
specifically, personae which metonymically stand in for national polities past and
present, and in which national categories become solidified. This form of metricalized
discourse often shapes the course of debates about history, producing competing
chronotopes and thus competing alignments to history itself. Following this poetic
structure across multiple speech events and different participation frameworks, I posit
that the distinction between online interactional genres and their related registers, and
genres of co-present conversation might be one of degree, not kind (Gillen & Merchant,
2013), given the high degree of regularity in discourse across frameworks, making online
interaction tractable via linguistic anthropological interactional analysis.
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Chronotopic Ideologies

Biographical information and, as we will see in Chapter 3, indexical register distinctions,
allow Peruvians to recognize Spanish

Fig. 3.1: A colonial legacy chronotope

migrants as such, attaching a set of
stereotypical characterological features
(Agha, 2005) to national identity
categories. However, in conversations
about the colonial past, another aspect
of national personae emerges, namely
that their features can be ascertained not
only through knowledge of current
behavioral patterns (and forms of
stereotypy), but also evaluations of the
“Wait, don’t interrupt, today is a day to live anchored in the past. I don’t want
to lose the flow of this trend, which is why I propose we instate a day to
remember the killings that the Roman Empire caused in our peninsula 2000
years ago. These Romans … They’re all the same, even today, 2000 years
later they continue to be bloodthirsty.”

Post and comment from Facebook group Fraternidad Iberoandina.
Recorded on October 29, 2017

actions of past individuals identifiable
as belonging to the same national
categories as contemporary interactants.

In Figure 3.1 we see a comment left by a user named “J Miguel López” on a publication
in the open Facebook group “Fraternidad Iberoandina,” which sarcastically criticizes
another member’s post, which features Columbus’s famous three caravels sailing across
the Atlantic, only now emblazoned with the logos of multiple European transnational
corporations, with Spain’s telecommunications behemoth Telefónica front and center.
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The meme also includes the phrase “Today, new caravels invade us.” “J Miguel”
evidently disagrees with this historical comparison, in which political economies of
colonization are compared to incursions of European private interests into the Peruvian
market. In response, “J Miguel” facetiously claims that there should be a day to
commemorate “all the killing that the Roman Empire caused in our peninsula 2000 years
ago. These Romans…they’re all the same, even today, 2000 years later they continue to
be bloodthirsty.” It is noteworthy that this online interaction did not go beyond his post—
in fact, the entire post has since been taken down, although it is unclear who removed it
after posting.

In the meme, the recent influx of European capital is indexed through the perceived
connection between international corporations and their countries of origin. Telefónica,
specifically, has long been a linchpin of Peruvian nationalist and anti-privatization
arguments in the press and in various political circles. The company began its operations
in Peru in the 1990s, when the public and home phone services were privatized and
passed on to Telefónica, under a contract granting them a 10 year monopoly and a special
tax incentive for an indefinite period of time. Since, Telefónica has expanded its market
in Mexico, Argentina, Chile, and elsewhere. It is highly unlikely that the meme creators
would be unaware—statistically, it is likely they were using an internet connection on
Telefónica’s network when they posted it. Thus the posting of the meme in the a SpanishPeruvian affinity forum on Facebook in 2017, correlates with the influx of Spanish
citizens taking place over the last few years, as well as the opening of new Spanish
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businesses and branches of new Spanish corporations in Lima. In discussing history,
therefore, contemporary migration becomes important (or is it vice-versa?).

In the translation of “J Miguel’s” comment, the past perfect is marked in bold letters, the
emblematic moments of Spanish history underlined with a dotted line. This notation will
be maintained throughout, marking recurring patterns in the interactional structure of
discussions surrounding the two competing chronotopes. I call the drawing of a direct
line from the colonial past onto the present a chronotope of colonial legacy, as presented
by Peruvians who employ it to laminate that past onto the present, projecting the
characterological figures of the colonizers onto the current Spanish arrivals. The Spanish
migrants, for their part, employ a set of strategies to distance themselves from those
figures, while arguing for a disconnection between present day Peru and the colonial
moment. The stakes for interactants are also distinct: for Peruvians, the legacy
chronotope speaks to their nation’s formation; for Spanish migrants, insisting on the
distance between the two moments allows them to settle in their newfound home without
being negatively positioned by local socio-historical discourses. Another recurring
strategy, offered by “J Miguel” is the downplaying (and occasionally, the outright denial)
of the past-to-present trajectory of the colonial chronotope altogether, evinced by his
recalling of the Roman invasions with the intention of setting up an ad absurdum claim
against the analogy in the meme.

This sets up a potentially significant contrast between Peruvian and Spanish
understandings of history. “J Miguel” is not alone in their reaction to this comparison,
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critiquing this lamination of historical onto current geopolitical relationships between
Peru and Spain: I identified this as a recurrent trope in my ethnographic engagements
with Spanish migrants. While much of the narrative undergirding these perspectives on
history has developed and circulated over a century and a half, such as in the textbooks I
discuss in the previous chapter, the kinds of interactions I identify have increased after
the wave of migration that has taken place since the intensification of the Spanish crisis,
as a reaction to the influx of Spanish citizens.

Producing personae via alignment

One of my earliest encounters with this discursive structure was in an interview with
Vicente, a 30-something Spanish migrant who had come to Lima tempted by a tentative
job offer from a Spanish construction company about a year before our conversation. Due
to the economic crisis in Spain, architects like Vicente faced many months—if not
years—of unemployment; on the other hand, Spanish construction firms had begun to
expand across Latin America and, to a lesser extent, Africa. However, Vicente did not see
himself as a labor migrant. I met Vicente through Armando, a Peruvian acquaintance I
ran into at an art opening in a gallery in San Isidro, the most expensive of the central
districts of Lima. The gallery was the pet project of some wealthy Peruvian businessmen,
an event at which I arrived at the behest of one of my Spanish friends, a former gallerist’s
assistant who had been struggling to find a job, but who always snagged invites to
openings through a few well-placed contacts. From Armando’s account, Vicente had
become entrenched in Lima’s upper echelons of culture, spending a good amount of time
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surrounded by the inhabitants of the central districts. When I spoke to Vicente, he listed
off the many neighborhoods of the city he had visited, mostly due to job-related affairs,
but his social atmosphere was similar to Armando’s. When sharing the names of the
restaurants and bars he frequented, all were located in the central districts. Our
conversation took place in a cafe he enjoyed, near his home in Miraflores, one with steep
prices for basic café staples and frequented by tourists, “expats,” and locals who could
afford it.

When I inquired whether he ever entered into arguments surrounding his foreignness in
Peru, Vicente explained that it happened all the time, and often with negative tinge, if not
outright aggression. As a recent example, he shared an encounter with a woman at a
birthday party in a home in Miraflores, a soirée with drinks and food for a relatively large
group. The woman, involved in the fashion industry in Peru, had made some joking
remarks about architects, at which Vicente had bristled, and responded with a similar, if
slightly more pointed observation about the fashion industry. Immediately, Vicente
recalled, she started talking about “‘oh, los españoles’ y la película de los españoles (“‘oh
the Spaniards’ and that chestnut about the Spaniards”) whom the woman identified as
unwelcome former colonizers. Vicente stated this was not the first time he had faced this
critique. He evaluates the nature of these encounters as follows:
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Table 3.1: Vicente
1.V: There is a certain sector of Peruvian society
2.that continues to think that the Spaniard was a
3.very evil guy who came to this country to steal
4.and they can’t stop talking about it.
5.D: Yeah?
6.V: And that same person, their last name is
7.Sánchez or whose last name is López or
8.Gonzales, spelled wrong. So then this person
tells
9.you, “No, it’s your ancestors who came here to
steal the gold and silver.” And so you respond
10. “Look, my ancestors did not leave Spain,
don’t
11. you say that your greatgreatgreatgrandmother
12. or your greatgreatgreatgrandfather was
13.Spanish?
14. Yours were the ones who came, according to
15. you, to steal the gold and silver.”

1.V: Hay determinado sector de la sociedad
2.peruana que sigue pensando que el español era
3.un tío malísimo que vino a este país a robar y
4.se hartan de decirlo.
5.D: ¿Sí?
6.V: Y esa misma persona que se apellida Sánchez
7.o se apellida López o Gonzales,
8.mal escrito. Entonces a ti esa persona te dice
9.“no, es que tus antepasados vinieron aquí a
robar el
10. oro y la plata.” Y entonces le contestas, “Mira,
11. mis antepasados no salieron de España, que,
12. ¿tú no dices que tu retatarabuela era española
13.o tu retatarabuelo era español? Los tuyos
14.fueron los que vinieron según tú a robar el
15.oro y la plata.”

Vicente voices a Peruvian interactant along with him, built from prior interactions he has
had where ostensibly historical facts have been similarly brought to bear on interactions
between contemporary individuals, somewhat antagonistically. He acknowledges that one
of the main critiques of contemporary Spanish migration to Peru is the ongoing
qualification of Spanish colonization as “theft,” one whose discursive history I have
briefly discussed in the introduction and in Chapter 1. Vicente describes those among his
local interlocutors who had leveled this critique at him as merely “a sector of Peruvian
society” (line 1), which continues to have a biased perspective toward Spanish arrivals
like himself. He thus entextualizes the woman at the party as representative of the voice
of that same sector. And what are the components of this “voice”? (Agha, 2005; Keane,
1999). This is the first of the characterological figures populating negotiations
surrounding the valence of colonial history in contemporary Peru in Vicente’s
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formulation: the Peruvian who insists on positing the colonial chronotope (and
positioning herself as victim of colonization) yet who is, contradictorily, closer to the
stereotypical figure of the (Spanish) conquistador than Vicente himself.

Voicing his imagined interlocutor, Vicente presents the Peruvian understanding of
history, namely that the historical Spaniard imagined by Peruvians “was a really evil guy
who came to this country to steal” (“fue un tío muy malo que vino a este país a robar,”
lines 2-3). Vicente thus further entextualizes the voice of the distrustful Peruvian by
adding a narrative that aligns Spanish migrants closely with the colonizing project, a
historicizing narrative he disagrees with. Here he extrapolates not only from his
experience with the fashion journalist at the party but, as he had confided to me, multiple
other encounters, evident in his assertion that Peruvians with a chip on their shoulder
“can’t stop talking about it.” In my conversations with them, Peruvians did not often
report this as an initial evaluation of the Spanish migrants, except during retellings of
instances of conflict. Vicente’s account, however, does accurately portray Peruvian
commentary in these instances, when reporting the event at the dinner party as an
example.

The first element of the historical discourse that Spanish migrants mobilized in these
interactions is to challenge notions of proximity and distance to the project colonizing
project via folk notions of ancestry. More specifically, these biased Peruvians—such as
the woman at the party—are, Vicente contends (as have other Spanish migrants), more
proximal to the colonizers than he. Vicente seeks to expose his Peruvian interlocutors
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pointing out that not only do they possess Spanish last names (lines 6-7) such as Sánchez,
Lopez, or Gonzales but also often might claiming recent Spanish kin (lines 12-13). In the
transcripts, these contestations of kinship are marked in italics. The implication is that
there is an aspirational component to such a claim. His imagined interlocutor in this
reported interaction emerges as a Peruvian character who looks to establish him or herself
as somehow close to Spanishness, possessing some Spanish traits, hoping to gain some
modicum of social benefit by virtue of European blood or ancestry quotient, yet assert
themselves as patriotic by establishing a contrast with Spanish citizens, whom they
denounce as colonizers.

However, Vicente is not keen on critiquing Peruvian social dynamics; rather, he argues
that if individuals intend to produce transtemporal space-time simplexes out of national
identities, then it is his Peruvian accusers who must be interpelated into the settlercolonial chronotope, and not Spanish citizens.9 In an interesting reversal of post-colonial
understandings of historical geopolitics, Vicente posits that his status as a contemporary
Spanish national in fact distances him from the role of colonizer because he has no
kinship connection to those Spaniards who sailed to the Americas between the 15th and
19th centuries (in line 11). If the colonial chronotope is populated by colonizers and
colonized, the “really evil guy” (line 3) and his victims, then Vicente intends to prove
that he does not fit the bill of the former and, in fact, it is those Peruvians who would cast
him in this role, who stand to be judged as such due to their presumed Spanish ancestry,
9

It is not of interest to me to validate or disprove these assertions; there is anthropological and sociological
literature that already discusses the ongoing relevance of colonial geopolitics in contemporary Latin
America.
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which Vicente establishes by reporting their explicit statements (their “greatgreatgreatgrandparents”) and iconic indexicals of Spanishness (their last names).

As in the case of Figure 1, the verbal structure of Vicente’s report is significant especially
as it reoccurs in all of the interactions I recorded, both face-to-face and online. An
analysis of the deployment of the past perfect becomes important here because of what it
implies rather than what it denotes. The voice of Vicente’s reported interactant’s speech
encodes a high degree of certainty in the use of an unmarked, unqualified statement about
the past, specifically that his ancestors had been colonizers: “tus antepasados vinieron
aquí a robar” (line 5). This composite Peruvian figure, based on the woman at the party
but metonymically standing in for many similar individuals he had encountered, that does
not waver in its claims. When Vicente intends to challenge its veracity, he simply
reformulates the phrase in and challenges it also using an unmarked past perfect, only in
the negative: “mis antepasados no salieron de España,” (line 6) and then reasserts “los
tuyos fueron los que vinieron” (line 7-8). In this narrated interaction, facticity is both
established and negated by all interactants entirely via the use of an unqualified past
perfect. Arguments made about anyone’s ancestors lack markers of origin, they are made
into fact by fiat. As a verb tense in Spanish and, arguably, in all Romance languages, the
past perfect serves to present completed actions, or facts. But the lack of overt evidential
markers, available in Spanish through modals such as seguramente (surely), quizás
(perhaps), among others, belies an implied facticity to the statements presented.
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Vicente’s account does include one adjectival phrase that marks evidentiality, directly
questioning the woman at the party’s account, “according to you” (“según tú”) in line 4.
This form positions arguments as subjective at best, and counterfactual at worst. While
this puts into question the veracity of the statements about the theft of gold and silver, in
this particular use, Vicente is putting the origo of chronotopic construction on his
reported interlocutor: he is not necessarily discounting whether or not the colonizers
stole, but rather that, taking the woman at the party at her word, those who stole were in
fact “her” (line 13) ancestors and not his. Vicente does not put into question the colonial
chronotope his Peruvian interlocutors have constructed. Instead, he attempts to distance
himself from the figure of the colonizer through his own set of factual statements: given
that the colonial project was exploitative, he disavows any connection between himself
and it. His reasoning echoes those in “J Miguel’s” response to the caravel meme posted
on the Ibero-American affinity Facebook group:

Table 3.1B: Vicente (continued)
9. let’s say, in Spain no one is obsessed
10. with that the Moors, the Muslims, invaded
11. us for 800 years or the barbarians or the
12. Roman empire or the 200,000
13. civilizations that have passed through Spain.

9. digamos en España nadie está obsesionado
10. porque los moros, los musulmanes nos
11. invadieron durante 800 años o los bárbaros o el
12. imperio romano o las 200,000
13. civilizaciones que han pasado por España.

Vicente’s claim here similarly rejects the notion that historical violence should
contextualize contemporary states of affairs. Specifically, both he and “J Miguel” offer
the occupation of the Iberian Peninsula by the Roman Empire as a correlate to the
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Spanish invasion of the Inca Empire. Vicente establishes historical fact regarding the
Moorish and Roman occupations of the Iberian Peninsula, but describes Spanish citizens
as “not obsessed” with history, as means of contrast with his reading of Peruvian
arguments surrounding colonization with the voiced persona of the resentful Peruvian.
The historical intertexts selected are meant to dispel the notion that invasion begets
contemporary social ills.

Successful reference of individuals via the use of nationality word-tokens and the use of
the past tense combine, in the views of the interactants, as evidence enough for their
arguments about the past. Furthermore, when discussing ancestry, there is an evident
pronominal distinction that laminates onto the national identities: “your ancestors” versus
“my ancestors” reinforces the national identity categories to the detriment of others
(neighbor, member of age cohort, even member of the same acquaintance circle, similar
class positioning). “El español” emerges as a transtemporal member of a national polity,
but it is the relationship of the past onto the present that is in question: is it alleged
kinship or birthplace that links individuals to said polity? It is significant that the
colonizer is marked as male (“era un-ø tío muy malo”, line 3), as well. Although we
know that the first wave of colonizers were male, after the first 75 years, Spanish women
began to arrive both with their husbands and unaccompanied. The masculine colonizer,
explicitly marked as such (rather than the use of the plural, which erases such distinction)
is important.
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Competing chronotopes: verbal structure & pronominal lamination
Vicente’s reportage is consistent with other interactions I have recorded. In this section, I
will analyze a conversation between a Peruvian citizen and a Spanish migrant where
individuals voice the characterological figures identified above. It began with an
encounter with Ignasi, a Catalunyan in his late 20s, who had been living in Lima for
about two years, working for a non-profit doing bureacracy training work for the city
government of Lima. Like Vicente, he had never been to Peru before, although he had
spent a few months in Argentina in a similar work assignment. In our conversations in
private, Ignasi had told me how surprised he was at these understandings of history,
which he found “discriminatory” and “xenophobic.” The dinner party where the
following interaction took place was at the home of Gustavo, a mutual friend, half
Spanish, half Peruvian, who had grown up between the two countries. The guests
included myself, two male Peruvian friends of Gustavo’s, and Gustavo’s boyfriend, a
Swiss researcher at a university in Lima, at their one-bedroom apartment in a newly built
condominium building in a recently gentrifying area of the neighborhood of Barranco.

The argument took place when Gustavo had left to buy beer. It was set off when Tomás,
one of the Peruvian guests whom I was meeting for the first time, asked me what I did for
a living. I offered that I was an anthropologist, studying the presence of Spanish migrants
in Lima, how they were received by locals, and how historical ideologies sometimes
affected the perception Peruvians had of the migrants. Tomás, a graphic designer in his
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late 20s, started to tell me that he had some thoughts on the matter (as often happened
during my time in the field). He began saying that it was important to think about
colonial history because of the way indigenous populations today were mistreated. It was
the denial of a mixed heritage, he explained, that lay at the root of discrimination.
Denying the complex heritage of Spanish colonialism, Tomás told me, was part of the
issue. I asked him if I could record our conversation (as I often did when these
opportunities presented themselves) and explained my project, along with all the modes
of ensuring privacy and anonymity. Tomás continued and Ignasi, hearing him across the
room, approached us saying “A ver, a ver, escucho algo que compete, me parece”) “Let’s
see, let’s see, I’m hearing something that pertains to me, I think.”)

The excerpt below begins about three minutes into their conversation, which had started
amicably enough, both Tomás and Ignasi agreeing that there most certainly was a
colonial heritage to consider in discussions of contemporary social inequality. In line 19,
we hear from Javier, another Peruvian in his 30s, a friend of both Gustavo and Tomás,
who remained silently acquiescing to Tomás’s arguments during large part of the
interaction, perhaps holding fire so as to not increase the tension in the room. Tension
began precisely when Ignasi started to downplay the historical relevance of the Spanish
colonial project, which he lasted not 300 years, but 200, briefly venting about Peruvians
who might insult Spanish migrants, like himself, based on their historical interpretations.
In the excerpt, Ignasi challenges the narrative of the unfortunately colonized vs. the
colonizers, confronting an interdiscursive process that could link him, as member of the
transnational polity, to colonization and its contemporary effects. Through the
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combination of verbal forms (past perfect indicative and present conditional) which
establish accomplished events and possible contemporary alternatives, as well as forms of
person deixis, individuals are made to stand in for all members of the nation. In the
excerpt, I follow Spanish orthography conventions to mark volume (in exclamation) and
raising intonation in questions. Capital letters are used for moments of great volume
increase. Earlier conventions (italics for kinship ideologies, underline for national and
person deictics) are maintained.
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Table 3.2: Ignasi & Tomás
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
[…]
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

I: Hay gente que no lo ha superado y es decir, yo también podría hacer lo mismo y decir "putos
italianos, ¿no?” "los romanos, ¿no?” o “¡los arabes, los moros!" ¿no? Es que es verdad y llega un
momento en que dices, ¿a quien le voy a echar yo la culpa? No no, responsabilízate tú mismo de tu
pasado de tu presente y de tu futuro. Señores, nadie de mi familia había venido a America latina, yo
soy el primero que ha venido aquí a America Latina, por favor. O sea, si alguien ha hecho algo mal,
son peruanos, no son españoles. Hay una herencia, por supuesto que hay una herencia, no vamos a
negar las herencias, no vamos a negar, pero también me puedo poner a decir “¡No! Que si los
griegos, que en España, los árabes…”

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
[…]
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

I: There are people who haven’t gotten over it and I mean, I could do the same thing and say “fucking
Italians,” ¿right? “The Romans,” ¿right? or “¡the Arabs, the Moors!" right? It’s true and at one
point you say, who am I going to blame? No no, you[S] take responsibility yourself[S] of your[S] own
past and your present and your future. Gentlemen, no one in my family had come to Latin America, I
am the first who has come to Latin America, please. I mean, if anyone has done something wrong,
it’s Peruvians, it is not Spanish people. There’s a legacy, of course, there is a legacy, we can’t
deny there is a legacy, we won’t deny that, but I can also start saying “No! What about the
Greeks, because in Spain, the Arabs…”

T: Pero tampoco puedes desconocer que ustedes han sido ricos, ¡los europeos han sido ricos
I: Miiira
T: con influencia de la extracción de la colonización europea y africana! O sea tampoco me puedes
decir eso.
I: Mira, lo que quieras, pero te quiero decir un par de cosas.
T: O sea de nuevo voy a decirlo: ¡ME CAGO EN TUS TEORIAS! ¿ya? Porque los europeos han sido
ricos por la explotación de las colonias latinoamericanas y africanas.
I: No tiene nada que ver con el conocimiento generado en Europa
T: No, sí puede ser el conocimiento, pero si no hubieran tenido las materias primas de latinoamerica
y Africa, ustedes no habrían sido nada. Es la verdad. El capital fue acumulado por eso.
J: Sí, es verdad.
T: Es verdad.
I: Lo que digo es un equilibro, no de que por un extremo decir, "sin África y sin América Latina
europea no hubiera sido nada,” o "América Latina no hubiera sido nada sin Europa."
T: ¡No! ¿Cómo sabes eso? Si tú no hubieras venido a America latina, ¿cómo sabes tú que el imperio
Inca no hubiera triunfado, como ustedes? ¿Cómo lo sabes?
I: Desde luego—
T: Tú tienes que reconocer que sin tus colonias, ustedes no hubieran tenido lo que tienen ahora. Lo
que tienen ustedes ahora es lo acumulado del oro de las colonias.

T: But you also can’t deny that you[PL] have become rich, Europeans have been [become] rich—
I: Liiiisten
T: with the influence of European colonization and extraction of Africa! I mean you also can’t
tell me that.
I: Listen, whatever you want, but I want to tell you a few things.
T: I mean, I’m going to say it, FUCK YOUR THEORIES, ok? Because Europeans have been [become]
rich due to the exploitation of the Latin American and African colonies.
I: That has nothing to do with the knowledge that was generated in Europe
T: No, yeah, maybe that knowledge, but if you[PL] had not had the raw materials from Latin America
and Africa, you[pl] would not have been anything. It’s the truth. That’s how capital was accumulated.
J: Yes, it's true.
T: It’s true
I: What I’m saying is there is a balance, not on one extreme to say, "without Africa and Latin America
Europe would have been nothing,” or “Latin America would have been nothing without Europe."
T: No! How do you know? If you[S] hadn’t come to Latin America, how do you know that the Inca
empire would not have triumphed, like you[PL] did? How do you[S] know that?
I: Certainly—
T: You[S] must recognize that without your[S] colonies, you[PL] would not have had what you[PL]
have now. What you[PL] have now is what was accumulated from the gold of the colonies.
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Ignasi’s invocation of the Moorish invasion (lines 1-2, 8) as an intertext is significant, as
it sets up a direct intertext with Vicente’s account. The degree of consistency is important
to the forms of alignment being set up: in the transtemporal polity, Spanish citizens lay
claim to past historical inhabitants of the territory as forebears. Ignasi, as Vicente and “J
Miguel,” projects an alignment that distances them from the role of wronged historical
subjects. They recognize the invasions as historical events to be incorporated into the
story of the nation but, for alignment effects, they downplay their importance to the
present. Echoing “J Miguel’s” satirical take, Ignasi posits that claiming that Spanish
colonization continues to inform contemporary notions of Peruvian national personhood
is a mistake. Competing chronotopic ideologies are thus established early on in the
interaction.

The chronotopes themselves, moreover, are entextualized through the verbal construction
of separate temporal lines. It is the use of the conditional by Peruvian interactants, which
emerges from a string of usages of the past, serves as an active reckoning with history in
this context. If the past establishes what history has been, indeed, what the nation has
been, then the conditional allows for Peruvians to create alternative national trajectories
as a means to reject the Spanish migrant’s claims about their lack of involvement. One of
the main features of this use of the irrealis by middle class Peruvians is to create a
discourse around alternative timelines which draws from history as they know it for
rhetorical effect via an alignment of proximity to indigenous forebears. Moreover, the
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geopolitical success of the Spanish empire (and by extension the contemporary Spanish
nation) is put into question. This way, Peruvians seek to reinscribe official narratives in
instances of conflict, when distinctions are most important for relevant interactional
effects. If the colonial chronotope is one where the conquest of the Incas produced
figures and voices that determine social reality today, then presenting an alternate present
allows for a new past-to-present trajectory where a pre-Columbian past would determine
a different, perhaps more successful present, another aspect of the chronotopic ideologies
about temporality which are at play in these discussions.

Tomás articulates this argument in lines 9 and 11 with the use of a compound form of the
past perfect (“han sido”), a form that can approximate, but is not directly translatable to
English’s present perfect “have been"—in Spanish, present indicative forms are more
closely equivalent. Simple and compound past perfect forms are interchangeable in
Spanish when discussing recent events in the past. In Lima, however, the compound form
is used only for situations in the recent past; the simple past perfect form (in this case
“fue”) is used for events in the past. Tomas’s choice of the compound form therefore
establishes the events of the past as more proximal to those in the present, densely
articulating his claims about the past’s relevance to the present. Here, the form does
establish a continuation of past into present, but only because of the discursive
implications behind Tomas’s argument.

Moreover, his use of the past perfect establishes his telling of the past event as factual:
Europeans were/have been rich (“han sido ricos,” lines 9 and 14) thanks to the colonial
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extraction of goods and raw materials from their conquered territories in Africa. Here the
incommensurability of historical narratives is made evident. Narrativized via the use of
the past tense, but untempered, in Spanish, by explicit forms of evidentiality, history
becomes an object presented only as fact, even when a heavy dose of interpretation
surrounds its reporting. Ignasi’s response is relatively unique: it is not that extraction did
not happen, but rather that Europe’s success on the world stage also had much to do with
forms of original thought, with technologies, that were very much the product of
European intellectual traditions, not mere results of the wealth accrued through
colonization.

If we think back to Vicente’s reported encounter, we recall that Vicente makes a passing
remark to his Peruvian adversary, putting it into doubt through an epistemic modality
marker. But most of his refutation is established through negation. Similarly, in lines 16
and 21-22, Ignasi downplays the impact of colonization on Europe, merely by deploying
negation: “no tiene nada que ver” (“it has nothing to do”) and “no…decir” (not say). This
mirrors many of the other instances of critique of Spanish colonialism I encountered,
some of which I have recorded. Most of them were through reportage, as with Vicente.
However, what was missing in his account, as was missing in most of the accounts
Spanish migrants gave me of encounters of this nature, is the use of the conditional,
which is what follows in Tomas’s argument. Here, we see the conditional being
employed to present counterfactuality. In line 17, specifically, we find “if you had not
had the raw materials from Latin America and Africa, you would not have been anything
[wouldn’t be anything].” (line 18) This fits well with Bybee (1995) and Bybee and Dahl’s
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(1989) explanation about the semantic encoding of moods, in this case, hypotheticals and
counterfactuals, as a combination of semantic and syntactic, rather than purely syntactic
forms, a proposition some authors have used to discuss Spanish and Romance languages
in general. Thus while the use of the conditional as a form that encodes counterfactuality
in Spanish has been studied by linguists, its effects in interaction have not been fully
explored.

Using the conditional to express a counterfactual historical position produces a distinct
form of alignment that is crucial to understanding the poetics of the transmission of
historical memory, itself a discourse that emerges in interaction. The implied linearity of
historical trajectories, whereby events in the past directly affects the contemporary is
siginficant in that it remains unquestioned. The use of the conditional “si hubieran” “(no) habrían” sets up a causal vision of history, an irrealis to parallel what both parties
assume as the real, encoded in the use of the past perfect, both simple and compound
(“han sido”) and in noun phrases (“lo generado,” “lo acumulado”) from past participles,
which describe to the completion of activities over a period of time.

This form is employed in lines 17 and 18 to establish the potential of the Inca empire,
then repeated to literally question Ignasi’s responses (“How do you know?” in line 2324). Tomás repeats himself once again. The poetics are much more important to the
solidity of Tomás’s argument than the desire to engage in a battle of facts about the past.
He makes this clear when he loudly tells Ignasi “¡Me cago en tus teorías!” (“FUCK
YOUR THEORIES!”) in line 14. The teleology of progress Tomás establishes creates a
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dependency, established both by positing an alternate hypothesis, an alternative result to a
temporal trajectory that did not originate with colonization. He explains:
26. T: Tú tienes que reconocer que sin tus colonias, ustedes no hubieran tenido lo que
27. tienen ahora. Lo que tienen ustedes ahora es lo acumulado del oro de las colonias.

The rhetorical effect that scales up from the deployment of these grammatical forms,
therefore, is the discursive construction of alternate timelines imaginable, and
transmittable only through forms of hypothesizing. The irrealis situation Tomás describes
begins with an unfactual past and leads to an unfactual present, but is one which, in
Tomás’s view, is recoverable from what he presents as factual historical information,
specifically, that Spain (and all European nations, for that matter) would not be in the
relative positions of geopolitical superiority—indeed, of wealth—without the mercantilist
relationship between the colonies in Africa and Latin America and the colonizing nations.
In this sense, we see that to understand counterfactuality we must go beyond the semantic
and the syntactic, but pay attention to the discursive, interactional, and contextual levels.

In first instance, this counterfactual framing is legible as a rhetorical strategy to justify
critiques of colonialism. But in presenting a counterfactual argument about history,
Tomás creates an alternate narrative; that is to say, through the conditional form he
produce san imagined possible chronotope in which the absence of colonial expansion
led, first, to the dispossession of the European nations and, secondly, to the possible
success of the Inca empire. In her research on Mexican migrants in the United States,
Dick (2010b) identifies a form of argumentation that serves as self-evident, or “a tightly
entextualized poetic structure entailing a hierarchically-organized litany of events,
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desires, or ambitions that rationalize the inevitability of a particular outcome.” (93) While
the poetic structure I identify here does not produce a conclusion, it reflects a similar
litany, only in a pair-part rather than monologic form. Furthermore, it entextualizes both
forms of national identification and rationalizes a rejection of historically defined roles
(i.e. “colonizers”) which relies upon footings vis-a-vis colonial history.

In lines 3 and 4, Ignasi makes this position explicitly clear, telling his Peruvian
interlocutors that individuals must take responsibility for “your past, your present, and
your future.” Their alignment is evidently about how history must be read through a lens
of the present. An interesting theoretical scaffolding undergirds the roles they define (and
perform) as national subjects. Ignasi concedes that there is “a legacy” (line 6), which he
does not expound on. Nevertheless, whose past is it? Who occupies these chronotopic
trajectories and what are their roles therein?

Throughout, the colonial chronotope becomes extended to laminate the Spanish migrants
as colonizers and the Peruvian locals as the colonized. Categories of national belonging
also reemerge as especially significant, starkly positioning interactants as representatives
of their nations of origin, making the arguments about colonization increasingly more
personal. In lines 5-6, Ignasi metonymically conflates past and present national groups in
his own interpretation of the historical source for the forms of discrimination rampant in
today’s Peru (Tomás’s initial claim, which began their disagreement): if anyone has
committed mistakes, “son peruanos, no españoles.” As in Vicente’s account, we see that
Ignasi’s initial recontextualization of current Spanish presence in Peru is formulated
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through the same distancing move via an appeal to genealogy as a means toward
distinguishing contemporary Spaniards from the colonizers of yesteryear; lack of kinship
ties offered as a rupture in the conflation of historical identification performed by
Peruvians. Ignasi specifically calls this out in lines 5-6, stating that it was not at all
Spanish citizens but Peruvians themselves who had enacted the forms of discrimination
and dispossession of indigenous peoples that Tomás brought up at the outset.

In his initial rebuttal, Tomás poses his arguments employing the third person (lines 9 and
14) “los europeos” to refer to the colonizers, maintaining a distance between his
conversation with Ignasi and their historical co-nationals. The stakes become greater with
Ignasi’s first attempts to respond to Tomás in line 10, reaching a climax in line 14. When
Ignasi succeeds in line 16 after multiple interruptions by Tomás, he defends European
intellectualism as independent of the macroeconomics of colonialism, triggering a more
intense response in his Peruvian interlocutor. Reacting to the this comment, Tomás then
changes the pronoun he uses to refer to the colonizers, incorporating Ignasi into their
ranks, shifting from third person (“los europeos) to the second person plural in lines 17,
18, and 24 (“ustedes”). This positions Ignasi as directly connected to the colonizing
project, linking his contemporary national identity to the actions of co-nationals centuries
in the past. In lines 23 and 26, Tomás makes a final switch to the second person singular
“tú,” with Ignasi himself metonymically standing for the conquistadors.

The use of second person by Ignasi and Tomás alike, both singular and plural
(“tú”/“ustedes”) is significant in establishing distinct national categories of belonging and
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locating interactants in each, This, combined with the adversarial positioning of the
interactants, creates greater social distance in the moment. Urban, in his discussion of the
ritual storytelling practices of the P.I. Ibirama (1996) explains that pronominal usage that
laminates figures from the past directly onto the interactants “provides a connection
across time, the present speaker assuming the ‘I’ of some distance ancestor…’we’ makes
the question of trasnstemporal connection conscious.” (p. 50) Thus the use of pronouns
that collapse participants of narrated and narrating events carries a deontic charge, as the
roles occupied by characters (narrated participants) in a myth or legend (historical genres
in their own right) are laminated onto current interlocutors (speech act participants)
themselves. In the interactions between Peruvians and Spaniards I observed, this was
often the case. In these acts of referring and modalized predication, Peruvians and
Spaniards come to be grouped as separate here and now by a cleavage based on national
identity and belonging in a past there and then.

More specifically, the move from the plural (ustedes) to the singular (tú) imputes a
specific responsibility upon the speakers of the second pair-part here and now; in other
words, not only are they separate from the speaker of the first pair-part, they have
become iconic of Spanishness and stand in for all Spaniards, including chronotopic
Spaniards there and then and Spaniards here and now. Thus, just as the storyteller in the
case of Urban’s narrative, the interactants step into roles (Peruvian and Spaniard with
separated histories) and temporarily downplay other roles (co-habitants of the same city
today, Spanish-speakers, members of similar age cohorts, etc.) to achieve a specific
interactional effect. So how does this impact the transmission of ideas about history? If
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categories of national belonging have already become enregistered through multiple
discursive channels over biographic lifetimes, one being institutionalized genres such as
the history textbook (see Chapter 1), then their uptake becomes evident in more informal
interactional genres, in which these discourses can be animated.

Chronotopic personae online

During pilot research, one of the most significant indicators of a heightened concern
about Spanish migration was the proliferation of stories of inter-national conflict across
media outlets, from network nightly news casts to established news blogs, to large
newspapers. Sometimes, these media items were pointed out to me during interviews and
conversations about my research. One of these stories was of a young Peruvian and a
young Spanish man entering into a fight in an express public transit bus. In my search for
this story on YouTube, I discovered a slew of similar interest stories. One video, titled
“Peru Police: Spanish Woman Causes a Scandal to Avoid Detention,”10 caught my
attention as it had originally aired on “90 Segundos,” a nationally broadcast, wellestablished nightly news roundup. When digging through the comments on the video, its
connection to my offline research became especially evident. The video shows a Spanish
woman in her 20s, whose accent is recognizably Iberian. She is visibly inebriated,
slurring her speech and demanding that she be let go as she struggles with the police
officers. The fact that this was on national news is telling: seeing a Spanish citizen in
10

“POLICÍA PERÚ : ESPAÑOLA DESATÓ ESCÁNDALO PARA EVITAR SER DETENIDA”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AV7alzYvp9E. Online
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such a state was novel, curious enough to make the news roundups. This video alone, a
capture and repost of Frecuencia Latina’s original showing, has 104,500 views (a sizable
amount for a relatively minor story, even accounting for multiple views by per visitors).
The description of the video includes the ostensible date of the original broadcast, as well
as a transcript of the journalist’s voice-over.
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Roberto Salas 2 years ago
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

oof such comments that accuse us Spanish
people of robbing you of gold as if I had taken
it on top of that the ones who insult us the most
are by their last names descendants of
Spanish people another defended the Incas as if
they hadn’t done anything wrong I remind you of
the sacrifices of human beings they carried out or
do you think that the inca empire wasn’t built
razing other peoples and on top of that they
accuse the Spanish of being racist it seems like
they never came to spain

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Heinz Desvirgensen 2 years ago
+Roberto Salas
12. Pero era entre ellos, nunca fueron a molestar a
13. los Españoles a sus tierras.

Heinz Desvirgensen 2 years ago
+Roberto Salas
12. But it was between them, they never went to
13. bother the Spaniards in their lands.

Cruz de Hierro 2 years ago
+Roberto Salas
14. Si no nos hubiesen robado el oro, ahora mismo
15. Sudamérica seria potencia mundial. A ustedes
16. no les sirve el oro para nada porque están en
17. crisis y en paro

Cruz de Hierro 2 years ago
+Roberto Salas
14. If you hadn’t stolen the gold from us, right now
15. South America would be a world power. The
16. gold isn’t useful to you[PL] because [you[PL] are
17. in crisis and in a recession

Roberto Salas 2 years ago
18. You’re telling me that the economic situation in
19. latin america is due too over 500 years ago
20. when the Spanish conquered you[PL] you’re
21. telling me dat without thaat you would be a world
22. power and what did you[PL] do in 500 years bc I
23. think dat is time to demonstrate something
24. you[PL] have great riches without a need for dat
25. gold but of course it’s theSpanish people’s fault

Heinz Desvirgensen 2 years ago
+Roberto Salas
26. First learn to write then we can debate

Roberto Salas 2 years ago
uf menudos comentarios nos acusan a los
españoles de robarles el oro como si yo me lo
hubiera llevado encima los que más nos
insultan por sus apellidos son descendientes de
españoles otro me defendió a los incas como si
estos no hicieron nada malo te recuerdo los
sacrificios que hacían de seres humanos o te
crees que el imperio inca no se construyo
arrasando otros pueblos y encima tambien
acusan a los españoles de racistas parece ser
que nunca estuvieron en españa

Roberto Salas 2 years ago
18. Me estas diciendo que la situacion en
19. latinoamerica es debida ha hace mas de 500 años
20. de cuando los españoles os conquistaron me
21. dices ke sin aquelloo seriais potencia
22. mundial y que hicisteis en 500 años xk creo ke
23. eso es tiempo para demostrar algo teneis
24. grandes riquezas sin necesidad de akel oro pero
25. claro la culpa delos españoles […]

Heinz Desvirgensen 2 years ago
+Roberto Salas
26. Primero aprende a escribir luego debatimos
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The comments section of the YouTube upload of the Spanish woman’s arrest provides
the context for the third interaction I discuss in this chapter. In this section, I demonstrate
how, through the interactional poetic rationalization structure in an online interaction,
similar competing chronotopic ideologies, as well as the emerging figures of national
personhood attached to them, become entextualized, within a participating framework—a
mediatized platform (Agha 2011)—where personae that are, prima face, semiotically
sparse (i.e. very few sign partials are available), who become recognizable precisely
through forms of alignment following that structure, deploying indexicals and
denotational content, features consistent with my analyses of voiced national personae in
other frameworks, usually where all interactants share physical space.

In analyses of interactions where participants are physically co-present, multiple visible
arrays of signs are recoverable both for interactants and the ethnographer. On YouTube,
on the other hand, user profiles can include little to no information, save for videos
uploaded by the user to their account, as well as videos they might enjoy. The curation of
the online profile is therefore built only via videos uploaded and videos saved as
“favorites.” Comments left on other videos, however, are not always accessible via users’
profiles; often, they remain accessible only on the page for the video where the comment
was left. The semiotic sparseness of the persona allows for a much higher degree of
anonymity, therefore, than in social media platforms traditionally explored by
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anthropologists and media scholars (Boehlstorff, 2015; Pink, 2016; Postill & Pink, 2012).
It stands in stark contrast to Facebook and Twitter, platforms favored by these authors,
where personae link back to highly curated pages containing images, two-part names
(modeling proper naming practices, as dictated by the platform itself), page likes, groups
one is a member of, etc. The most stripped down version of a Facebook profile, or most
restricted from view, resembles a Twitter profile: a central picture, a backdrop, and a
small bio and, of course, friends. In my analysis of the YouTube thread in Table 3, I
engage with the material as textual, but understand it as interactional. I argue that because
online personae are not always recoverable, a focus on figures emergent in interaction
remains imperative, just as in analyses of speech events in situations of physical copresence of interactants. Table 3 is a direct transcript from the YouTube page—
orthography and display have been maintained.

Some information is readily available and allows for reconstruction of the persona the
user behind “Roberto Salas” is projecting to YouTube users. “Roberto’s” profile, as is the
norm, is accompanied by an avatar, an image the size of a logo that accompanies a
persona’s username; in this case, of cartoon character Bart Simpson, holding an
unreadable sign in Spanish, with a tear in his eye. Nowhere else do cartoon characters
appear in his videos or anywhere else on his profiles. If we look at Roberto Salas’s
profile, we notice that, overwhelmingly, most of his “liked” videos are soccer replays and
interviews with soccer players and “life hacks” (tips on how to unclog sinks, bypass
Netflix password protections, etc.). Some outliers include a short documentary film
produced by a Catalonian filmmaker, which follows five Trump supporters during the
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election and then, a year later. His uploaded videos can be sorted into three categories:
videos of student performances at Colegio Trafalgar, short videos dedicated to an
unnamed loved woman, and the multiple short videos of himself getting his leg tattooed.
We can also learn from one of his comments on one of his uploaded videos, a recording
of a school dance performance, that “Roberto” has children who attend the Trafalgar
school, located in somewhere in Spain.

When I speak of “Roberto” from this point forward, I will refer to the persona as a “he,”
since his username is identifiable as a male Spanish name, (and the shape and hirsuteness
of his legs, visible from the camera holder’s point of view in one of his uploaded videos
is consistent with male stereotypy). But there is much that remains mysterious without
contacting the person behind “Roberto Salas.” “Heinz Desvirgensen,” the second
interactant in the comment thread, has a similarly paired down user page, with some
saved comedy and music video playlists. Unlike “Roberto,” however, this user has no
uploaded videos of their own. Other than a potential vulgar pun in the second part of the
username, and a seeming preference for romantic pop songs, not much is accessible.
“Cruz de Hierro” (literally “Iron Cross”), the third interactant, has no saved videos on
their page, no information on their profile; when one clicks on the username, the only
sign projected in addition to their username is the image on this profile, an iron cross.
While some conjecture can be made about the choice of such an identity online, due to
the lack of available information, the trail stops there.
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It is fruitful, to an extent, to make evident that the online persona presented by user
“Roberto Salas” is male, but we must remember that for our purposes, even if data
indexes that the user’s actual gender behind the screen is also male, this latter fact is
irrelevant. But it is imperative to discuss interactants in this type of mediatized
participation framework as personae who become recognizable primarily through their
textual interactions with other personae, as characterological information from basic
curated video lists is in most cases partial—the exception being, of course, YouTube
personalities and “content creators,” who develop branded personalities for themselves
through memoir and lifestyle entertainment and educational content.

Goffman’s (1981) distinction between author and animator becomes especially important
to online contexts because, as much as the behavior of the online individual may mirror
the voice and activities of the online personae, their interactions are so qualitatively
distinct that it would make little sense to conflate them. The things of flesh and bone at
either end of the own keyboards will most likely never get to know each other. Thus any
study of the offline author behind “Roberto Salas” and how it compared to its animating
voice would require a different design focused on a comparing and contrasting model.
Recent concerns with the intentions of persons who engage in aggressive and secretive
online behaviors, deploying violently threatening online voices has led to a push for an
analysis of off-to-online parity, and while this is certainly a compelling trajectory, it is
not the only one.
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Antaki et. al (2005), following Lamerichs & te Molder (2003) have made some inroads
on studying textual interaction online, developing the notion of “accountability” in
common interest forum webpages, which are similarly scant in terms of identifiable
features of performed personae, and their work has become widely cited. Focusing on
Schegloff’s work on turns-at-talk, they explain accountability as a set of expectations, a
“normative responsibility” (Antaki et al; 2005) that informs how interactants respond to
each other turn by turn. Certainly, this does not account for the multivariate potential
interactions individuals might have, and categories such as “impoliteness” do not fully
capture the multiple tropes at work in any given textual thread. However, the point that
interactional relations are distinct in online encounters is well taken: the Goffmanian
notions of face-saving, or chilling out (1955; 1967), must be recalibrated, since the
common lack of intonation or prosody—especially in cases where punctuation is
absent—allows not only for infelicities but, more interestingly, entirely novel troping
effects. These authors, however, as many other recent studies in the US academy
regarding online interactions, focus on conversation analysis methodologies that do not
account for social personae enregistered offline.

In Table 3, for example, in absence of recoverable phonetic register distinctions (which I
explore in Chapter 3), other linguistic features index regional and national categories of
belonging. Specifically, the use of second person plural pronominal and verbal forms of
vosotros in lines 18-22 (indirect pronoun os, verb forms -eis and -ais) are patently
Iberian, a fact recognizable to Spanish speakers from all regions both on and offline.
There is also, however, a significant register distinction in “Roberto’s” textual output
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here that is unique to online interactions in that it is entirely orthographic11. Both the
abbreviation of “por qué” into “xk” and the widespread use of the letter k to replace quin “Roberto’s” response in lines 19-22 (“akel” replacing the standard “aquel”) are
examples of this extant online orthographic register, features that hint towards a certain
frugality, certainly informality, in speech. But this is not a mere distinction of form, or
format, as it were. There is an evident register distinction here: online comments do not
require close observation of norms of grammar or punctuation, often requiring readers to
make assumptions about prosody and syntax. The beginning of an entirely separate
sentence in line 3, for example, should require a period and the capitalization of the first
word “encima” (on top). This is also true of line 5, where a new sentence should begin
with “otro” (another); further down, either a period or even a semi-colon would have
made the separation between “nada mal” (anything) and “les recuerdo” (I remind you). In
a kind of syncopation, perhaps a combination of quick typing and a lack of interest in the
communicative purpose of such markers, a kind of orthographic register emerges. There
is no such codified orthographic register in written communication in Spanish. Rather, it
is specific to online textual interactions. In fact, “Heinz” dismisses “Roberto,” telling him
to learn to write before engaging in debate in line 25 (although “Heinz” also misses a
comma to separate the two clauses in his comment).

This online Spanish register is intelligible to the Peruvian interactants, and I have seen it
used in platforms across national lines. While “Roberto” indexes experience in acting as
11

Some of the abbreviated forms, especially the use of acronyms and other morphemic shortening, predate
the proliferation of textual communication online in Peru, while many of its tokens are newer. There is not
a formal account of Spanish online registers across dialects—perhaps something for future inquiry.
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online denizen, it clashes with “Heinz’s” critique of his use of the register seeks to
metapragmatically position “Roberto” as uncultured, somehow beneath engagement in a
historical debate. This is also further jostling over expertise, use of standard orthography
indexing educated knowledge about the past. “Roberto” did indeed respond with a
flippant remark about having an erudite person on the thread, switching the topic of
conversation into a discrepancy over the use of the online register. If it took me a year to
witness conflict it is because for the most part, conflict is sudden and fleeting, just as
Vicente described in his own encounter with the woman at the party. But in interactions
in comment threads, conflict is recorded permanently, provided the initiator of a the
thread does not delete it of his or her own volition.

The fact that the communicative phenomenon of the comment thread reproduces highly
entextualized forms from offline sources shows that these are not isolates and often times
the “vitriol” that surprises popular commentators is in fact very much present in
situations of co-present interaction. If we recall Tomás’s expletive “FUCK YOUR
THEORIES,” from the previous section, it is arguably more aggressive than the
interaction in Table 3. Certainly, the pressure to “save face” in the dinner party setting is
greater than in a YouTube thread, where stakes of repercussion and recognition are much
lower, since there is little connection between personae beyond passing interactions on
such threads.

We also see the same forms of alignment from the structure I identified as the prime
means for debating colonial history. In lines 2 and 3, “Roberto” again distances himself
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from the Spanish colonizing efforts (“as if I had taken [the gold]”) and at the same time
locating his voiced Peruvian interactants as more proximal to the colonizers than he
through presumed kinship ties, using patrilineal last names as evidence. Similarly, we see
the alternative timeline resulting in a South American “world power” (line 15)
established via the use of the conditional mood. As I mention in Chapter 1, part of this
has to do with the transformation of ritual materials into commodities, stripping the
indigenous population of an important component of their religious practice. In line 14,
the conditional is also bolstered by a past tense of the subjunctive mood “hubiesen,”
indicating the moment of temporal rupture that brought the contemporary imbalanced
geopolitical position between Peru and Spain.

What is more, the role of “gold” as representative of the theft becomes an iconic symbol
of the lamination of past onto present: in lines 16-17, “Cruz de Hierro” claims that the
gold taken between 500 and 200 years prior “isn’t useful to [the Spanish] because [they]
are in crisis and in a recession.” As a highly valuable commodity, the gold taken during
the colonial period links the past directly to the present, as if its value could somehow be
recuperated and delivered back to the former colonial territory. Certainly, gold was not
the only commodity extracted by the mercantilist model of colonization, but it holds a
special place in the production of the colonial chronotope. This was not the first time
during my ethnographic engagements that I realized the symbolic iconicity of gold: I had
heard from a few Spanish informants that the theft of the Incan gold was a lynchpin of
many Peruvians who brought up the ills of colonization in conversation. In line 27 of
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Table 2, in the previous section, Tomás also refers to “the gold of the colonies” as a
source of Spanish wealth.

Pronominal positioning again laminates past to present: “Roberto” and “Cruz de Hierro”
echo Tomas’s positioning through the use of the second person plural to make each other
representative of their respective national polities. More specifically, and just as in the
case with Tomás, once “Cruz de Hierro” refers to the Spanish using the second person
plural (lines 14-16), “Roberto” does the same for Peruvians (lines 20-23). Most
significantly, we see a rupture in the lamination of past onto present when “Roberto,”
who had spoken for “us Spanish people,” in line 1, in line 20 refers to the Spanish—in
this case, the referent being the past Spaniards, the colonizers—in the third person,
without explicitly incorporating himself into the group. This again performs the distance
that contemporary Spanish sought to establish through, for example, the kinship claims
discussed earlier and highlighted in red in Tables 1-3. In line 25, “Roberto’s” pointing out
of Peruvian’s focus on “the Spanish” as the cause for their misfortune again employs the
third person but, I would argue, this is part of the voiced persona of the history-obsessed
Peruvian (whom we recall from Vicente). It becomes clear that there is a high degree of
regularity in the poetics of the interaction reported by Vicente, the one I witnessed and
recorded at Gustavo’s dinner party and the one currently archived by the YouTube
platform. In the negotiation of historical fact—or rather, of historical interpretation—we
can locate the entextualization (in interaction) of enregistered national categories of
personhood, to which social roles have become attached.
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Conclusion
The past tense, in the imperfective and perfective aspect, includes an argumentative claim
to knowledge, an assertion of distance. By identifying a connection between the
colonizers and contemporary Peruvians, Spanish migrants seek to realign them as
proximal to the colonizers, heirs to colonization, and in turn distance themselves from its
stigma. The first significant move in each initial Spanish turn in the interaction, relies
upon distancing themselves from historical Spaniards, relying upon self-evidential claims
about the past via claims about their heritage. Not only was it not them who had anything
to do with the extraction of wealth from the colonies, but neither were any family
members of theirs implicated.

It would be erroneous to argue that languages that obligratorily mark evidentiality allow
for more nuanced historicizing discourses, or that an increase in use of modals in
Spanish, explicitly qualifying the source of their information, would help individuals
reach shared conclusions more easily. However, having established that encoding the past
as fact is accomplished in Spanish via the use of the past perfect, and its alternatives
through the conditional mood, then we must also pay attention to how this scales up into
constructions of history in interaction; in this case, how reasoning about the past occurs
in a highly interactional fashion. In an interactional poetics where the only available
contestation of fact is the production of factual negation, the counterfactual emerges as
the best possible avenue for positive alignment to the nation. When applied to discursive
regimes of history, roles of national belonging are inhabited, and the poetically defined
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trajectory here identified allows for the further enregisterment of national identity
categories.

It might useful to think about the features of belonging to national polities at times when
popular genetics testing is bringing a revival of scientistic bases for belonging to national
polities, often replacing ethnicities as markers, returning to a one nation, one people
model. But national categories of belonging—and the histories that engendered them—
are only partially understood, and only activated under the proper interactional
conditions, something to acknowledge in further social research.
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CHAPTER 4: A Spaniard Register to Align (Against)
Despite the differences in opinions about history, and even their role in the job market,
Peruvian residents of the central neighborhoods, many of whom became my
interlocutors, rarely declared outright animosity toward the Spanish migrants as
individuals. Even arguments, like the one between Bernardo and Tomás were often
resolved. They did not describe them as dangerous, or threatening as, on the other hand,
Spaniards have sometimes done with migrants from the Andean region, forcing them to
organize to fight for recognition (Escrivá, 2005; Paerregaard, 2008). During my
ethnographic engagement with them, it became clear that my middle class interlocutors
were in the process of establishing relations of cautious acceptance or even tolerance visa-vis the new arrivals from Spain. However, as is common in migration contexts, these
elite city residents drew a boundary between themselves and the Spanish population,
often locating themselves as more rightful inhabitants of the city, establishing boundaries
between themselves and the migrants. I noticed other Spanish characterological figures,
(Agha, 2005) now based entirely upon interactions in the present, taking shape.

The key means for a Peruvian to determine whether somebody was a Spanish citizen, my
limeño informants always told me, was their speech. Specifically, certain features of their
speech that were recognizably Iberian. In this chapter, I describe the linguistic and
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paralinguistic diacritics of difference that Peruvians identify as a “Spaniard,”12 or
representative of “Spanishness,” as well as the indexical properties linked to said
diacritics. In seeking to confirm these distinctions, my middle class Peruvian
interlocutors inevitably posit “Peruvianness” as a contrasting linguistic performance as
well. While in Chapter 2 I analyze how limeños align to historically-informed categories
of personhood, in this chapter I demonstrate how by aligning away from particular speech
forms deemed “Spaniard,” national belonging is made relevant based upon language
ideologies about “proper” forms of interaction evaluated from a contemporary
perspective.

While official nationality in both Spain and Peru is established by a determination of
place of birth or genealogy (via regulatory, national-administrative processes) ascriptions
of national and ethnic belonging stem to no small degree from linguistic practices
(Kroskrity, 2004; Woolard, 1989). Yeh’s (2012) discussion of how middle class groups
in a Tijuana seek to assert ownership over the urban space—greater, more deserving
localness—by construing deportees or other border crossers living in-between as
potentially corrupt, provides an interesting parallel to my case. Relational aesthetics in
the public eye become means to defend national attachments in defiance of geopolitical
truisms about “better” and “worse”: those arriving from the “developed” nation (in Yeh’s
case, the US; Spain, in mine), clash with those who defend a virtuous national polity in

12

I use this term to avoid confusion with the term Spanish, since this refers to the common
language spoken by Peruvians and Spanish citizens alike.
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the “developing” nation (Mexico, or in my case, Peru). Furthermore, I also include in this
chapter some instances of middle class limeños evaluating return migrants as lacking.
While the economic crisis Spain has been experiencing since 2008 acted as a catalyst for
many Spanish citizens to migrate, it also prompted Peruvian nationals, and Peruvians
naturalized as Spanish citizens, to make the move back. As Yeh explains, locals hope to
voice “a national we” in their critiques of the non-virtuous arrivals through a
“performative process, embedded in the give-and-take of interaction and the risks of
recognition it implies, at the heart of how social groups…become presupposable referents
within which individuals may routinely locate themselves.” (716) Moreover, I focus not
on the a degree of correct performance of stereotypically local or foreign linguistic and
paralinguistic forms, but rather on the identities assigned to the Spanish migrants and
Peruvian return migrants via evaluations of performances of these forms. This leads to
my identification of a metapragmatically defined register, which I reconstruct from
multiple evaluations of what is quintessentially “Peruvian” and thus distinct from
“Spanish” according to middle class limeños.

Many of these stances have more to do avoidance practices and metapragmatic
evaluations of impropriety and foreignness, indexed by emblematic signs. The pragmatic
and lexical cues that act as anchors for categories of national belonging and as evidence
of undesirable characterological properties. Thus the emblematic features of the Spaniard
register are not only markers of national belonging, but also attitudes—both the qualifier
and the qualified’s—surrounding foreignness, which have implications for ideas about
the role and impact of the Spanish migrants in their former colonial domain. Perhaps
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more significantly, it allows for the identification of a Peruvian middle-class repertoire
and the contemporary rearticulation of middle class linguistic ideology itself of colonial
origin.

Features of Spaniard Register

Mock performances of languages or registers (Hill, 1993, 2007) are not always indexical
of attachments to the nation, but always serve to distance the speaker from the
characterological figure(s) attached to said language or register. I use the term Peruvian
Mock Spaniard here to describe the distal alignment that my Peruvian interlocutors
perform vis-à-vis what they identify generically as a pan-Spanish trait. I do not use the
term “mock Castilian” since Castile would refer only to the central communities in
Spanish Iberia, which is too specific in relation to what the Peruvians are distancing
themselves from, especially because the practice deemphasizes the distinctions between
Spanish regional forms. Perhaps this is one of the reasons why Peruvians do not easily
distinguish between, say Extremaduran and Galician Spanish forms is underexposure to
speakers of these forms and lack of knowledge of the regional complexities involved in
Iberian identities. This leads Peruvian locals to focus on the the presence of the nonsibilant, alveolar consonant, for example, greatly diminishing or outright erasing Spanish
distinctions in Peruvian conceptions of Spain.13

13

For example, the palatalizing of word-final /s/ into /ʃ/ is not only more typical in central Spain, but is
entirely absent in Andalucian and other varieties.
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The three main emblems of Spaniardness I will discuss here are encased perfectly in the
following “Mock Spaniard” performance by Pati, a Peruvian woman in her late 30s,
living in Miraflores. Not only do lexical items play a significant role, but volume (marked
with exclamation points) and of course, the phonemic distinction mentioned above. Pati
also emphasizes the sources of her annoyance by adding stressing in her utterance,
underlined in my transcription.
P: [!!] Con los españoles y sus gritos y [!!] “es que pues, hombre, coño [!!]”
/eθke poθombɾe konjo/
[With the Spaniards and their yells and “so you know, man! Fuck!”]

Pati’s Mock Spaniard performance in Example 1 exaggerates and breaks down the
contours of the phonetic string of the stereotypical phrase “es que pues hombre”
(“hombre” as a vocative was often ascribed to Iberian speakers by my Peruvian
informants). Her voicing of another’s speech formulates its speaker as brash. Not only
does Pati here also explicitly typify Spaniards as “yelling” but her sudden outburst and
the change in volume of her speech performs it, loudly emitting the final phrase as
/eθke poθombɾe/. We also see the word-final /θ/ consonant in the word “es,” exaggerated
for effect, thrusting the tongue between the teeth, changing /ç/ into /θ/, not respecting the
Castillian distinction of intervocalic and word-final consonance. In addition, Pati employs
“coño,” a vulgar reference to female genitalia, is used in Spain and across the Americas
as a sexual expletive. In this one phrase, we see all three features described at the outset.
The extraneous use of “coño” and the phrase /poθombɾe/ (performed as such) are highly
common in instances of Mock Spaniard performances.
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Once, on a hiking trip, a Spanish friend of mine and I encountered a group coming in the
opposite direction and when she informed the group’s leader that she had moved from
Madrid, he responded with a loud /poθombɾe/, which was met with cool, unappreciative
stare (and a quick movement along and away). “We don’t sound like that!” she had told
me, in her annoyance. Her resistance to the implicit evaluation by a Peruvian made it
clear she disliked the rendition of Mock Spaniard. While she was uncomfortable with this
evident exaggeration of her speech forms, I informed her that this type of performance
was quite common, as I had often heard it during my time in the field. In this section, I
will further explore the three features present in Pati’s phrase: phonemic contrast, volume
quality, and use of expletives, indicating their indexical qualities as well as the stancetaking practices of my Peruvian interlocutors, in order to explore the (re)production of
ideologies of possessing Peruvianness versus Spanishness.

I refer to my Peruvian interlocutors’ construal of Spanish speech practices as a register
because, as Agha (2004) defines it, a register is “a linguistic repertoire that is associated,
culture-internally, with particular social practices and with persons who engage in such
practices.” (p. 24) In my interactions, it became evident that middle class Peruvians had
enregistered the linguistic practices of the Iberian migrants, and their construal (while
often crude) was based upon perceivable speech patterns. Their identification of this
register, furthermore, allows Peruvians to perform a series of alignments to different
effects. I refer to the Peruvian forms I identify through contrast as a repertoire, as I do not
have enough features identified positively (and not via contrast with opposing Spanish
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features).

Ceceo vs. seseo
One of the most highly circulating features that identify Spaniards in Peru, as well as in
the rest of Latin America, is the /s/-/ç/ (seseo-ceceo) distinction. In fact, the debate
among linguists regarding dialectal differences across the Atlantic has been almost
entirely centered upon this split. The extent of intellectual production surrounding this
issue has oveshadowed other sociolinguistic and pragmatic concerns in much of the
literature, although as many texts indicate, the blurring of /r/ and /l/ and /j/ and /i/
(yeísmo) distinctions are also of import to historical Spanish linguistics. The “andalucian”
theory of the loss of the /s/-/ç/ distinction, which states that the majority of the Spanish
colonists in the Americas came from Andalusia remains the most accepted. In Andalusian
dialect, this distinction is weak, closer to a /s/-/ç/ distinction and, over time, the theory
states, lack of connection with the Peninsula led to an elision. The counter position, the
“polygenetic” theory, contended that colonists came from all areas of the Iberian
peninsula, and the split took place due to drift and variations in the encounters between
colonists.14 These debates, and the experts that originated them, respectively BoydBowman and Menéndez Pidal versus Ureña, writing in the early 20th century, continue to
be of interest to linguists and philologists of the Spanish-speaking world.

14

For a summary of these debates see Kania, S. & Kauffeld, C. (2005). “Textual Support for
Andalucismo.” La Corónica: A Journal of Medieval Hispanic Languages 34(1), 51-69.
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The dialectal divide between ceceo and seseo was also of primary interest to my Peruvian
interlocutors; much less so to the Spaniards. One of them called the Spaniard form
“spitting,” probably due to their own hyper-pronunciation of /θ/ (and erasure of /ç/) in
Peruvian Mock Spaniard performances. At a gathering with family friends, relatives
introduced me to an older gentleman, José, who had worked as a doctor in Spain for 40
years. José was a return migrant who left his adopted home of Valencia to return to Lima,
his place of birth. They mentioned to him that I had spent time in Spain for my research
and we exchanged pleasantries about Spanish tortilla and tinto de verano, a refreshing
blend of red wine, citrus, and ice. “Me apetecería uno ahora, de hecho,” (“I would like
one right now, actually”) he shared, to the delight of the group, who pointed out how hard
it was for him to get rid of his “Spanishness,” which he had displayed by his use of the
verb apetecer, for the verb “to want”; in Peru, expressing desire or preference for an
object is expressed with the verb gustar (i.e. “me gustaría uno”). At least, the group joked
boisterously, José had not uttered the palatal non-sibilant fricative /ç/ or the interdental
fricative /θ/, common in most Iberian Spanish varieties, as the third intervocalic
consonant. Pronouncing the Iberian term as /apeteθeɾ/ or /apeteçeɾ/, instead of /apeteseɾ/,
his friends informed him, would have meant performing an excess of “Spanishness.”
Intervocalic fricatives of this sort are not present in Latin American Spanish dialects, and
so employing it would have been transgressive, his friends warned, albeit in a jolly tone.
“That would be the last straw” one of my relatives, a contemporary of the doctor, stated.

In this vignette we can see the heavy weight of the phonemic distinction, a particularly
powerful marker of Spaniardness for Peruvian individuals. Although the party goers did
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not specifically refer to José using any kind of tropic categories to denote hispanophilia,
or other kinds of aspirational linkages to foreignness, terms such as “alienado”—the
aspirational local seeking to present themselves as foreign (at worst) and exaggeratedly
cosmopolitan (at best)— are very common among limeños, and would have been
available to them had they perceived him as such. “Apetecer” is used, although in
extremely rare ocassion by limeños, to whom it might sound archaic or overly formal,
and therefore some means of aspirational approximation to Spanishness; by contrast, it is
a colloquial, common token in Iberian Spanish. The group let José know that had he
coupled his usage of the verb with a non-sibilant fricative, would have crossed the
threshold of permissible foreignness, and would have made José to look ridiculous (“it
would have been the last straw”). I would wager that José narrowly avoided being
typified as an “alienado” by excluding, whether purposefully or not, the intervocalic
fricatives from his repertoire.

These relatives of mine, living in the affluent San Isidro neighborhood after a lifetime in
the more modest district of Surco and attendees at the party, also often mockingly
referred to a neighbor of theirs, another return migrant, as “La Española” (“the Spanish
Woman”). After 15 years of living in Spain, this woman had incorporated the interdental
and palatal fricatives into her repertoire. In private, she was often the target of
performances of Mock Spaniard, with an added an air of haughtiness by my relatives.
Thus while this phonemic partial carries no specific negative valence when employed by
a Spaniard, it has evident deleterious qualities when deployed by someone otherwise
known to be, via knowledge of personal biographical information, Peruvian. This is not
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unlike Koven’s (2013) discussion of the situation of French lusophone Portuguese
migrants and children of migrants, who perform French-inflected Portuguese forms.
Koven explains that the use of French—in this case, the more geopolitically successful
country—by these émigrés in Portugal is not taken up as an achievement of “affluence
and modernity. As such, some [Portuguese] may read emigrants’ French and its links to
status as illegitimate, inauthentic, and pretentious.” (329) My middle class interlocutors
similarly reject the notion that someone, such as La Española, would unintentionally
incorporate such markedly Spaniard features. To them, it seems a form of posturing
cosmopolitanism, a distancing from Peruvianness, which they find objectionable.

The stance is evident: the phonemic emblem /θ/ carries such semiotic weight it
immediately indexes a stance of proximity to Spain, and, in conjunction with signs and
knowledge of someone’s Peruvian provenance, inordinately so. With the extra-repertorial
co-text of the lexical item apetecer, José would have quickly waded into such waters,
inhabiting a less than desirable social role, losing what his middle class Peruvian peers in
Lima view as a key feature of Peruvianness. The mimicry performed by these limeños
indexes an important stance on national belonging emerging from an ideology
surrounding a phonemic dialectal distinction, which carries with it stereotypes
surrounding individuals who belong to national polities. They do not discuss official
dialectal distinctions, such as “yeísmo,” or any of the aforementioned differences widely
studied by linguists in any formal sense, pointing to the fact that the popular focus on the
divide is not necessarily (or uniquely) academically motivated. These performances,
therefore, act as an implicit metapragmatic evaluation of Spaniards as foreign and of
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hispanophiles as misguided and aspirational. In distancing themselves from their
interlocutors via the deployment of the interdental, these “alienados” appear to distance
themselves from the national Peruvian polity and—in the eyes of middle class limeños—
to the middle class circles they socialize in.

Volume
My conversation with Mario (Table 3.1A) points to the second feature of the Spaniard
register, evident in regarding volume quality of speech. Volume, we will see, is a less
neutral partial. Mario is a 34-year-old Peruvian man, working and living at an art space in
Miraflores, one of the most expensive neighborhoods in Lima, and a common tourist
destination, with a large number of hotels, lodges, and nightlife. His account is one
example of the entextualization of features of speech as distinctively Spanish—
specifically, how their behaviors demonstrate a lack of respect, an inferior degree of
“propriety,” while conducting themselves publicly in the neighborhood.

Mario clearly positions Spanishness and Peruvianness as opposites via features of their
speech. In describing “their particular way of being,” he stresses that Spanish folks “yell”
in conversation (lines 3-4), loudly intervening in any space that surrounds them. He
describes their speech as “excitable, they get too excited,” (lines 4-5). Mario identifies a
specific context here that makes the change in volume transgressive: public space. This is
poetically reinforced via the anaphoric repetition of the third person pronoun. The
repetition makes starkly clear that there is an unquestionable opposition at play (a “them”
and an “us”), and in line 4 we see the hyperbolic use of “always,” making loudness a
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constant feature of his experience with Spaniards. Loudness becomes linked to the figure
of the Spaniard, which Mario describes as boisterous, making themselves too present in a
space that is not their own, echoing what Pati was identifying in her sudden increase in
volume when performing Mock Spaniard. Mario states that he does not like what he
typifies as Spanish behavior, given how limeños are (“como somos los limeños,” line 6).
There was an important intensity in this particular conversation, quick paced delivery and
stressing of the verb “yell” (“gritan”), underlined in the transcript. What Pati
entextualized through performance, Mario does via metapragmatic evaluation. Thus lines
are emphatically drawn and Spaniards’ excitability, performed through their speech,
emerges as a feature of Spanishness and, via contrast, a useful means to typify limeño
behaviors as more sedate.

Table 4.1A. Mario
1.M: No me gusta cómo se expresan, en primer lugar.
2.Van por la calle, generalmente van
3.gritando. No conversan, sino que gritan. Hablan de
4.sus cosas siempre gritando. Es como que muy
5.sanguíneo se emocionan demasiado. Y
6.particularmente, no sé, como somos los limeños me
7.parece que se hace un gran contraste. Y a mí, a mí
8.no me gusta.
9.D: ¿Cómo somos los limeños según tú?
10. M: Más, esté, pacatos, cerrados, esté, callados,
11.como que… A lo que me refiero, no te digo
12.que esté bien una cosa o esté mal la otra
13. D: Claro, es relativo.
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1.M: First of all, I don’t like how they talk.
2.They go around in the street, usually
3.they’re yelling. They don’t chat, rather
4.they yell. They always talk about their
5.stuff yelling. It’s like, very excitable,
6.they get too excited. And I don’t know,
7.particularly, the way we limeños are, it
8.seems to me that it’s a big contrast and I,
9. I don’t like it.
10. D: What are limeños like, in yourview?
11. M: More uhm, pacatos, closed off,uhm,
12. quiet. What I mean is, I’m not saying
13.one thing is right and the other’s wrong.
14. D: Right, it’s relative.

Proper Lima behaviors would be, according to Mario, more “pacato, closed off, quiet”
limeños (line 10), a distinction he does not wish to establish as one of better or worse, but
simply as one of difference. However, he does state that this indicates foreignness in
Lima. Perhaps more importantly, Mario explicitly employs the term pacato to describe
Peruvian behavioral mores. Most readily translatable to “highly reserved” or “proper,”
pacato is often used to describe upper class attitudes in Lima, conservative or old
fashioned (sometimes to a fault), its indexical values evident in, for example, its use by
19th century author Ricardo Palma, who in his Tradiciones Peruanas (1872), a series of
tongue-in-cheek chronicles of city life in Peru, would describe the respectable gentry of
Lima society as gente pacata, something taken up in descriptions of that by-gone era.
Much more recently, however, the term has been used more negatively, often with some
sardonic overtones, in newspaper articles and other literature. Thus to describe Lima
locals this way is to reinforce notions of a cohesive, respectable middle class. Mario’s
stance towards the adjective here seems positive or, at least, unproblematic. It is a
different instantiation of a projection of an implicit typification of Peruvianness: his own
behaviors as a dweller of the central districts, an up-and-coming participant in artistic
circles, become the metric for Peruvianness at large—Yeh’s “national we.”

Many of my Peruvian interlocutors made similar remarks about the volume of Spanish
migrants’ voices in conversation. Of course, there are loud Peruvians; being loud is
evidently not an exclusive feature of Spanish folks; similarly, not all Peruvians are quiet
and demure. Nevertheless, the transgression is naturalized as Spaniard much like the
interdental fricative, reinforcing the linguistic ideology of belonging that posits an
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incommensurable distance between nationals, a distance that Mario ascribes to his visions
of proper Peruvianness. Mario goes on:

Table 4.1B. Mario (cont.)
14. M: Van así, como que estuvieran en su casa. Y no
15. es su casa, para nada. No lo es. Su casa será, pues,
16. Barcelona, Madrid, lo que tú quieras, pero acá en
17. Miraflores por lo menos, siempre te encuentras
18. con cualquier español en la calle y está con otros
19. españoles y siempre hablan muy fuerte o van
20. gritando por la calle.

1. M: They go around like they were at home.
2. And this is not their home, not at all. It’s not.
3. Their home is, well, Barcelona or Madrid or
4.whatever, but here in Miraflores, at least, you
5. always run into a Spaniard and he’s with other
6. Spaniards and they always talk very loudly,
7. they go around yelling in the streets.

His condemnation of their behavior becomes explicitly about distance, now geographic,
and his perception of their overtaking of Lima, his home. Their occupation of public
space is linked, in Mario’s description, to a level of comfort that is unearned indeed, of a
command of the space (lines 14-15). According to Mario, Spaniards are transgressive
specifically because their loudness breaks with the participation frameworks deemed
appropriate for the context of public space. But the lack of discreetness Mario identifies
as a Spanish feature indicates that despite the shared linguistic code, paralinguistic
features such as volume index not only foreignness but a lack of ability—perhaps
desire—to assimilate into Lima society. Mario positions himself as a stand-in for the
average limeño, disregarding the heterogenous nature of the social cityscape, including a
vast array of Peruvian characterological figures he himself could probably name. Thus
the Lima he entextualizes in our conversation is one limited to his own sphere of upper
middle class living, and specifically in contrast to the Spanish arrivals. The specificity of
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the location (line 17) is also important, where Miraflores metonymically stands in for the
city, placed at the same level as Barcelona and Madrid, hinting to Mario’s own
positioning within the city, one of middle class belonging. The positioning of cities
(Barcelona and Madrid, in line 16) and neighborhoods (Miraflores, in line 17) on a
similar distributional plane reinforces this generalizing move, whereby he and his
neighborhood emerges as representative of the city of Lima, just as the Spaniards he
observes are deemed representative of their respective cities.

The discursive strategy is evident: constructing a foreign other to confirm local models of
proper behavior. In this case, foreign behavior includes treating public space in such a
way that Peruvian passers-by become unwittingly incorporated into one’s speech acts.
The volume of Spaniard speech emerges as a particularly salient, invasive feature of their
register which Mario finds not only objectionable, but indexical of their disregard for
local forms of carrying conversation. To Mario, their “yelling” demonstrates how foreign
they are, how little they belong in the neighborhood, yet how strongly they make their
presence felt. Their inability to perform the discreetness he identifies with the quality of
the neighborhood—which he laminates onto the city and the country at large—makes
their foreignness all the more offensive.

It is important to remark once again on the fact that Mario specifically claims that
generalization is quite difficult, and demonstrates an awareness of the difficult nature of
making sociological claims about large groups of individuals (lines 11-12 in Table 1).
Although Mario is voicing a very clear opposition to his typification of Spaniards in
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Lima, he reminds me that he is not claiming superiority; he is advocating for foreigners to
perform respect for local mores. Mario’s harsh comments are tempered by that aside, one
which brings a new stance into our understanding of his alignment: he chocks them up to
distinctions between national identities—entextualizing them in the process—but he does
not position Peruvians as inherently better. This tempering of critique is consistent with
middle class limeño repudiation of Spanish behaviors in the city and emerges therefore as
an important element in their repertoire, one which performs the kinds of respectability
discussed at the outset of this chapter (i.e. being respectfully welcoming to others). Of
course, to perform respect means to demand respect, so Mario himself shies away from
the any use of “respectful” or “disrespectful” as explicit categories to typify Spaniards or
their transgressive use of public space in Lima. Others, as we see in the following section,
invoke it in interaction to warn the migrants about differences between their registers.

Words verboten
The third diacritic of Spaniard register is the employment of expletives in interaction in
ways that Peruvians find objectionable. This feature, much like the perceived increased
volume of speech, is construed as transgressive. The following excerpt captures an
interaction between a group of three Peruvians conversing with a Spanish co-worker
explicitly about socio-pragmatic differences between national speech forms. All of the
people in the interaction (Juan Pablo, Franco, and Bernardo) are in their 30s and all have
post-graduate degrees, received in Spain, Peru, and Ecuador. The offices are in Surco, the
central-adjacent middle class neighborhood, and all of the interactants, furthermore, live
either in a different area of Surco, or one of the next districts over, in the direction of
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Miraflores. It is a white-collar environment, in middle-management positions. Franco,
one of the coworkers and a friend of a friend, had put me in touch with Bernardo, a
Spaniard who had migrated in search of a job two years earlier. While visiting their
offices, we struck up a friendly conversation regarding the differences between office
behavior in Spain and Peru.

In this interaction, Bernardo has just finished recounting a story about his prior job
situation. The conversation surrounds the metapragmatic evaluation of the use of the
injurious lexical items coño (which we recall from Pati’s Mock Spaniard) and joder,
which become entextualized as tokens of a Spaniard register in Juan Pablo and Franco’s
explanations and implicitly by Bernardo’s surprise (at their surprise) and lack of
contestation.
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Table 4.2A. Spaniard register in an office setting

1.F: En el Perú no podemos ser tan explícitos y
2.muchas veces en nuestras relaciones necesitas3.JP: Tú dices una cosa así, mira alguien se
4.refiere a mí—
5.F: necesitas ser dip—políticamente correcto ¿no?
6.JP: Yo lo reviento.
7.B: ¿Sí? ↑
[…]
8.JP: Porque una persona me dice una cosa así en mi
9.cara
10. F: Ya
11. JP: Para mí es una falta de respeto total
12. F: Obvio, pero, por eso digo o sea, en Perú
13.tienes que cuidarte más de otra forma
[…]
14. JP: Pero es que hay formas.
15. M: Hay formas.
16. JP: Y en el Perú se respetan las formas

1.F: In Peru we can’t be that explicit and often times
2.in our relationships you need—
3.JP: You say something like that, look someone
4.refers to me like that
5.F: You need to be more dip—politically correct,
right?
6.JP: I’d beat him up.
7.B: Really? ↑
[…]
8.JP: Because someone says something like that to
my
9.face
10. F: Yeah
11. JP: To me, it’s a complete lack of respect.
12. F: Obviously but, that’s why I’m saying, in Peru
13.you have to be more careful in another way
[…]
14. JP: But there are ways.
15. M: There are ways.
16. JP: And in Peru these ways are respected.

The interaction begins with Bernardo’s confession of feeling slight annoyance at the
repercussions he had faced after cursing at a coworker at his previous job. His coworker
had delayed delivery of an important report for two months, delaying, in turn, Bernardo’s
own report. In his own words, Bernardo had told her “joder, I’ve been waiting for three
months, I wouldn’t be surprised if you’d forgotten, coño.” Freely recounting his open use
of expletives joder (most efficiently translated as “fuck”) and coño, (which we recall
from Pati’s Mock Spaniard) Bernardo lays out the importance of directness in managing
an office, which included the possibility of strongly worded requests. The Peruvians
disagreed with him on this particular point.
The Peruvian coworkers agree that Bernardo’s specific use of curse words in an office
setting was thoroughly inappropriate. “Joder” and “coño” both are easily recognizable as
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sexual expletives by Peruvians.15 Bernardo’s use of them denotes, to the group, a break in
acceptable workplace conduct, a “complete lack of respect” (line 9). Franco suggests
greater diplomacy (which he immediately switches to “political correctness” in line 5).
The deployment of pronouns in the construction of Juan Pablo and Franco’s argument is
significant, in terms of the overlapping roles they assign both Bernardo and themselves in
their efforts to contrast Peruvian and Spaniard mores to provide guidance to their foreign
coworker. Both Franco and Juan Pablo use the second person informal “tú” and its verbal
form -s (lines 2, 3 and 5) in their explanations of social mores in Peru. Here, they are not
directly and exclusively interpolating Bernardo, however. They are addressing an
unspecified second person, where “you” stands in for any and all subjects, in order to
make a normative argument about what an individual should do. It is specifically
employed to critique behavior, though gently, speaking both to a proverbial “you” as well
as the second pair part in an interaction, without indicting them. This structure is common
in Spanish, and is used to avoid the imperative mood. Here, Franco and Pablo let
Bernardo know that when “you say things” (line 3) you run a risk and “you need to be
more politically correct” (line 5).

A certain low-burning tension was evident in Juan Pablo’s voice, which is partially what
elicited surprise in Bernardo; the two of them had enjoyed (and continue to enjoy) a very
friendly relationship. But when switching to the unspecified third person “someone,”

15

At the risk of making arguments about national dialectology myself, I should mention that
many of my Spanish interlocutors—Bernardo included—pointed this distinction out themselves,
intrigued by the “overly polite” Peruvian workplace style, which they perceived as more about
needlessly vague.
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(“alguien” in line 3 and “una persona” in line 8) the normative argument becomes a sort
of warning. Juan Pablo, slightly older than Franco and Bernardo, asserts that he would be
offended to the point of initiating a physical altercation (line 6), literally stating he would
“beat someone up.” This surprises Bernardo, who makes this evident in his questioning
tone, a quick and pointed rising intonation, marked in line 7 with an upward arrow mark
↑. Franco does not disagree. Ultimately, Juan Pablo echoes what Franco sets up by
moving away from the “national we” (“En el Perú no podemos [1Pl] ser tan explícitos,”
line 1) into a depersonalized reflexive form of heavy deontic charge: “en el Perú se
respetan las formas,” in line 16. The interdiction is explained to Bernardo under the terms
of “we Peruvians” do things differently here, much like in Mario’s evaluation, pitting
solid, singular national polities as contrastive units.

The reflexive form (i.e. “se respetan”) is often employed as an implied command, which
fits well with Juan Pablo’s indirect warning of potential violence in line 6. The moment
of tension passed quickly, most likely because of Franco and Juan Pablo’s effective use
of implicature as opposed to explicit command forms or direct threats. Their use of the
copula in lines 14 and 15 (“there are ways”), reinforced by the unspecified referent actor
in line 16, act both a non-confrontational naturalization and performance of Peruvian
middle class respect. Refraining from potentially aggressive forms, Franco and Juan
Pablo draw lines in the sand for Bernardo to stand behind. Thus the three Peruvians state
their case, their alignment with interactional propriety, as well as demonstrating it in use.
They figurate the kind of treatment they hope to receive from Bernardo in the future,
achieving both a metapragmatic typification of their own speech forms as well as its
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instantiation, a message heavily packed with overt and covert forms of stance-taking as a
lesson on how to effectively assimilate in the workplace. The use of the third person in
the foretelling of potential aggression, non-specifying pronouns such as “someone,” and
the subjunctive “I would,” rather than a prediction of the future, all leave out direct
condemnation leveled at Bernardo. While in line 13 Franco explains that Bernardo needs
to be more careful, it is clear he is suggesting it for Bernardo’s own sake.

Later on in the conversation, the “ways” become more evident, and it becomes clear that
they pertain more to interactional context than before. The term formas refers both to a
manner of accomplishing tasks, similar to the “form” that might transmit content, as well
as means to show deference, or respect. The term is used in the latter fashion in
discussions of protocol for meetings or ceremonies of official capacity. In line 5, Franco
begins to use the term “diplomático” before switching to “políticamente correcto,” which
fits with his general approach to the situation. A bit later on in the conversation, showed
in Table 2B, Franco and Juan Pablo try to further recontextualize Bernardo’s words to
make his transgression clear; it is not the use of the words per se, rather, the space in
which they were uttered.

Table 4.2B. Spaniard register in an office setting (cont.)
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17. JP: Bueno, en realidad todos son super
groseros.
18. F: Pero en tu entorno.
19. JP: Pero todo depende de en qué momento—
hay
20. momentos.
21. F: De tu grupo, ¿no? De tu entorno. De tu
círculo
22. de confianza.
23. JP: Agarras y dices, “en este momento puedo
24.decirlo sin ningún problema.” En otro
momento, no.
25. F: No, pues, no.
26. JP: O sea, yo puedo agarrar y ser super grosero
con
27. mi jefe si estamos en la calle almorzando.
28. F: Con confianza, claro.
29. JP: ¿No? Tranquilos. Pero yo regreso acá
30. F: Claro, en su oficina.
31. JP: Sí, por supuesto. Y no me voy a referir de
la
32. misma manera porque no hay forma.

17. JP: Well, everyone is super vulgar actually.
18. F: But in your space.
19. JP: But it all depends on what moment—
there
20. are moments.
21. F: And in your group, right? In your space.
In
22. your closer circle.
23. JP: You just go and you say, “In this
moment I
24. can say it no problem.” In another moment,
not.
25. F: No, so, no.
26. JP: I mean, I can go and be super vulgar with
my
27. boss if we’re out having lunch
28. F: And there’s trust. Right.
29. JP: Right? Relaxed. But I come back here
30. F: Right, to his office.
31. JP: Yes, of course. And I’m not going to
refer to
32. him in the same manner because there is no
way.

The “national we” here is bolstered by Franco and Juan Pablo’s performance. The two
finish each other’s sentences, evident in turns at talk beginning with conjunctions and
preopositions, opening up linked clauses that finish the statements the prior speaker
made. We see this in lines 17-21, where Juan Pablo’s initial statement “everyone is super
vulgar” comes to be qualified by Franco, then by Juan Pablo himself, and once again by
Franco, without interruption. In addition the anaphoric call and response in lines 24-25
(JP: …no - F: No, pues, no), as well as in 28-31 whereby they figurate complete
agreement, both in the poetics and the denotational content of their speech. I make this
more evident in my translation of these the term “claro.” (lines 28 and 30) The word is
employed commonly in Peru to denote assent, agreement with a correct statement.
Similarly, the use of the tag question “no?” has little to do with negation, but employed to
request confirmation prefiguring further agreement from the addressee. While the lexical
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items are different, I translate them all as “right,” to maintain this effect; there is no better
translation for the expression “claro” (a term also used for transparency or clarity of
objects, as in water) and the tag question “no?,” Franco and Juan Pablo’s duet of
agreement reaches its apex with the latter’s decided “Yes, of course,” the product of
multiple turns of agreement, in which the “Peruvian way” is entextualized through their
interactional poetics.

The emphasis on bounded spaces here, on a personal, intimate, extra-professional
“group” makes it clear that, from Juan Pablo and Franco’s account, the transgression does
not lie in the deployment of joder and coño per se; rather, their indexical qualities depend
on context—the right time, or “moment,” as Juan Pablo says in lines 19 and 20, and with
the right people, “your space…your group,” as Franco puts it in line 21. Franco’s term
entorno, in line 21 combines both space and company, an combined with the second
person possessive pronoun “tu,” delimits the place for “vulgarity” (line 17) to a more
private space, where there is “trust” (line 28). Franco and Juan Pablo do not even
relegate them to instances of extreme anger, despair, or urgency. There is simply a place
and a time to be vulgar, as Juan Pablo explains, even with your boss if you are, say, out
having lunch. However, co-presence in the space of the office changes the interactional
framework into one of deference and mutually constituted respect, upheld by
interactional repertoires that exclude expletives. There would be, as Juan Pablo indicates
and Franco concurs, “no way” (line 32) to speak in such terms to the boss once lunch is
over and regular working hours recommence.
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This kind of regimented deference, which Bernardo faces with certain surprise, is
emblematic of the hierarchical nature of social relations that Peruvians themselves—such
as the coworkers in this interaction—often recognize, one reproduced in expectations and
performances of demure, reciprocal deference. Moreover, the assertion that cursing is
acceptable only within a discretely bound time and place is reminiscent of Mario’s
statements about the Peruvian “way” of discreetness in the streets. To Mario, Juan Pablo,
and Franco, the forms of demonstrating respect—keeping a low volume in open air
settings and refraining from cursing in the office—are necessary features of Peruvian
social life. It does not, however, contradict Juan Pablo and Franco’s claims about cursing
in intimate and unofficial settings, even if this incorporates individuals with whom you
share formal, official settings (ie. “the boss”). In fact, it further supports it as the
exception to the rule. Thus what we see in these middle class typifications is the creation
of domains of intimacy or solidarity, locations and contexts in which deference is
required, and of which Spaniards are unaware.

The Peruvian coworkers see marking boundaries between participation frameworks
(Agha, 2007) as something as both evident and necessary. To break down these
boundaries therefore, is the true transgression. This is ultimately what is ruptured in
Bernardo’s story: the “ways” of speaking within the confines of the office space are
crucial to the production of a respectful, convivial work situation. Even when letting
Bernardo know that his behavior would not be acceptable, as Juan Pablo pointedly does,
the Peruvian office workers refrain from using curse words themselves, from raising their
voice, or directly charging Bernardo with offense. Instead, laminating Spaniardness as
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difference onto his actions, they take distance and offer him the opportunity to assimilate
by accepting their guidance. What we find in each instance, ultimately, is a discourse
surrounding the ideal performance of forms of middle class respect, breakable only under
rules of intimacy, a construction of privacy in the correct interactional context, even in an
ostensibly public space. Gal (2002) has explained that such acts of binding are in fact
“tools for arguments about and in that world,” a means toward “categorizations of
cultural objects and personae.” (79) Thus we begin to see how both volume and practices
such as cursing transgress middle class Peruvian notions of propriety. In establishing
differences between “right” and “wrong” forms of engagement across particular spaces
(the street, the office) and with individuals fulfilling particular interactional roles
(strangers, colleagues, bosses), my interlocutors construct national characterological
figures: the demure Peruvian and the brash Spaniard.

Explicit metapragmatics
In transgressing forms of respectability, Spanish migrants become foils for establishing
boundaries of national propriety, a certain national virtuosity posited by a segment of the
Peruvian population, based upon typifications of the behaviors of this same segment: the
middle class. The following excerpt from an interview with two women, Beatriz and
Gracia, who have worked together in a business they started together fifteen years ago
(Table 4.3).
Table 4.3. Gracia
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1.G: Venían a cargos bien altos españoles que, me
2.siento a la mesa con él y yo como diez veces
3.mejor. Y ahí te das cuenta el-el nivel de
4.educación. La vestimenta, como llegaban, o sea
5.varias cosas.
6.D: Como qué, por ejemplo, ¿qué cosa?
7.G: Ah, varios, este, eh, yo he tenido eh, lo ves en
8.todo, en su trato, en su hablar, o sea, que no son,
9.que son de un nivel que han subido por su
10. trabajo, por su trabajo [!!], pero vienen de una
11. de una…eh un nivel mas bajo, de educación y
12. que acá, que si se encuentran con un medio
13. cercano que sí es de alto nivel ellos se, no son
14. tontos y empiezan un poco, a imitar mucho.
15. D: Pero ¿a otro español o a peruanos?
16. G: A peruanos.
[…]
17. G: En vestimenta yo vi una persona que llegó,
18. estuve en una comida, la metamorfosis que
hizo
19. acá en Perú fue impresionante.
20. D: Cómo así.
21. G: Total. Primero que se arregló los dientes, se
22. puso fierros como 4 años que no sé que, se
metió
23. al gimnasio, se adelgazó, se operó por varios
24. sitios, se tiñó el pelo de negro a rubio.
25. D: ¿Hombre o mujer?
26. G: Mujer. Por como ella iba y cuando se fue, o
27. sea, tienes la foto de cuando llegó a la foto que
28. se fue tantos años después y era como te digo
29. una metamorfosis total.
30. D: En cómo comía o…
31. G: También, de servir. Acá se sofistican
rapidito.
32. Ehm contratan porque tienen facilidades
porque
33. tambien la parte económica que los ayuda.
34. Entonces, con los platos de plaqué de base, con
35. otro entonces, te invitan y son sofisticados

1. G: Spanish folk came to fill high up positions,
2. and I sit at the table with them and I eat ten times
3. better than he does. And that’s where you can see
4. the-the level of education. Their clothing, the way
5. they arrived, I mean a number of things.
6. D: Like, what for example
7. G: Uhm, many, uh, I’ve had uh, you see it in
8. everything, in the way they treat others, in the
9. way they speak, I mean, that they’re not, that they
10. come from one level and they have come up
11. because of their job, because of their job [!!],
12. but they come from uh a lower level, of
13. education and that here…they aren’t dumb and
14. they start to kind of imitate them, a lot.
15. D: But, other Spanish folks or Peruvians?
16. G: Peruvians
[…]
17. G: In terms of dress I once saw someone who
18. arrived, I was at a dinner, the metamorphosis
19. that they did here in Peru was impressive.
20. D: How so.
21. G: Completely. First they fixed their teeth, got
22. braces for about four years, stuff like that,
23. joined a gym, lost weight, got surgery in various
24. places, dyed their hair from black to blonde.
25. D: Was it a man or a woman?
26. G: A woman. From the way she was to when
27. she left, I mean, you have a photo of when she
28. arrived to a photo of when she left many years
29. later, and as I said it was a total metamorphosis.
30. D: In the way she ate or…
31. G: Also the way she dined. Here they get
32. sophisticated very quickly. Uhm, it’s easier
33. for them because of the economic aspect helps
34. them. So, they buy plates set with silver as base
35. plates, so then they invite you over and they’re
sophisticated.

The two women work out of a small office in San Isidro, which caters to transnational
business outfits, helping workers coming from different parts of the globe find
accommodations in Lima, sometimes temporary, sometimes permanent, and generally
help them get settled in the city. Now in their 50s, they have dealt with clients from South
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America and elsewhere, including Spain. During our conversation, Beatriz pointed out
that she had seen an increase in mid-management positions being filled by migrants,
while many of the higher ups had been changed for local hires, or brought from other
South American offices, due to rising operation costs. The volume of migrants had
increased and now not only the “big shots” were seeking opportunities to move to Lima
from Spain. Having just shared this piece of information, Gracia perked up, suddenly
remembering something she had wanted to bring up earlier.

One of the key elements of Gracia’s evaluation of those certain Spaniards who arrive
“without education” speaks directly to a number of class-related forms of gatekeeping
that circulate in Lima and Peru more generally. Education as a means to prosperity has
been a theme in Peruvian official and popular claims throughout the 20th century and
has, in every case, meant much more than merely attending school.

The token “nivel,” translatable as “level,” which Gracia uses in lines 3, 9, 11, and 13 is
especially illuminating in this respect. It is an indicator of scale or hierarchy, regularly
combined with adjectives to indicate where on the scale or hierarchy the subject of
modification by the adjectival phrase would fall (ie. de bajo nivel or de alto nivel,
respectively “of lower level” and “of higher level”). When used in isolation, “nivel” does
not speak to income alone, but rather something less precise, yet immediately
recognizable to middle class limeños. Without modifiers, it becomes a property
ascribable to individuals indexing middle class gentility. As we see in Gracia’s speech, it
is often paired with such adjectives in longer stretches of discourse, so as to bolster its
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initial mention’s indexical properties in the co-textual array. Its deployment presupposes
and entails a different sort of hierarchy of belonging, one dependent on behaviors,
attitudes, and performances of sophistication, which Gracia herself glosses. The forms of
gentility she lists— presentation of plates and cutlery, ways of holding and imbibing food
(lines 3 and 31)—she ascribes to the figure of the educated person who has nivel. In this
case, she offers herself as an example of someone with nivel, someone who “eats better”
(lines 2-3) than the uncouth newly arrived Spaniard, perhaps someone such a Spaniard
might “imitate” (line 14) to become more sophisticated over time.

Over the course of my fieldwork, I came to notice that nivel and “educación” circulate
around Lima society as iconic indexicals not only the hierarchy itself but of self-insertion
in its mid-to-upper echelons. To typify someone as having nivel or “educación” positions
the speaker as not only evaluator but fellow member of the “educated” class. Gracia’s
explanation takes traditionally gendered behaviors as part of her argument for her critique
of the figure of the moneyed but classless Spaniard. Gracia prominently stressed how the
migrants enter sophisticated Lima society, that group housed in the central districts,
“because of their jobs [!!] but come from ah, uhm, from a lower level of education, they
find that their immediate environment is of a high level.” (line 10/line 11 in my
translation). The weight placed on the upwardly mobile nature of their profession is
significant. In line 4, she remarks on dress and in line 8 on the way they treat others and,
as we have seen, “su hablar,” their speech, as diacritics of low nivel, which they have the
capacity to rise from via economic opportunity granted to them as the fruit of their labor.
Gracia thus provides an important distinction between money and class, in which they are
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linked yet distinct. Her explanation of migrant ascension clearly distinguishes success in
the workplace, economic success, which opens doors for migrants to hobnob with upper
middle-class and upper class Peruvians, and the successful incorporation into their fold.
The indexicals of failed class belonging—unfortunate forms of dress and etiquette—echo
the gaffes committed by the noveau riche “up and coming” migrants, the “new middle
class” that has long been a focus of academics, journalists, and marketing gurus (Arellano
& Abugattas, 2004). As Gracia herself points out, however, the economic aspect helps.
The migrants can afford silver-coated dishes, for example (cheaper than in Europe or the
US due to the prevalence of silver mines in Peru and neighboring Bolivia). To know how
to display the plates, first they must be able to purchase them. Thus the Spaniards, “no
fools” (line 13-14) in Gracia’s words, take the opportunity among the elites to attempt to
assimilate and elevate their social status.

There is also an important gender component. An “educated” woman, Gracia explains, is
one who knows how to carry herself following specific conventions of femininity: a
beautiful smile (line 21), a slimmer figure (line 23), and even blonde hair (this last one
not a Peruvian trait par exellence—I discuss further in the following chapter). That
Gracia does not delve into the specifics of the Spanish woman’s transformation—the
color or silhouette of her outfits, the brand names of her clothes and accessories, etc.—
allows for her statements to be proof enough: she knows it when she sees it, a stance
upper middle-class elsewhere espouse to effectively position themselves as both
knowledgeable of social mores without the need to deploy much sociological evaluation.
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It is highly significant, however, to point out that this perception was not an impediment
for either Gracia or Beatriz to work with and socialize with Spaniards in general.
Furthermore, they both agreed Spaniards were treated very well in Lima, that Peruvians
welcomed them and made them feel at home. Thus Gracia presents—beyond her account
of Spaniards’ lack of decorum—an account of Peruvian respectability, proposing it as a
national divide. Certainly, it is middle class Peruvians like herself, able to “eat ten times
better” (line 2) than the migrants who graciously teach by example, attending the same
dinners, moving in the same social circles as their social unequals, equalized, by
implication, due to their professional positions. Ultimately, the “metamorphosis” that
takes place over the course of their stay in Lima gives them a new degree of social
capital, Gracia implies, that can be mobilized in Spain as much as in Lima.

There is also an issue of audience. Speaking to me, perhaps perceiving me as someone of
“nivel” myself, an anthropologist at an American university, she is able to commerce in
these evaluations. My self-aware forms of self-presentation matter to: my business casual
apparel that day (slacks and an ironed button down shirt) and speech (lacking the forms
of Peruvian Spanish address that would mark me as a provincial immigrant, either first or
second generation). Thus Gracia felt I too would recognize the integuments of “nivel”
and “educación,” which so many declassé Spaniards lacked. I delve further into issues of
my role in the field in Chapter 4.

Peruvian Middle Classness as Performance
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Thinking back to Mario, Franco, and Juan Pablo’s typifications, the Spaniard is certainly
boorish, aggressive, and uncouth. It marks them as foreign encroachers, either unable or
unwilling to incorporate into Lima society in its terms. Yet the doors remain open for
them to walk through: Franco and Juan Pablo would not offer constructive criticism were
this not the case. Gracia spells it out in her exegesis on Spaniard upward mobility through
the polish of Peruvian society. Indeed, none of the approximately forty Spanish migrants
I interviewed living in the most expensive neighborhoods in the city felt out of place
because of issues of refinement or class. Indubitably, these were the Spaniards Mario had
observed on his way to work, or on an evening out. If they were on the path to upward
social mobility, they did not let on. De la Cadena (2000) and García (2005) have
explained how racializing ideologies became much more focused on performances of
“high culture,” indexed by wealth, having a high school or college education, and styles
of dress. Both their work and that of linguists like Cerrón Palomino (1989, 2003) and
Pérez Silva et al (2009) have demonstrated that racialization and class have also worked
hand in hand via specific forms of exclusion of indigenous folks, whose Spanish register
included dialectal markers from different indigenous communities, lexical items,
phonemic replacements and approximations, etc. that made them stand out as nonurbanites and therefore “uneducated” subjects.

While means and aspects of middle class identification through practices of distinction
have been theorized for the European context (Bordieu, 1984), recent work focused on
“global middle classes” has focused mostly on consumption practices (Jing, 2000; James,
2015), as well as changing global economic realities. Donner does point out that
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ethnographic engagements “of the middle-class provides nuanced evidence of the
processual nature of class formation. Class identities are always in the making and the
‘middle class’ is equally a site of belonging and a site of aspiration.” (Donner, 2017) In
reconstructing a middle class repertoire, I hope to be on the path to reconstructing a
Peruvian middle class register, for which I would have to do fieldwork focusing on other
salient and further contrastive speech forms, beyond what my interlocutors have provided
me so far.

Thus nivel remains an iconic indexical with murky intensional attributes, that is to say the
denotata that might define the term are so expansive that nivel is explained almost
exclusively via extension; in other words, people like Gracia just know it when they see
it. Further, it is not about an aspiration toward Europeanness but rather an aspiration
toward middle classness itself, as a transnational value. While the origin is, of course,
colonial, in the sense that these specific concerns (place settings, respectable dress, and
performances of physical health) have followed European etiquette rules, today there is a
class focus a new national orientation in Peru.

Thinking Historically

It is an interesting turn of events that the gentility that began with an aspiration towards
Europeanness, has come to produce a sense of class distinction connected to national
identity. Spanish, formerly enforced as a colonial language, also required the
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performance of forms of deference in hierarchy in speech as a means of maintaining
social distinctions. Reyes’s (2017) discussion of colonial recursivity, a phenomenon by
which upper class elites seek to discredit other wealthy individuals as less-than, as less
virtuous, less authentic, and thereby toxic to the national context (the Philippines, in this
case), provides an important precedent for understanding the semiotics of virtuous middle
class respectability, and how it corresponds to colonial behaviors and expectations.
However, while Reyes engages with youth culture models, my interlocutors were adults
in their 30s and older, whose search for respectability has reached a more mature,
sedimented stage. In this chapter, I show how this colonially derived performance of
middle classness is in fact a resource for those who draw upon it, adding to its stability
and effecting its designs. Thus, even in contemporary forms of national distinction, the
historical connections between Peru and Spain make themselves present.

In Peru, “self-improvement” through de-indianization, transitioning to mestizo status,
became possible in one’s lifetime by incorporating the values and behaviors of “cultured”
folk. Parker (2010) indicates that the concept of the “middle class” had not been
prevalent in Peruvian society over the course of the 19th century. It is only by the 1920s
that the “gente del pueblo,” those not part of the “decent” public, existed as
undifferentiated in the eyes of the criollo middle class. White-collar labor was accessible
only to individuals who demonstrated other forms of “decency,” for which markers of
racialized belonging were significant: the right skin tone, family line, and level of
education. Thus, and although more research is necessary on this front, it seems plausible
that many of the norms of middle class propriety can be directly linked, via discursive
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analysis, to the stiff class stratification both socially and legally established by colonists.
In referencing each other, in behaving as the aspirational nobility, and requiring others to
refer to them, it could point to the development of other general dialectal distinctions
such as the use of the v-form of the second person pronoun.

One avenue toward tracing such historical lines observe the changes in the use of “don”
and “doña” from the beginning to the end of the colonial period. Originally from the latin
for “owner,” these terms—masculine and feminine respectively—were employed
exclusively to refer to members of the nobility in Spain. While these has become highly
colloquial in nature, they do retain a minor implication of deference, and are only used to
refer to middle aged to elderly individuals, both in Spain and in the Americas. Rojas
Mayer (1998) has pointed out that the decrease in formality of these terms happened
much more quickly in the colonies. Citing Goldenblat’s historical linguistics studies
initially published in the 1960s, Rojas Mayer describes how the desire of Iberians
transplants to the colonies to behave like royalty, finding themselves with privileges and
titles similar to the royalty from the Peninsula, led to an acceleration in the loss of noble
distinction for the “don” and “doña,” instead becoming everyday terms of respect.

More recently, Bertolotti (2015) has argued, through a reanalysis of data from studies in
historical pragmatics, that perhaps this self-raising was not the source for contemporary
uses of t and v in Latin America. Bertolotti does, however, imply that these forms were
used to position black and indigenous folks as necessarily non-noble, and instead more
likely to use high and, by the end of the colonial period, almost archaic honorifics (such
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as “vuestra merced” or “su merced”), forms still used today in certain rural areas of South
America, mostly populated by black and indigenous peoples. By the Republican period,
the South American middle classes cultivated the “deferential, but not reverential” use of
middle-ground v forms, leaving the reverential forms to those marginalized communities.
Rama’s (1998) concept of the “lettered city,” the division of the colonial population by
access to literacy, would back this claim up: the racialized segregation of the population
into the educated and the ignorant, which positioned black and indigenous populations as
incapable of and unworthy of education, is certainly not only restricted to the ability to
write, but also to speak in “cultured” forms. However, both Rojas Mayer and Bertolotti
write about Argentina and Uruguay: I could not find research on the development of a
middle class Peruvian repertoire over the course of the last two centuries. I intend to take
this project on at a later stage.

Conclusion

The positioning of the Spanish migrant, therefore, as potentially lacking in the ability to
perform middle classness in many ways reinforces Lima elite’s own sense of superiority,
of refinement, poise, and class. Its members do not explicitly refer to themselves as such
in their typification of the foreigners (or any others for this matter). The Spaniards
become, instead, handy tools for Peruvians to assert themselves both as middle class and
members of a national polity, identities they discursively conflate, a correspondence
invoked seamlessly in exchanges about national belonging and difference. This is not
unexpected, as locals in migrant-receiving countries often perform similar moves to
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assert their own identity via contrast with migrants. This chapter thus demonstrates how
middle class limeños implicitly develop a covert sense of class consciousness by decrying
the failure of Spanish migrants to employ what I identify as a middle-class register, and
which they posit a natural feature of Peruvianness.

This work can serve to trace back the forms of respectability that define the middle class
to their colonial origins, which are often entirely opaque to my interlocutors. This is no
surprise; history is mostly understood as series of discrete time periods and events, rather
than continuous, interlocking transformations, happening from the interactional to the
structural and back again. Thus, my interlocutors will on occasion invoke colonial history
to justify their distaste for Spanish migrants, without making connections between the
discursive source of their objections and the intertextual chains that keep respectability
alive and well. These conversations thus elucidate not only the elements that make up
“Peruvianness” and “Spaniardness” as dichotomous ideal types, which qualify and
negotiate the identities of Spanish migrants living in the capital city of Lima, but also
how Peruvians expounds on roles of proper participation in the Peruvian polity.
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CHAPTER 5: From a Semiotics of Reflexivity, a Semiotics of Whiteness

The body of the ethnographer is itself a conglomerate of signs, a composite constantly
projected onto social space. Much of the literature on reflexivity, coming from cultural
anthropology and adjacent fields such as cultural studies, relies upon disclosing one’s
“identity” by picking out features of the self, which, the author assumes, are most
relevant at the time of writing. However, how exactly do these features impact analysis?
What is the principle of selection for “disclosure” of such identities?

There is a long-standing question in anthropology as to whether the body of the
ethnographer can ever truly “go native,” or if indeed the researcher’s difference is always
already imminently felt. But this presupposes an old binary (“native” vs. “researcher”)
that is not in fact a minimal contrastive pair: there are plenty of examples of researchers
working in their home communities, as well as other degrees of proximity and
incorporation into communities where anthropologists have engaged with, not to mention
the fact that origin does not necessarily mean insider status into myriad communities in
one’s home locale. If we understand the relationships built between individuals, or
individuals and groups, as the enregisterment of signs across multiple interactions, more
specifically, the interplay of social-contextual mores with the enregistered construal of
signs, then we can approach reflexivity in ethnographic research similarly. Envisioning
ethnographic engagements with our interlocutors as discrete sets of relationships between
signs enregistered over time, we can demystify the process of conducting fieldwork.
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Some work on reflexivity in linguistic anthropology has been done. While not explicitly
drawing attention to it as ethnographic practice, Mendoza-Denton (2008) and Gaudio
(2001) have established how their presence, their linguistic and paralinguistic repertoires
impacted their relationship with their interlocutors, and made categories of personhood
more salient. Dick (2017) explains how, in a specific instance, her role in the Mexican
household she had lived in—a place where she had mourned deaths with family
members, helped with chores, become enmeshed in the family’s life—momentarily
changed when her nationality and other assorted features, including skin color, perhaps
eye color, came to be construed as proximal to popular music star Britney Spears. In an
instant, the matriarch of the home fears that she has accidentally aligned Dick with the
gabacha sinvergüenza, the shameless white American woman, by the use of the
derogatory noun phrase. It would certainly have been inescapable to this Mexican family
that Dick was indeed fair-skinned, tall, with light eyes. But the surprise in her
interlocutor’s voice, bristling at her own transgression (bringing into focus Dick’s white
Americanness) speaks to the fact that this particular set of features were not made
relevant on an average day. Similarly, I found that my own interlocutors projected onto
me certain racial evaluations of my nationality and my “race,” which led me to reflect on
the ways I was perceived while in the field, and how to effectively incorporate this into
my analysis.

In this chapter I perform an analysis of how the anthropologist’s body (my own) acts as a
device for ethnographic semiotic analysis. In previous chapters, I establish that
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“Peruvian” and “Spanish” as categories of belonging emerge as roles entextualized in
interaction. Here, I describe how I became an object of decodings performed by my
interlocutors as a means to explain how such categories of are bundles of signs
responsive to the singularities of interdiscursive process as specific to their bundling.
Thus I discuss how I myself am evaluated as a national and racialized person, focusing
first on how my nationality has been differently entextualized (in Spain) and secondly,
how my race is differently entextualized (in Peru). This allows me to consider whiteness
as a contrastive category identified by my interlocutors, yet one whose own enregistered
bundle of signs can be exposed ambiguous. I trace how both Peruvian and Spanish
discussions of whiteness as it pertained to me, as well as others, through a discussion of
participant roles I entered into during my time in the field. Going through multiple
examples of interactions, I reconstruct the composition of the racial category white per
my middle class Peruvian interlocutor’s descriptions. Investigating the composition of
such a category, I rely on my semiotically informed reflexive perspective to make
apparent how I scrutinize processes of racialization. Ultimately, I use this as an entryway
to consider how categories of national belonging, which I have been tracing throughout
this dissertation, are also intertwined with such processes of racialization.

Reflexivity
Reflexivity as a practice in ethnographic research, Charlotte Davies writes, “is the
process…which takes itself as the object; in the most basic sense, it refers to taking on
oneself as the object of provocative, unrelenting thought and contemplation.” (1998: 8)
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The reflexive turn in ethnographic research, as theorized by Clifford & Marcus (1987),
Marcus (1998), Ruth Behar (1996), and others had quite the impact in sociocultural
anthropological research, but has not made a similar splash in linguistic anthropology,
discourse analysis, and sociolinguistics. This is perhaps in part due to the fact that such a
concept assumes reflexivity as a genre of thought, i.e. a particular segmentation of social
experience, one reliant on the individual/ethnographer/thinker as both origo and locus of
activity. Agha (in correspondence, 2018) explained how this links back to a Hegelian
notion of reflexivity, which, in focusing on such segmentation way into consciousness,
misses the rest of the world. This is central to Peirce’s critique of Hegel, who redefines
the term “mediation” by decoupling it from from conscious mental events, treating the
latter as a special case.

Some such projects focus on the moment of writing and representation. Others have paid
significant attention to the moment of data collection and analysis, as well as
participation in the field as requiring close consideration, including Renato Rosaldo
(1989), although this distinction is not always made explicit. More recently in the field of
linguistic anthropology, Heller & McElhinny (2017) provide some significant insights
that brings much of their intellectual work together. In their introduction, they spend
many a page sharing personal biographical information: where they were born and when,
how they began their academic work, their first appointments, a sort of curriculum vitae
of personal and professional trajectories. This disclosure of positioning is important and
speaks to many of the debates surrounding research practices today. However, such a
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narrative could not possibly cover all the information every one of their readers, their
interlocutors, could possible look for in construing their personal stakes in the research
process (stakes which they lay out in a neat paragraph at the end, on page xxii). We, as
researchers, much like our interlocutors, do not occupy merely one category of
personhood and others’ perception of us in the field is significant, for one or more might
become more salient depending on co-text and context.

This is not entirely unlike how different forms of alignment coalesce into
characterological figures that populate the different chronotopes I describe in Chapters 2
and 3. These, however, are interactionally emergent through forms of patterning among
signs, which participants do not necessarily grasp, despite their patterned character, and
focus instead on precipitates of semiosis, which only later rise to consciousness. It is from
this perspective that I consider the significant role of the anthropologist as active social
actor in the ethnographic encounter, and the potential that reflection on this particular
participant role has for enriching the detail with which we can describe the social field we
enter into, from a semiotics perspective. Dick (2017) offers a semiotic reflexivity
surrounding the notion of interdiscursivity, which allow for appraisals “conscious” and
otherwise of and by the ethnographer as a mobilizable and crucial tool in social research.
After all, our own performances of self (a bundle of signs), as well as others’ uptake or
reformulation of said performances, should never remain a naturalized assumption based
upon pre-existing categories we bring with us from the place we call home. Ultimately, I
follow this line that focuses less on the anthropologist’s internal states, and seeks not to
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operate with US-academic categories of self-identification as the foundation to
understand our role in interactions with our informants.

The Ethnographer’s Nationality, Differently Construed

The first time I identified the explicit construal of my presence in a space as a means to
accomplish alignment, I was quite surprised—I had mistakenly assumed that I was the
one participating and observing, not being observed. It happened during my second
month of pilot research in the summer of 2013, when the Spanish economic crisis was at
its height. I had traveled to the northern city of Vitoria, invited by my Basque teacher in
Madrid, whom I had befriended after a month of tutelage. It was a warm evening, and he
had introduced me to three of his closest friends, members of his “quadrilla,” or intimate
friend group—people he had grown up with, studied with. As usual, they were intrigued
by my research, as foreign anthropologists were not the norm in Spain. Maitane, a young
woman in her early 20s wondered what the process entailed. Suddenly, she turned to be
and asked, “But don’t you hate Spanish people? I would hate Spanish people if I was
from South America.” It had not been longer than 5 minutes after being introduced to her
during my first night of socializing in the small capital city of the Spanish Basque
Country. Somewhat taken aback, but fascinated by this nugget of ethnographic gold, so
dense with regional and national ideologies, I noncommittally agreed that the violent
colonization of the Americas by the Spanish empire had indeed been destructive, to say
the least, but that it had been long ago and I was, in fact, interested in the different
understandings of history that circulated around the two countries. This picking out of my
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“Peruvianness” (among the many other categories I could check off—traveler,
anthropologist, newcomer, etc., etc,), both by Maitane and other Basques during my time
in the region was not only surprising, but set me on the path toward what has become my
dissertation project.

This interaction demonstrated to me that I myself could become a locus for discourses
about history, construed as a persona others could align toward (or away from). Having a
piece of biographical information highlighted and entextualized by my interlocutors, I
was able to garner some information about Basques specifically. In Spain, as in most
other countries around the world, identification to the polity is unstable, and national
categories are sometimes secondary, sometimes in conflict with, regional identities, this
is no great insight. But having regional conflicts interpreted through the lens of the legacy
chronotope, positioning Basque history as interconnected with Latin American history as
fellow colonized subjects, demonstrated a chronotopic ideology all its own, in which the
polity is not only reimagined through discourses about regional history but by closely
aligning to other global historical trajectories. In Peru, years later, a number of
Catalunyans would echo this sentiment that—as non-Castillians—they felt they had
nothing to do with the colonization project, since Barcelona had been independent, a
satellite, and only forcibly incorporated into Spain in the 18th century.

If indeed projects of identity are relational, both at the macro and micro level, and
through construals of both sameness and difference, (as I establish in Chapters 2 and 3)
whose actualizations are informed by co-textual as well as institutionalized ideologies, it
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is important to fully understand our own role in such multi-layered interactional texts, as
well as our role in making salient specific strategies of alignment and distancing. We as
analysts produce interactional frameworks within which the metapragmatic typifications
we study take shape, either more explicitly, such as by conducting interviews, or less
explicitly, by candidly sharing opinions or even indexing in-group or out-group
belonging merely by the production of personal speech patterns or forms of dress,
performative decisions that will be decoded and explicitly entextualized in ways we
cannot always prepare for, regardless of how we might construe ourselves in our own
eyes. Sometimes, it is the schism between the analyst’s internal presumptions and the
overt semiotic activities of co-participants that can be seen as key to “reflexive” efforts,
but this is not always productive. Thus in my encounter with Maitane, I was construed
less as an ethnographer and more as a “post-colonial.” More importantly, I recognized
that my next turns at talk could build upon or break with this entextualization. Regardless
of my choice (in this case, somewhere in between), becoming aware of my position as
object of discourse was important to understanding how these decisions, which would
entextualize parts of the sign-arrays that composed my presentation of self at any moment
during my fieldwork, could be approached as rich sources for data collection, by
attending to their uptake by others and to inferences that unfolded over interactional time.

When explaining that I was traveling in Spain as part of my research at an American
university, I was instantly considered an American by a number of my interlocutors,
especially when making new acquaintances through people I met via contacts here in the
US. I did not always choose to correct their assumption and let them know that I was in
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fact not an American, partially because after being in the United States for half of my life,
the shoe seemed to fit; I was not uncomfortable being so labeled, and I did not see it as
deceitful.16 But it also allowed me to observe how Spanish nationals reacted to what they
believed an American was. Specifically while in Madrid, it became clear that madrileños
for the most part showed little interest in the details of my provenance; I got very few
“Where are you from?” questions. Perhaps themselves accustomed to migrating
foreigners, it was not out of the ordinary for them to read me as some sort of migrant to
the US, given my name and perhaps my physical features, and to leave it at that. This
passive acceptance of the blanket category of “American,” speaks to a deictic imagining
of an America “over-there,” inhabited by relatively homogenous group of individuals; for
these less inquisitive Spaniards, “American” was a satisfactory enough category—others
quite common in the US, such as Latino-American, Peruvian-American, etc. were not
made salient or even discussed with Spaniards during my months in the field. My
multiple nationalities, ascribed to me by my interlocutors by picking out certain signs
within given interactions, making them salient through explicit and implicit means,
emerged as relatively unstable insofar as I performed signs (unintentionally and
otherwise) in such a way as to index multiple possible categories. In making certain
national categories matter to our interaction, my interlocutors informed me about their
own methods of categorization, as well as their commitments to such categories via forms
of alignment. For Maitane, it was my Peruvianness that she wanted to align closely to,
indirectly taking a pro-Basque and anti-Castillian stance.

16

Here, for example, I could go into an extended exegesis on my provenance, but I will refrain for the
moment so as to illustrate my point.
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My connection to American academia specifically had other significant interactional
effects in other contexts. During my first visit to the Basque Cultural Center, or
Euskaletxea, of Madrid—showing up unannounced—I was asked to return at my
convenience and speak to the front desk attendant, who would relay to the secretary, who
would see who might be willing to speak with me as classes were not currently in session
due to summer vacations. Yet once I stated that I was a student at an American
university, their doors flew open. I was given the director of the cultural center’s email, a
direct line cutting across the bureaucracy of the Cultural Center. My meeting with him
went very smoothly, and he, much like the front desk attendant, began expounding not
only on his knowledge of Basque culture and its extensive historical contributions, but
also about his knowledge of the Basque-American diaspora. He personally introduced me
to the part-time librarian, who gave me a tour of the space promised me access to any and
all books, as well as check-out privileges, leaving only my phone number as contact.

Affiliation with American institutions has often granted anthropologists access to field
sites and there is nothing new about this. Other Basque institutions I would visit were not
only intrigued by my interest, but reiterated that it was important for me to write
something that captured the fascinating intricacies of Basque culture and history. Haritz,
the principal of a K-12 school I visited in Basque country, which had recently
implemented the new trilingual model of education at a worker-owned, semi-private
institution, had a very clear idea of my role in this respect. My position as a researcher
there was not only one of recorder, but one of messenger, transmitting, framing, and
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showcasing what he felt was most important for me to know. After a very pleasant,
almost hour-long conversation about the ins and outs of the school and the transition into
the worker-owned system, he explicitly informed me that he was only meeting with me
because he expected me to do justice to the project he and his team at the school were
trying to accomplish. They were already in touch with other, similar international
educational institutions, and it was important that they maintain their status within their
networks.

Without my even mentioning the name of the university I studied at, indeed without him
ever knowing it, the school principal assumed that if it was capable of sending me across
the Atlantic to conduct research, it must have the resources to reach large audiences, and
be prominent in the fields of study it engaged in. In his interaction with me, he
emphasized my academic connections by insisting that I recognize the merit of his
institution within a context of relatively recently achieved pedagogical and linguistic
freedom, only in place after the death of Francisco Franco in the late 70s. For Haritz, as a
Basque educator, implementing an innovative educational model, the stakes were high.
As an American scholar, in his eyes, my assumed academic and communicative
possibilities, my ability to garner an audience of scholarly peers, including other
pedagogues, commanded attention. This allowed him to attach an exchange clause for his
participation in my study and, furthermore, make any other identity he might ascribe to
me as secondary.
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One could always assume that Haritz’s request could have been made to any academic, of
any national background. But it is significant that he made no issue of my native origin,
unlike many of his fellow Basques, in the case of Maitane, my Basque teacher’s
childhood friend. For a population so interested in locating their interlocutors within the
grid of the highly differentiable world of provinces, countries, etc, his lack of attention to
my provenance stood out. Haritz was, in fact, the only Basque individual who did not
interrogate me about the intricacies of my national or ethnic origins. Idoia, my second
Basque language instructor, who was working toward a master’s degree in
sociolinguistics, would echo Maitane’s sentiments from that first night in Vitoria when
talking about the Spanish: “Thieves and murderers is what they are.” More significantly,
she claimed that while they had committed genocide in Latin America, the Spanish had,
especially under the Franco regime, conducted “linguistic genocide,” in Basque country,
a term I did not feel at liberty to contest, nor would readily forget. What this particular
move sought to accomplish was to rouse my own consciousness as another post-colonial
victim of Spanish control. When visiting an old windmill near Vitoria, a Basque couple
who happened to be taking the tour with my group, made sure to point out that they
understood “where I was coming from” after I let them know I was Peruvian after a brief
chat. Nationalist Basques, like Maitane, consistently sought to engage me similarly,
professing a consistent unique solidarity with me.

My exposure so far had been to Basque residents in the area of Vitoria, the state capital,
between their early 20s and their early 40s, based on two separate groups of contacts I
made through friends in Madrid. I had spent a fair amount of time getting acquainted with
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what Basque-ness meant to them. Both groups had gone through the reformed Basque
education system that was established in the 1980s, making Euskera (the regional
language) mandatory, a political revitalization effort currently bearing fruit across the
state of Euskadi, its Basque name. All of them had some knowledge of the language, and
connected it with Basque identity, referring to Basque food and Basque customs as
greatly important to them—only one of my interlocutors stated that he gave equal
importance to both his Basque and his Spanish identities, admitting it was probably
because all of his ancestors were from the nearby city of Burgos, in the region of CastilleLeon. The continued attempts at building cross-historical transnational proximity with
me, entextualizing me as a Peruvian first and foremost, elucidated another dimension of
Basque identity: the search for confirmation of a regional post-colonialism via Latin
American solidarity. And when Haritz, principal of a school that taught many of its
courses in Basque, enforcing a rule of high linguistic proficiency,17 eschewed this
concern, it clarified to me that within this particular interactional framework, geopolitical
interconnectedness was not at the forefront. In my conversation with Haritz, it was our
shared identity as educators, and my prestige as a foreign scholar, that became important.
Picking out my role as an “American” scholar and aligning closely to it proved a more
relevant form of footing.

All of these ethnographic vignettes serve to elucidate how the categories with which I
was evaluated, the roles I was positioned into by my Spanish interlocutors, focused on
17

In the Basque model, there are three levels of Basque proficiency that a school can choose to work at, the
first having most courses in Basque, with a couple of hours of Spanish, and the third with only a few hours
in Basque; the second lies somewhere in the middle, but with a majority of class hours in Basque.
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my perceived (or stated) nationality and seeing the contrast was highly productive.
Within the frame of the ethnographic interview/school tour with Haritz, issues of
provenance—not to mention ethnicity—were much less important. I cannot speak to his
ideas about Peruvian foreigners, but I can say that whatever they were, they became
secondary to his focus on my academic pedigree. Similarly, in an effort to align
themselves proximally to my provenance, my Basque acquaintances highlighted my
nationality over my home country, focusing on my potentially political post-colonial
indexes (name, dialect, place of birth, among others).

In these interactions, categories of nationality emerged, as they did in the interactions I
describe in my previous chapters, through construal and alignment. It was not that I
ceased to be one thing or another to my interlocutors, they were roles I stepped into given
the interactional frames surrounding each ethnographic engagement. But when thinking
about how to theorize reflexivity, my presence focus more on what I could garner about
the social context I was studying than my own motivations or construals of my “self”
outside of the field.

Given my focus on the affirmation of national categories such as “Peruvian” and
“Spanish” as roles entextualized in interaction (and enregistered via the accrual of many
such interactions), reflecting on how I myself was sorted provided a rich avenue for
research. The fact that Haritz did not choose to question me about national belonging,
despite indexes of migration, such as my name, among others, were available to him,
further demonstrates that accomplishing specific interactional goals—such as positioning
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one’s place of employment as highly reputable—trump the desire to establish solidarity
networks, depending on nature of the interactional framework. Degrees of formality are
important: a pilot research interview in a labor setting garners different data than an
informal conversation among friends of friends. But this, once again, reinforces the point
that categories of belonging only become salient when particular positions are taken over
the course of a speech event involving two or more individuals. Furthermore, we as
researchers also pick up partials from the personae that our interlocutors perform in our
presence. We may have access to them across multiple contexts, allowing us to
contextualize them better. But we ourselves can track our encounters in diachronic
fashion better than we can for any of our interlocutors, identifying forms of contrast
regarding how we are entextualized across interactions, establishing discursive patterns
within the subsections of the population we work with (i.e. Vitoria Basques between the
ages of 21 and 40).

Thinking back to Maitane and my Basque instructor, they specifically removed focus
from one piece of my biographical information (my academic training and base in the
US) in favor of a different piece (my nationality), taking them as semiotic partials which,
in interaction, served to entextualize biographical partials of their own. Through such
events of semiosis, Maitane and Idoia claim a stake in a transnational connection that
demonstrated cleavages within the category of “Spaniard” that my Peruvian interlocutors
did not see, as they were not members of the social domain for whom Spanish regional
identification was crucial. When migrating to Lima, therefore, Basques reckon with new
sets of encounters in which categorizations of belonging must be renegotiated.
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Therefore a reflexive account of the field can include the ethnographer’s relationship to
the site and her subject population, pre-, during, and post-fieldwork, including any
personal ties which may have informed the development of the project. I would argue
that the relationship so identified can be analyzed as one built upon behaviors, actions,
and their construals, not merely an exegesis on the researcher’s internal states (as this can
take attention away from the ethnographic data and the ethnographic moment) or those of
her interlocutors (as they are mostly inaccessible). Mobilizing reflexivity from a semiotic
anthropological standpoint, I propose, means taking seriously the ways in which such
categories become evident in interaction, and become tractable via discursive and
linguistic analysis. Thus while it would be meaningful to think about how our own social
indexicals—forms of talk, etc.—interact and produce any number of different
possibilities for footing, which can also shift from moment to moment, as Silverstein
(2003) has shown. In Agha’s (2007) terms, we as researchers depend on our ability to
describe such interactions via reflexive uses of language, “in the sense that language is
both a semiotic mechanism involved in the performance of these effects and in their
construal.” (16) Ethnographic practice itself, the moment of data collection where we
participate and observe, reflects this aspect of language itself in that our activities as
anthropologists in our given context act as catalyst or object for research. In other words,
we must locate ourselves, as participants and observers, fully within the social context we
enter into, and recognize ourselves as objects of semiosis.
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The Ethnographer’s Race, Differently Construed

Certain biographical facts about my person are immutable: I was born in Lima, Peru, on
September 21st, etc. But, as I have demonstrated above, these facts can be differently
entextualized across different encounters, as the interactional effects intended by different
interlocutors became clear. In what follows, I extend this perspective to discuss another
important topic in anthropological research today: racialization. If the data I collected in
Spain surrounded the issue of different construals of nationality and its importance, I now
discuss different construals of my racial makeup. During my time in Lima I found that
my middle class interlocutors projected onto me extant ideologies of racial
categorization, resulting in my being categorized sometimes as “white” and other times
as “not white.”

One of the first conversations about whiteness I had was with Norma, a woman in her 20s
who had migrated to Lima from Madrid after college in search of better job prospects, a
few years earlier than most migrants. We had decided to meet at a café in the limits of the
district of San Isidro, as she was on her way home from work. We chatted about the
differences between life in Barcelona (where she was from) and Lima, where she had
been for a few years now, living with her partner, a Peruvian man. I asked, as I always
did, what had surprised her upon arrival and, among the usual responses I got from my
Spanish interlocutors—the traffic, the gray weather, the visibility of the wealth gap—she
mentioned it was “becoming white.” She explained that living in Spain, her dark curly
hair classified her as “morena,” a term used there for individuals with very dark hair. In
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Peru, however, she was informed that she was white. She recounted how a few of her
Peruvian friends had remarked on her whiteness at the beach, warning her about the need
for sunblock, which then led them to a discussion about how she might stand out in Lima,
given her noticeable whiteness.

Regimes of categorization exist differently across populations that share a language, as
well as a degree of shared history; nouns that refer to a social type refer to entirely others
across a region. Norma’s story of “becoming” white in Lima illustrates, on a basic level,
an example of semantic drift. “Morena” in Spanish dialects refers exclusively to the
phenotypic feature of dark, raven-colored hair. The word-token, however, has a different
meaning in most of Latin America, including Peru: it refers to darkness of skin; it is often
(though not exclusively) used as a polite or complimentary way to describe black people.
Spanish migrants like Norma thus had to recalibrate their means of categorization to their
new home, as the forms of sorting are different, beyond word tokens themselves.

The ways in which whites have been referred to has changed over the years in Peru;
terms like “chapetón” have been gone for centuries, left only in historical records and
literary objects. But other terms, such as “blancón,” or more colorful ones such as
“colorado” (perhaps of interest to US audiences, for whom “colored” means something
entirely different), a synonym for blush red, used for fair skinned individuals from rosy
cheeks or quickly flushed faced after exertion, continue to be deployed by Peruvians. The
term “blancón” is not easily translatable merely as “white”; the suffix -on denotes
“something a certain quality of” and, in addition, denotes a human quality.
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Overwhelmingly, however, when my middle class Peruvian informants discussed
whiteness, it was to point out, in first instance, that white skin was a feature of
Spanishness, a feature that ostensibly granted them success in the white collar labor
market, by implicature, to the detriment of Peruvian job applicants.

Speaking with identifiable Lima register, I was never questioned about my provenance
while in Peru. However, over time I began to identify a different regime of categorization
being applied to me. The following interaction was one of the first instances in which my
racial categorization was discussed. In a small bar in a slowly gentrifying area of
Barranco, Caro, a Peruvian researcher, and Mari, a Spanish migrant working in various
facets of the culture industry (mostly self-employed projects and non-profits) and myself
sat around a table and chatted about the differences between life in Lima and Valencia,
where Mari is from. We covered a wide range of topics, including the fact that Mari had
been living, on and off, in Peru for almost 18 years, the recent crisis finalizing the
decision she took to remain all those years earlier when she worked in counseling at a
school for impoverished children. Eventually, we reached the issue of Peruvian
approaches to history and she told me that as individuals—myself included—have little
to do with those macro-scale developments in geopolitics: that’s about “history,
politicians, all that.” She laughs and goes on:
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Table 5.1. Mari & Caro, the Peruvian Colonizer
1. M: O sea al final nosotros somos plebeyos, nos
2. toca vivir lo que nos toca, o sea yo no he
3. invadido nada jaja ¿sabes? O ¿no? no sé, Caro
4. es más invasora que yo seguramente con sus
5. ojos azules [all laugh]
6. C: Así me bate Mari, le encanta.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

M: I mean, in the end we’re plebeians, we
have to live what we’re meant to live, I mean I
haven’t invaded anything haha, you know? Or,
right? I don’t know, Caro is more of an invader
than I probably, with her blue eyes [all laugh]
C: That’s how Mari teases me, she loves it.

Caro and Mari have been friends for a long time, attending parties, concerts, film
screenings and other events in Barranco (and elsewhere). In fact, I had reached Mari
through another Spanish informant of mine who also lived in the neighborhood, and
when I told Caro I was trying to set up a time to meet Mari, Caro told me that she knew
her and that she’d help set up a time for us all to get together. The brief excerpt above
was good natured, Caro taking Mari’s jest about her blue eyes in stride. Unlike the
interactions described in Chapter 2, this humorous exchange did not seek to explicate
history. Rather, Mari intends to distance herself from the figure of the colonizer by
positioning herself as a plebeian, presenting a non-dominant position, in which she
includes her interlocutors. Mari had explicitly identified “history” as a regime of
experience distinct from contemporary life, in another distancing move, thus positing that
under contemporary relations between her, as an individual and us, as individuals, the
legacy chronotope had little bearing. But more significantly, she positions her Peruvian
friend as potentially more proximal to the figure of the colonizers because of the
European phenotypic features she possesses.
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Reflecting on the personae inhabited by interactants explained in the previous chapter,
this seems like an important departure. Mari positions Caro, a Peruvian, as “more of an
invader” (line 4) than herself because of Caro’s “blue eyes.” (line 5) This was one of the
first instances I encountered in which a physical feature was offered as a means toward
proximity or distance to the colonial project, as opposed to kinship or nationality. It was
done humorously, of course, but as Caro explained in line 6, with a smile on her face, this
was not the first time Mari teased her: “Así me bate…le encanta.” Caro reports this in the
a habitual present form (bat-e from the verb batir, literally “to stir,” a slang term for
teasing amongst friends; encant-a from encantar, to love), with “así” an adverbial
argument meaning “in such a way” or “so forth,” indicating that this was not the first
time Mari had made this joke at her expense and this insistence hinted at some truth
behind the humor.

Mari quickly returned to the subject at hand: the differences between life in Spain and
Peru. But after a lull in our conversation the three of us chatted for a bit. I had turned the
recorder off at Caro and Mari’s request, after Mari had disclosed some of the stickier
aspects of her migratory situation. I remarked that I enjoyed that moment in our
conversation, and it was the first time I had heard phenotypical features employed to
mark Peruvians as proximal to colonial history, even in jest. Mari continued the joke,
explaining that her skin had tanned from years of working outside, setting up A/V
equipment outdoors, and that she’d always had swarthy features, while Caro was visibly
“white,” at which I laughed, and Caro winced, shooting me me a look. “It’s not like
you’re indigenous,” she pointed out.
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I confirmed that I, indeed, would not refer to myself as indigenous and asked Caro, in the
context of our conversation with Mari, to tell me how she would categorize me. “Would
you say I’m white?” I asked, to which she gestured in the affirmative. It was initially
difficult for her to explain what exactly made me recognizable as “white”—she repeated
that I was definitely not indigenous. I questioned her further, searching for a means to
establish contrasting features. It was not that I rejected whiteness per se, but rather that it
opened up the possibility that, over the course of my lifetime, my race could be
differently categorized even in Lima alone.

When I asked Caro why she would classify me as white, we managed to get into a brief
discussion of what features precisely would mark me as such. She pointed out my beard,
as prominent beards were rare among members of indigenous communities in Peru. I
asked her if perhaps the way I dressed was part of the equation. We discussed how
perhaps, if I were to dress as an urban music enthusiast, specifically mentioning the
popular reggaeton style of music and dance, she would describe as “non-white.”
Reggaeton enthusiasts, Caro and I agreed, were often seen by middle class individuals as
members of lower income populations. Indeed, while the music shows and concerts were
attended by a relatively wide cross-section of Lima society, most of the advertisements
(in terms of placement of display and content) are not geared toward most people living
in the central districts of the city. Online, the genre is often derided as crass and
uninspired on interest forums for these neighborhoods. Caro explained that my style of
dress could be qualified as “sort of hipstery,” even based on my outfit that day: a red and
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black plaid shirt and fitted jeans, plus a beard. The “hipster,” of course, has now become
international category of personhood that indexes particular taste in music, food, and
politics (independently produced rock n’ roll in English, artisanal and organic products,
and generally left-of-center, yet disaffected participation in public political discourse).
This was the main attribute, she explained, that made me white. Thus my whiteness was
entextualized by a middle class Peruvian as a function of a conglomerate of signs that had
little to do, explicitly, with skin pigmentation per se, and more with a form of
international cosmopolitan urbanity, a foreignness, perhaps (beard notwithstanding). At
no point did she mention mestizo as a possible categorization, until I brought it up as a
possible compromise.

A few days after my conversation with Mari and Caro, I approached my roommate in
Lima at the time, a tall man with pale skin and a British last name, and asked him, point
blank: am I white? He replied in the negative: my skin was not light enough. There was
no negative attachment, no further indexicals were discussed. His categorization that day
was direct and immediate. Thus, not unlike the different national identities Maitane and
Haritz entextualized based on the biographical information they had available, different
domains of categorization informed Caro and my roommate’s decodings of my racial
category. For Caro, it was important to incorporate me into a role similar to hers, to
project whiteness onto me in the instance in which her own whiteness was being
entextualized via specific physiognomic features. Part of my disagreement with her
typification was precisely to locate the discourse behind such a categorization. In
contesting her evaluation, I garnered information about what how whiteness could be
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established in a conversation where national identities (“Spanish” and “Peruvian”) had
already become entextualized. How and in what other kinds of contexts did these
discourses about typification come together?

In Spain, where Norma, the woman I mention at the beginning of this section, had come
from, whiteness was not a property defined by contrast of skin color, but rather hair color.
In Peru, the different ways in which I became explicitly racially categorized led me to
believe something else was at work, especially since the impact of counting whiteness
among ones characteristics could have different indexical properties in Latin America.
While there is indeed a minority population that self-identifies as white, multiple
population studies of Peru have established the hyper-visibility of non-indigenous, light
skinned or what has been traditionally as European physical features in popular media
and advertising, including blue or green eyes and blond hair, despite Peruvians exhibiting
these features being in the minority. Specifically, the recent work of Sue and GolashBoza (2013), Golash-Boza (2010), Portocarrero (2013), and Bruce (2007) have
specifically explored the role of whiteness in today’s Peruvian society. Their research
demonstrates how racialized identities continue to hold a significant place in people’s
experience. While some of Golash-Boza’s interlocutors, for example, may report that
terms like “white” or “black,” or even “trigueño,” simply refer to color, it is clear, even
by their own accounts of anecdotes about racial categorization, that this not in fact the
case, and that they are far from neutral terms. All descriptors contain value, and always
index a preference for European features, as my middle class interlocutors themselves
point out is the norm. But none of these studies address whiteness in and of itself.
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Wherefore blancos?

Whenever I asked limeños whether all foreigners or only specific foreigners received this
form of special treatment, they all responded that while whiteness indexed foreignness,
and begot career advantages, foreignness was a distinct category, and did not—in itself—
provide the same affordances on its own. However, combined with whiteness, almost all
my Peruvian interlocutors flagged foreignness as a positive quality in the eyes of hiring
committees and HR departments in Lima: being white and foreign indexed a
characterological figure of successful migration, but whose success further entrenched
forms of discrimination in the city. In this next conversation between two women,
Mariana and Morena (a nickname given to her by her friends, due to features including
her darker skin and dark curly hair), we find the entextualization of whiteness both as a
phenotypic and a national category. Both women are also in their mid-thirties, one living
in Miraflores, the other in the Medical Neighborhood, a grey area between Miraflores and
its neighboring, less affluent district of Surquillo. Both had worked in white collar jobs
and had friends who worked in that labor market, although both had transitioned into
other roles, one as a housewife and one going back to school to work in healthcare.
Together, the two explore the issue of job hunting in racialized terms.
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Table 5.2. Morena & Mariana on blancura
1. MO: Es verdad que el peruano es así, el
2. peruano es racista, en realidad también
3. quiere primero lo de afuera.
4. D: O sea tú dices contra sí mismo.
5. MO: Claro, contra sí mismo, o sea si viene
6. alguien, si viene un italiano aunque no
7. sabe más, "ah que bien.”
8. D: Pero no de cualquier lado, o por
9. ejemplo un colombiano—
10. MO: No, claro, los que vienen de país
11. pobre no, eso pasa en todos lados, pero si
12. viene americano, ah puertas abiertas, si
13. viene un “UK” [/ju-KeI/] puertas abiertas.
14. MA: Pero si viene alguien de Bolivia—
15. MO: Y sí, claro, y si viene alguien de por
16. ejemplo de Estados Unidos, que sea rubio
17. de ojos azules porque si viene el negrito,
18. puta no, manyas? El árabe tampoco.
19. D: ¿Porque los españoles son
20. específicamente blancones?
21. MO: Claro, son blancones, castaños, que
22. eso es verdad también. Para un puesto
23. sobre todo de servicio, de…
24. MA: Alto o medio, pues, no?
25. MO: Claro.
26. MA: Cargo medio.
27. MO: Si es un ingeniero de repente no les
28. va a interesar si tiene ojos azules, pero sí
29. les va a interesar de repente que viene de
30. un país avanzado que debe de haber
31. conocido otra cosa.
32. MA: Chevere.
33. MO: Osea, se asume, no?
34. MA: Eso es lo que digo, se asume. Que no
35. necesariamente es así.
[…]
36. MO: Por ejemplo yo tengo una amiga que
37. por ejemplo allá le decían “oye yo no
38. quiero que me atienda una doctora
39. sudaca,” ¿manyas? Rubia de ojos azules,
40. Giuliana Peretti se llama. O sea tú no la
41. ves para nada peruana ni nada, pero el
42. acento es latinoamericano.

1. MO: It’s true that Peruvians are like that,
2. they’re racist, really they also prefer what
3. comes from abroad.
4. D: So you mean against themselves.
5. MO: Of course, against themselves, I
6. mean if someone, if an Italian comes even
7. if they don't know more, it’s “oh so great.”
8. D: But not from anywhere, or for example
9. a Colombian—
10. MO: No, right, those who come from poor
11. countries, that happens everywhere, but if
12. an American comes, doors open, or a UK
13. person comes, doors open.
14. MA: But if someone from Bolivia comes15. MO: And, yes, right, and if someone
16. from the US comes, should be blonde and
17. blue eyed, because if a black guy comes
18. then fuck no, you know? Or an Arab guy.
19. D: Because Spaniards are specifically
20. white?
21. MO: Right, they’re white, have chestnut
22. hair, that’s true too. Yeah a position in
23. customer service, 12. as…
24. MA: And high up or mid-range, right
25. MO: Right.
26. MA: Mid management.
27. MO: If it’s an engineer maybe they won’t
28. care if they have blue eyes but they’ll care
29. that they come from an advanced country,
30. who must have learned some different
31. stuff.
32. MA: Who’s cool.
33. MO: I mean, people assume, right?
34. MA: That’s what I'm saying, it's assumed.
35. Which it isn't necessarily the case.
[…]
36. MO: For example, I have a friend who,
37. for example, there, they told her “Hey, I
38. don’t want a sudaca doctor to treat me,”
39. you know? [She’s] blonde, blue eyed her
40. name is Giuliana Peretti. I mean, you
41. wouldn’t see her as Peruvian at all, but her
42. accent is Latin American.

When Morena mentions the different possible nationalities of migrants who might come
to Peru looking for work, she identifies “poor countries” (line 11) as less desirable
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sources in the eyes of the “racist” Peruvians she calls out in line 2. Thus Italians,
Americans, and British migrants (the last of whom she refers to through a syllabic
pronunciation of the English acronym) would all have “doors open” (line 12) for them,
but Bolivians and Colombians—jumping off from my example—would not. Thus
foreignness itself, Morena recognizes, is not enough for success on the job market.
Morena also adds the description “castaño,” meaning having chestnut colored hair (line
21) to her description of the advantaged white migrant. This interaction collects a set of
features of whiteness which most of my interlocutors did not discuss. These features are
then posited as synonymous with employment, with an openness not afforded individuals
who did not possess them. Even if migrants were to arrive from the US, to be
immediately accepted, they would have to be “rubio de ojos azules” (“blond and blue
eyed,” lines 16-17); someone “negrito,” a black person, would get a violently negative
response (“puta, no,” line 18). The establishment of this contrast, of white and black as
predictors of success is significant because, whiteness is entextualized as indexing a
specific kind of foreignness, distinct from others. It is important to indicate that Morena
was not the only person to point this out: the specific twinning of foreignness with
whiteness as prized by hiring institutions was something I heard from many Peruvians.

Having heard this so many times, the entextualization of whiteness as a privileged
position, from middle class Peruvians, I wondered if a backlash had begun, one to rescind
these ostensible privileges. Yet out of the more than 50 Spanish individuals I conversed
with, only two had any difficulty finding work, one of them because, living off of the
money she received monthly for the apartment she had rented to a friend in Madrid, was
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in no rush and was extremely selective in her search. When I ask Morena if Spaniards are
specifically white in line 20, I myself use the term “blancón” rather than “blanco,” as a
means to separate phenotype from racial classification, she responds in the affirmative,
explaining that this (along with their “chestnut hair”) aided them in being hired in
positions “de servicio” (line 23), meaning front-of-house, or dealing directly with the
public. Mariana, however, follows up and clarifies: “high or mid-level,” which Morena
agrees with. The reason, Mariana claims, is the assumption that a white foreigner will
have a greater degree of experience, some kind of innovative wisdom merely by fact of
nationality and presumable racial categorization; in her testimony, white foreign status
indexed such positive traits in the minds of white collar hiring committees.

I should point out another aspect of reflexive ethnographic practice in this interaction. I,
as Gaudio (2001) does, incorporate my linguistic and discursive contributions in
interactions in my analysis. Offering the term “blancón” as a descriptor to Morena,
asking for clarification, (line 20) I perhaps asserted the correctness of the adjective rather
than merely restate her appraisal. Although I tried to shy away from directing the
conversation, my interventions were inevitably part of the co-textual array, and once a
racially descriptive term was introduced, it was successfully taken up. Thus I positioned
myself as someone who both recognized this aspect of whiteness, this descriptor.

Throughout, Morena makes statements about the state of the job market in Lima without
offering empirical evidence, recirculating arguments I had heard elsewhere. Mariana
acquiesced, attentively nodding, and adding the possibility of this whiteness being
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generally perceived as indexing know-how. The fact that they matched my own findings
in my small sample size is telling, but the verb forms she employs are significant,
especially since, as we have seen in previous chapters, arguments are consistently neither
constructed from evidence, nor qualified as hearsay. Thus when Morena states “si viene
un americano, ah puertas abiertas,” (lines 11-12) or “si viene alguien…de Estados
Unidos, que sea rubio de ojos azules,” (lines 15-18) she establishes a cause and effect
correspondence between white foreignness and success using the habitual conditional
form, a form meant to describe natural states of affairs. As with the debates around
history, there is, once again, a self-evidential set of claims about the social supported by
the verb forms. Having searched for studies similar to mine, I can confidently say that
there have been no surveys, quantitative studies, nor other sociological inquiries into the
migration of Spaniards to Lima; it seems highly improbable that either Mariana or
Morena would be in possession of such information. Rather, they were extrapolating
from circulating discourses surrounding racial distinctions to make their critique. This
does not make the critique false, but that is beside the point, as with “history” in the
previous chapters, I focus on the poetic structure of utterances in order to identify a
means to evidentiality based entirely on said structure, which lacks explicit indicators of
certainty and any kind of citation practice.

Such self-evidential claims certainly reinforced the generalized distaste for the Spanish
migrants from my middle class interlocutors but, more importantly, further enregistered
extant characterological figures, such as the successful white migrant, in turn
enregistering terminology for racial categorization. In lines 36-41, Morena explains how,
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in the case of a Peruvian living in Spain, features of whiteness did not prevent a Peruvian
woman from experiencing discrimination in the work place. Her friend, a doctor living in
Madrid, faced the occasional rejection of Spanish patients, who refused to be treated by a
Latin American doctor, going as far as to use the slur “sudaca,” a Castillian term to
denigrate migrants from the former colonies. But, referring to her friend, Morena
explains, “no la ves para nada peruana ni nada,” (lines 39-42) there is nothing Peruvian
about her, after mentioning that this woman, her friend the doctor, was blond and blueeyed, with Italian first and last names. Thus whiteness and foreignness, initially
distinguishable categories of individuals, are brought together, in this case, to explain
how nationality can be masked by racial categorization: whiteness and Peruvianness as
partially opposing categories. Had her friend not exhibited a “Latin American accent”
(line 41), perhaps her Spanish patients would never have been the wiser. Exhibiting
multiple features of whiteness, Morena’s friend is described as less recognizably
Peruvian, entextualizing a national phenotype different from white as Peruvian,
reinforcing the earlier portions of the conversation in which whiteness was entextualized
as a primarily foreign (non-Peruvian) quality.

Certainly, arguments about prototypical national subjects displaying specific sets of
physical features are not new, nor unique to Peru; as we know, they have been and
continue to be made around the world to nefarious ends. Morena, of course, is not
proposing an ethnostate, or anything of the sort. But this overlap in initially distinct
categories in one conversation, posited by the same individual, indicates that such
categories are often prone to slippages and recalibrations even within a single speech
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event. To Morena, herself darker skinned, as to many other Peruvians, whiteness masks
an individual’s Peruvianness. Whiteness stands in contrast to Peruvianness. Moreover,
Morena herself, now a housewife, had never truly had problems finding work, so it
seemed unlikely that her comments came from a form of resentment.

On this topic, all my Peruvian interlocutors agreed with Mariana and Morena. But these
middle class Peruvians did not categorize themselves, nor were there regular lengthy
discussions about anyone’s own “whiteness,” just as neither Mariana nor Morena
explored how others might racialize the two of them, or even how they would categorize
themselves, other than as non-foreign/non-white, by implicature. Mari’s joke about Caro
being “more of an invader” echoes Morena’s identification of her blonde, blue-eyed
friend as being lacking stereotypically “Peruvian” features. Mari’s joke hinges a similar
conflation of racial and national categories of belonging. But when I brought up the joke
myself, Caro felt the need to point out that I did not entirely fit the bill of the noncolonizer. Foreignness is inherently tied to whiteness, therefore.

Some work on the ambiguous, unstable nature of whiteness in Latin America has been
done by linguistic and cultural anthropologists (Dick, 2018; Morena Figueroa, 2010,
2013). Roth-Gordon (2017) draws on multiple sources in her ethnography of Brazilian
“race talk,” establishing that “light skin neither guarantees nor is required for racial
whiteness in Brazil, making the cultural and linguistic practices associated with whiteness
all the more important.” (69). In her fifth chapter, she follows “Bola” a young man of
“medium brown skin” who spends a good amount of time in the impoverished Rio
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neighborhood (favela) near his middle class enclave. In this example, and throughout her
book, Roth-Gordon describes how her informants qualify individuals, including Bola, as
white or black depending on their use of slang (Roth-Gordon plays them audio clips of
conversations among youth), as well as styles of dress, company kept, etc. Bola
specifically becomes iconic of the ability to “to change both how he thinks about himself
and the racial designation that he receives from others.” (154) His own mother fears his
connections with the black youth of the favela, which Roth-Gordon connects to fear of
losing “whiteness.”

Given the relative malleability of the category of race, which Roth-Gordon herself posits
in the introduction to her book, I argue that when Peruvians, and perhaps all Latin
Americans, engage in racial categorization, they are not referring to one category but a
word-token that is confusingly employed to refer to multiple social phenomena sourced
from multiple distinct domains of experience, each which points to multiple other
possible categories of belonging. This is similar to Roth-Gordon’s findings, but different
in a key aspect: white is not a well-defined sign-category in itself, but rather a folk term
employed to refer to different elements of experience. If we look at the data here
presented, it becomes clear that the following are described as falling under the category
of white: skin color, eye color, hair color, and forms of dress. These ostensibly provide
degree of labor success, and degree of foreignness (in this case, non-Latin Americanness). In how my interlocutors, as well as Roth-Gordon’s report racial categorization, it is
not that skin color leads to success, or style of dress per se. Rather, it is a combination of
different object-signs that index particular features of personhood which should
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cumulatively yield positive results in the labor market,. It is telling, for example, that
many of the ways in which race is defined also define belonging to the cultured class with
nivel, as Gracia’s testimony in the previous chapter illustrates. To certain Peruvian
individuals, whiteness might even mean proximity to the colonizing project, despite no
kin relations actually being established to the conquistadors of the 16th 17th, and 18th
centuries. But this also does not necessarily mean that nivel and race are separate but
intertwined, rather, I argue that both are part of a larger discursive installation of
hierarchy of which they are precipitates.

In her discussion of Bola, Roth-Gordon focuses on notions such as “passing” (as white)
and “crossing” (into blackness), identifying discreet boundaries she associates with
interactional forms of social capital, but does not fully separate the different features and
indexical properties in such a way that the categories are fully exposed; “black” and
“white” are made stable out of whiteness and blackness without an attention to contextbased bundling of signs, linked to each category by interactants. The issue is that this this
sets up a set of expectations surrounding whiteness, especially when we remember how
individuals (myself included) come to be different categorized by different individuals in
the same setting—in my case, middle class Peruvians in the central districts. It is
certainly not that my skin color changed, nor that I was more successful in the eyes of
either Caro or Mari. When I explained my non-whiteness to Caro, her account of
whiteness emerged as a property that indexed, to middle class Peruvians, a particular
form of foreignness, more specifically one that indexes cosmopolitanness (“hispterdom”).
Discrimination, as I mention above, is indeed a significant problem in Peru, as in all of
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Latin America, but it is important as well to understand how and where racial
categorizations emerge within given social domains. It is significant as well that more
than a few of my middle class interlocutors, beyond Caro and Mariana, were fair skinned,
and many reported whiteness to be a feature of Spanishness, as Morena implies in her
appraisal of her friend, the doctor.

Racism is certainly real. But I posit that racial analyses based upon the solidity of
racionyms as analytical categories, as entirely divorced from other means of social
positioning, sometimes rely on assumptions about power at the macro level, rather than
an observation of the interdiscursive processes involved in categorization. This it can lead
down pathways whereby categories are insisted upon rather than closely analyzed. Rather
than understand “class” and “race” as transcendental, intersecting categories, I would
argue that features of interpersonal behavior are variably grouped into social categories in
locale-specific ways. Labels and processes explained via racionyms, for example, only
partially capture the spectrum of roles and alignments, indeed of social relations
operating in a given case. Designations for social kinds (i.e. white/non-white,
foreign/local, Peruvian/Spaniard) always remain formless until they are made relevant in
activities of grouping diacritics under such designations in order to establish some social
difference. Thus when discussing how racialization processes take place, we must take
into account how individuals themselves explain and perform such groupings. Because
diacritics of race, as much as diacritics of national belonging, are formulated through
footings with social history (as I show in my earlier chapters), they differ in important
ways in different contexts, post-colonial and otherwise.
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It is important to remark on the fact that foreignness (partially indexed by whiteness) as a
property of an individual, is characterized by my middle class Peruvian interlocutors both
as a signifier of distinction or social capital and a sign of inadequacy. There are evident
tensions during interactions between individuals entextualized as Spanish and Peruvians,
as we have seen, but this does not overcome, in explicit narratives of Peruvians
themselves, the inherent advantages that come with whiteness (a feature of Spanishness)
as a semiotic partial involved in the construction of characterological figures. Moreover,
it does not lead to a questioning of their own understandings of race as a domain for
categorization, how it is organized, nor how the problems caused by the enregisterment
of, for example, whiteness as success, can be addressed.

Finally, I must note that my experience could not speak to all ethnographers, as their
particular set of features would interact differently with their particular contexts to
produce entirely different sign-functions. However, through an analysis of my own
experience as receiver of projections of my interlocutors’ ideas about categories such as
race, I offer a productive means of reflecting on the process of data collection and
analysis that relies on a semiotic analysis of speech events where categories of belonging
are made explicitly relevant.
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Conclusion

It might be helpful to clearly state, as Goodwin (1990) does, that the anthropologist and
her field subjects are both part of the same overarching participant framework. While this
might seem blatantly obvious, its consequences for research are not. During most of my
time in Basque Country I quickly realized that my position as analyst or foreign
researcher was not my most salient. While my Americanness had invested me with
authority when my connection to the US had been foregrounded in contexts such as the
Cultural Center and the K-12 school, my South Americanness granted me another kind of
access, through solidary alignment, to the mapping of geopolitical relations as understood
by Basques. My changing role, assigned to me at each permutation of the interplay
between my disclosure of identifying information and its construal was key in analyzing
how significant these understandings were. But by paying attention to alignment as an
organizational poetics of the geopolitical discourses that others interpelated me into, I
discovered phenomena rife for research, specifically processes of racialization and
ethnification. This does not mean that we should be constantly anxious about not catching
every single instance of alignment that arises in any given moment. Turning our eyes
toward our own bodies as means of collecting and interpreting data should therefore not
be understood as a distraction, but rather as significant to the research design itself. As

Mary Bucholz and Kira Hall (2005) write:
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Whether the ethnographer initiates and directs the interaction or simply contributes to it
as one participant among others; whether she is a member of the community under
study; whether, the researcher unexpectedly becomes ‘the data’ or even becomes
unintentionally complicit in larger structures of power and inequality…in every case, a
complete and ethical analysis will consider how we ourselves are inextricable from the
research we do. (Bucholz and Hall, 160).

Semiotic anthropology has much to offer to many of the debates surrounding reflexivity
in anthropology writ large. Larger questions of positionality stand much to gain from
understanding the mechanics of interactional frameworks. And I do want to point out that
my interest here has not been to explain away the tension between the ethical and the
analytical, but rather to provide some examples of how being aware of this tension, and
approaching it from a semiotics standpoint, can help us be precise about both the ethical
and the analytical.

Moreover, reanalyzing our own positions within the social space of our field sites can
help to recognize that categories, including racial categories, are not only not discrete, but
also differently constructed in different locales. I was read as more white by some, and
less white by others, and my middle class interlocutors—who never referred to their own
category membership or pigmentation as means to establish contrast—could themselves
perhaps be read as white by yet another group of individuals. All of this points to a
hypernym that encompasses racial and class positioning, the elements of which are yet to
be explicitly uncovered. I would argue that it is not about looking for these two categories
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that will allow a fine-grained analysis of the indexicals at play in instances of racial
categorization, since some which are construed as indexicals of “race” may in fact be
construals of other domains of social difference which are retroactively applied to folk
understandings of race to produce a composite of interlocutors.

We can hone a reflexive ethnographic practice, therefore, as an interactional genre that
relies on an attention to itself and its effects, rather exclusively as a poetics of selfaffirmation or confession. Then perhaps we can begin to make reflexivity more precise
and less reliant on etic normative categories of “consciousness.” Considering the semiotic
components of our performances of self can lead to be impactful and rich sources of data
when paired with their construal by our interlocutors. Similarly, we can derive insights
about our research contexts by tending to the semiotic processes that highlight or
minimize such features, stances, and alignments produced by our presence and actions
within given interactional frames.
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CONCLUSION

Peruvians today continue to engage with the story of the demise of the Inca Atahualpa: in
2005, artist Manuel Velaochaga developed an updated version, a pop-art collage that
replaced some of the Spaniards with contemporary army men and one of the priests with
then Pope Benedict XVI, now holding Che Guevara’s severed head. The show where the
large-scale piece, meant to be shown in Valencia, Spain in 2007, was canceled at the last
minute, and censorship claims leveled at the Spanish gallery. Last year, a meme called
the “Atahualpa Challenge” went briefly viral, finding itself discussed in large news
outlets, including Spain’s highly reputable El País. The challenge consists in having
someone pick up a bible, handle it inquisitively, and then violently toss it at a nearby
wall, or directly to the ground, replicating Atahualpa’s ostensible actions when Valverde,
the Catholic priest who accompanied Pizarro, handed him the book.

In this dissertation I have accounted for the production of identities of various sorts in
interactions that ground socio-historic discourses in encounters between Peruvians and
Spanish migrants living in Lima. As I have shown, official Peruvian history, instantiated
in the mediatized in the form of high school textbooks, is not singular: the events narrated
therein may for the most part remain, but their interpretation, the roles of the actors and
the construal of their activities by the authors of such official narratives, change over
time, subject to the designs of political projects, themselves shaped out of extant
discourses about the nation-state. The organization of Peru’s past into a national history,
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therefore, remains an incomplete project, which only appears complete if those who
partially experience it through this genre of textual objects (among other channels),
unaware of such objects as products of interdiscursive processes themselves.

Much of the fiction that history is a finished process stems from the consistent use of
verbal forms that denote finished action, mainly the past perfect and the imperfective of
the indicative. Qualifying evidential claims via the deployment of modals (the only
available means in Spanish) would cast narratives of the past—official and otherwise—as
perspectival. The uptake of the narratives encoded in the textbooks becomes evident
when witnessed in the interactions between Peruvians and Spanish migrants, who find
themselves locked in disagreement. The past perfect indicative as a form thus carries with
it an ontic weight, exposing a potential grammatical covert category (Whorf, 1938, 1945)
of evidentiality, employed to denote not only completed actions in the past, but doubling
as self-evident certainty that the event happened. Peruvian and Spanish citizens, for the
most part exposed to a different set of interdiscursive chains, each having differently
enregistered information about the colonial past, find themselves at an impasse.
Attempting to align away from any connection to the colonial project, Spaniards continue
to insist on the presentation of facts via the past perfect. In their responses, Peruvians
incorporate other verbal forms, offering up visions of a Peruvian nation foreclosed by
colonization, extending history from a discourse about the past into one very much about
the present. This colonial legacy chronotope acts to both entextualize Spanish migrants as
interlopers and enregisters national identities (“Spanish” and “Peruvian”) as historically
constituted.
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The enregisterment of these categories makes the processual and performative nature of
such identities less perceivable. Furthermore, the performance of nationality (and
nationalism) does not remain only in alignments to figures linked to the colonial past:
they are also established via forms of alignment to characterological figures shaped by
construals of speech repertoires in the present. By enregistering characteristics of
Spanishness to particular speech forms, from phonemic variants to changes in volume of
speech, to the use of particular lexical items, middle class Peruvian locals create
boundaries of belonging and non-belonging. Moreover, they metapragmatically present a
“Peruvian” repertoire based upon speech forms they and other middle class locals in their
circles employ. Enregistering activity routines as symmetrical nationally, they positioning
them as contrasting to “Spanish” ones. These behaviors emerge as ones signaling respect
or deference, maintaining social distance rather than effacing it. Favoring “Peruvian”
forms, furthermore, limeños also remain vigilant of the performances of return migrants,
whose less-than-Peruvian repertoires become linked to aspirational, unfavorably antinational attitudes. However, these contemporary speech forms are colonial legacies
themselves. This socio-historical component, furthermore, remains unaddressed by (and
probably unavailable to) interactants, exposing their

In my process of research, ultimately, I found it imperative to take into account my own
contribution to the interactions I observed and participated in. By employing the semiotic
anthropological conception of reflexivity, it becomes possible to incorporate the presence
of the ethnographer into the ethnographic process without narrowing the scope of
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research into the researcher’s thoughts (about their own thoughts). This is especially
significant because of ostensible assumptions about how my life history, being born and
spending half of my life in Peru, might inform my work. However, the different
entextualizations of my provenance by Spaniards in Spain demonstrates the relative
malleability of such identity formations. Throughout the dissertation I have discussed
these as precipitates of performances and construals, and they are no different when
applied to my own case. Furthermore, given the different entextualizations of my racial
categorization, the different use of racionyms to refer to my body (as a array of signs), it
becomes evident that the identification of someone’s raza, or race (as an emic category)
is similarly one that draws upon discourses that are products of historical speech chains,
but which are enacted to varying effects in interaction.

National discourses, reliant upon a historical axis, carry with them ideologies about
history itself, what history is and why it is important, affecting the kinds of claims to
history that individuals make in any given interaction. After all, it is, arguably, during
interaction that a given narrative of history becomes confirmed or transformed. The
construal of an interaction as inflected by racial or national boundaries and distinctions is
always latent and possible, but it is only in the negotiation and renegotiation of context
that subjects are made positioned (if only temporarily) and categories are either
challenged or reinforced. It is not necessarily about individuals who essentially embody
either whiteness or even Spanishness, but rather about when these features become
salient (which might be at the very start, with a look, or a gesture), and how in and by
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these speech events people’s possibilities for social mobility (in all directions) are
expanded or contracted.

History emerges as a discourse genre into which any number of chronotopic ideologies
are entextualized. Middle class Peruvians and Spanish migrants align themselves to
particular ideologies (of rupture and continuity, respectively) by engaging in the
reproduction of the genre. The production of colonial “history” in middle class Lima is a
recursive process, much like language itself, in and by which individuals locate
themselves and others. The dissonance between their perceptions of the past makes
evident a historical asynchrony that posits that historical events exist as referential,
polyvalent conglomerates partially definable only via footing in those moments when
they become grounded in social activities. But while socio-historically developed
discourses inform perspectives about the world, there might also be room for
reorganization—purposeful and otherwise—through new alignments to these very
discourses.

In other words, the valence of colonial history as a discursive installation,
institutionalized by actors in the academy and in government, among other social actors,
seems well established among middle class Peruvians, but it is not impervious to change.
Ultimately, I would argue that colonization’s impact should be measured inasmuch as
contemporary forms of relating to subjects and figures in the world (discriminatory and
otherwise) are upheld but individuals themselves. Alignments to the nation, via footings
with history, reproduce patriotism, a “we” obscures more than it illuminates. As I show,
the solidity of the discourse around colonialism and independence serves to legitimize
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national identities, otherwise enforced by the state via bureaucratic rituals, such as
receiving a passport.

Such metatheoretical discussions around pedagogies of history and philosophy are
significant in undoing chronotopes of modernity and unmodernity, which undergird the
notion of time as movement forward, of “developed” and “underdeveloped” locales,
forcing individuals to develop alternate timelines rather than see what can be discovered
about the world as is. Wirtz’s (2014) notion of the “interdiscursive web” is a compelling
model: the web comprises the opportunity for chance and transformation, for multiple
entry points into discursive-historical analysis, and rejects the Hegelian path-dependent
notion of historical time as linear. Moving forward, I would pay closer attention to nodes
within, so as to not fall into the model’s totalizing allure. Recognizing historical
discourse as the product of branching nodes of interconnected chains in this form exposes
how inconsistent a linear narrative of time truly is, potentially opening new avenues for
reconceptualizing historiography as a whole.
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